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PREFACE TO FolfRI!l- ED\T1Q:S 

-
Tn f~ editions of this little book. as ftll as those or 
the parent II Handbook.· haft been so ftll received,. tN.t 
the author feels justified in offering to the public .. new and 

enlarged edition. 

The sections omitted &om the previous editions are those 

on LtmJ.Jta MII1I;'"lp.rl Rif",." IAmI &!j-G«w-llllltlf/, LM,/ 

TlUalilP&, and T~1I..t RigAl. as being no longer required; 

while those on LaSt/"N" E".fm".Ais~~1II, IAt G«Itlfhtrg 

Syslnn. R~gislrtlliQ1f of 7I1ks t. IA1I4I, and .. Dislrtss," have 

been replaced by subjects of greater or more pressing im

portance. All the above-named subjects will, hO"'ever, be 
found discussed in the seventh edition of the .. HANDBOOK 

TO POUTICAL QUESTIONS." 

The new subjects included in this edition are E,." 

&h(l()/S. SlIm" Parlia",mls, C"N1fmsahiJII ill III~ LifNor 

Trade. and the question of an Eighl HQNrs IAn.. The 

whole book has been carefully revised. 

It was in no way the object of this book, as some seem 

to have supposed, to point out which arguments are 

weighty, which worthless, which are sound, and which 

rotten j nor to arrange the arguments in the order of their 
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importance. Its existence will, I hope, have been justified, 

if it has been of any practical use to the public; and if, by 

showing how much sound argument can usually be urged 

on the" other side of the question," it has, in any degree, 

inculcated toleration. 
S.B. 

February, 1891. 



INTRODUCTION. 

-
W& are in this country fortuDate enough to possess a 
system of party government, which, while it divides the 
political life of Great Britain into two or more parties, and 
gives rise to angry argument and heated discussion, does 
not degenerate into animosity. There is, consequently, 
nothing to prevent men of opposite modes of thought from 
remaining on amicable and intimate tenns, or from discuss
ing temperately the questions on which they differ. 

The reasons (or the general absence of personal animosity 
between the rival political parties are not far to seek. In 
the first place, there is no diversity of opinion on the genenl 
question o( the (orm o( government best adapted (or the 
country j and, though the various Estates of the Realm, 
which together make up the body politic, may struggle for 
power and inftuence, and from time to time may vary in 
constitution, it is taken (or granted that a Sovereign who 
reigns but does not govern, is for us the best Head of the 
State. The country is, consequently, saved from any 
agitation and intrigue, having (or its object a change of 
Dynasty, or the institution of a Republic j and there is no 
Pretender caballing against the occupant of the throne. 
The Sovereign, and the supporters o( the existing form of 
government, need not, therefore, be constantly engaged in 
attempting to crush or paralyse the Opposition, "'in order to 
preserve their own power, or office j to save themselves 
(rom exile, imprisonment, perhaps even death. The Op
position, on their part, are not tempted to engage in secret 
plotting, to which they would be certain to descend if the 
despairing conviction were forced upon them that their 
only hope o( participating in the government of the country 
was by a complete upheaval and reversal of the existing 
state of things. . 

Then, again, there is no hopelessness in English politics. 
Though, from time to time, one of the two great parties in 
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the State has been forced to linger for many a weary year in 
the cold shade of opposition, while the' other has been. (I 

enjoying the sweets of office and the fruits of victory, a tum 
of Fortune's wheel has always come, sooner or later; the 
minority has converted itself into a majority, ousted the 
Government, and taken its seat on the Treasury bench. 
The party in opposition has the ever-present consciousness 
that within three or four, or at most six years, it will of 
necessity have an opportunity of appealing to the intellect, 
to the interests, or to the passions of the nation. The 
sanguine expectation of future success which animates 
politicians, whilst it keeps alive a knowledge of, and an 
interest in politics, and prevents the defeated party from 
descending to violence and intrigue, has also, in Parliament 
and out, a powerful moderating influence on the Opposition; 
inasmuch as they are aware that at any moment they may 
be called upon to undertake the responsibilities and the 
cares of office. 

Thus party contest, while occasionally effervescing and 
bubbling over unpleasantly, is honest, sober, and sedate at 
bottom, and mostly kept within reasonable bounds. 

On the other hand, the historic' past of the two great 
Parties, the genuine divergence of opinion and principle, 
the real interest which is taken in matters of policy and 
politics, are sufficient to keep alive the rivalry between them 
in its best and most ennobling form, and to prevent it 
from degenerating into a mere conflict between the .. ins" 
and the .. outs." Other countries-more especially, per
haps. some of our own colonies-point the moral for us, 
that where no traditional or fundamental difference of 
opinion or principle exists, party politics cannot flourish in 
a satisfactory form, but reduce themselves to the low level 
of personal strife, desire for place, the pitting of class 
against class-ignoble aims and sordid aspirations. 

England is not likely to fall on such evil days. Even 
when the momentous question which now dominates 
English politics has been laid to rest, there will yet remain, 
awaiting solution, many great questions of national im
portance, involving principles and details on which the two 
parties conscientiously differ. Moreover, we m.ay well 
believe that, with an Empire such as ours, when the questions 
of the immediate present, and those looming large in the 
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distance, have been settled, others of equal moment will 
come to the fore. 

Party government, as it exists amongst us, possesses this 
further incidental advantage, that each side is interested in 
the orderliness and intelligence of the other, whilst the 
country itself is almost as vitally concerned in the conduct 
of the Opposition as in that of the Government. 

The stronger and more capable the Opposition-with due 
regard to the existence of a proper working majority on the 
Ministerial side-tbe better, more thorough, and lasting will 
be the work and legislation of the Government. A weak, 
lazy, or stupid Opposition cannot exercise half the influence 
for good, either within or without the House, that will be 
exercised by one vigilant and strong. A Government 
which has to bear the brunt of intelligent, searching, and 
able criticism, will have a great additional inducement to 
propose well-thought-out plans, high-principled schemes, 
and measures which 1rill commend themselves to the nation 
as well as to the Ministerialists. 

Moreover, a well commanded, well drilled, and united 
Opposition will be less of a hindrance to the proper legisla
tion of the Government, than one which is broken up into 
factions, has little respect for itself; and less regard for the 
dignity of the House. An Opposition such as this not only 
unreasonably delays the business of the nation, but brings 
discredit on itself and on the House of Commons. 

In order to obtain an intelligent Opposition as well as a 
strong Government, the electors must be able to discriminate 
between the different parties, and to weigh the merits of 
different candidates. They must examine for themselves, 
as best they can, each political question as it arises, so that 
-though they may not perhaps be able to make a very 
profound study of the situation-they may look at it from 
an intelligent and common-sense point of view, and cast 
their votes on the side which seems to them to be most in 
the right, and which, for the time being, appears to be most 
likely to promote the welfare of the country. . 

It cannot be to the interest of either party to veil the 
truth from the elector, or to keep him in darkness and 
ignorance. On the one hand, the Liberals may, and doubt
less do, imagine that it is to their special interest that light 
should be shed, intelligence awakened, ignorance dispelled, 
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and knowledge increased. They believe, or ought ~ 
believe, so firmly in the truth and vitality of their p~elI, . 
as to be convinced that, the more these are studied and 
understood, the wider and more lasting will be their in
fluence. Indeed, if they do not hold this faith, they. are 
either hypocrites, false to their political ,creed, or meaning
less repeaters of parrot cries. 

But, on the other hand, the Conservatives must have the 
same implicit belief in the truth, justice, and eternity of the 
principles which they profess; and if they are convinced of 
the righteousness of their cause, they must rejoice to see 
just intelligence awakened and increased. They also must 
feel that the more capable a man is of thinking and under
standing, the more will the doctrines in which they believe 
be acceptable and accepted by him. 

If, then, it be allowed by the advocates of both parties
as it surely must be-that increased knowledge is an ad
vantage; and if they hold-as they surely must-that the 
arguments advanced by their own side outweigh those 
which can be urged by the other, neither can shrink from 
the test of having these arguments placed fairly side by side, 
for both must be convinced that the mind of the intelligent 
and unprejudiced inquirer will incline towards their own 
creed. 

Unfortunately-though the fact may not 'be without 
compensatory advantages-men are far too apt to. make up 
their minds that they are in the right in thinking this or that, 
simply and solely because somebody else thinks it, or has 
thought it. Such men, no doubt, are not troubled with 
many qualms of conscience, but wrap themselves up in the 
impenetrable cloak of unthinking deference to authority of 
opinion, and, whilst professing to be open to conviction, 
stubbornly refuse to see that there can possibly be more 
than one side to a question. 

Those, however, who take the trouble to examine both 
sides carefully, will be ready to admit the force of opposing 
arguments; and, when they have weighed them well, and 
after anxious doubt and laborious thought have made up 
their minds, they will feel that, with themselves at least, the. 
stronger arguments have prevailed, and that their convictions 
are founded on truth and justice. 

In no case can a man of intelligence allow himself to .. 
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remain for ever doubting and hesitating j right or wrong, he 
finds he must range himself on one side or the other j and 
the step once taken, bis opinions naturally become stronger 
and stronger, he becomes more and more convinced that 
his party is in the righL It is well that this should be. so, 
for without an instinctive inclination to believe in the truth 
of one's opinions, the mind would be enveloped in a mist of 
doubt, party government would be impossible, and politics 
would remain a chaos without form and void. " Very few," 
as Hartley Coleridge said, "can comprehend the whole 
truth j and it much concerns the general interest that every 
portion of that truth should have interested and passionate 
advocates. N 

There exists, however, a cIass of men-a very large class 
-who knowing nothing and caring less about politics, are 
politically everything by turns and nothing long, and who 
unfortunately make up in many constituencies the margin 
of voters who tum the scale of the election. These are the 
men whose wavering conviction opposing candidates must 
make it their business to arrest, by plying them with every 
argument that can fairly be urged, with the hope that one at 
least may strike home. . 

The spread of education, of newspapers and literature, 
the increased means of communication and locomotion, are 
gradually decreasing the numbers of this neutral host, and 
no efforts should be spared on our part in enticing as many 
as we can of the soldiers composing this body to come over 
to us, and in ourselves enlisting recruits who would other
wise join its ranks. This army consists of men of all con
ditions in life, men of all degrees of knowledge, intelligence, 
and capacity j a large part of it is .distinctly mercenary. 
The more it can be reduced in numbers the less will be 
experienced the tremendous reverses of electoral fortune 
which have been seen of late years-reverses which have 
bc:e!1 caus~d chiefly b.y a su~den whim, pique, fear, or hope, 
selZlDg this usuaUy ImpassIVe body of men, and causing 
them to desert the side which they formerly supported, and 
to support the side which they formerly opposed. . 

The sin which most besets party politics consists in this, 
that prejudice and passion too frequently warp the feeling 
and conduct of politicians. 
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the further purchase of land by_the rich, and the increase in 
the size of estates. 

13.-That legislation cannot do -everything, and may not 
be successful in this instance, but it can assist to form, to 
clarify, to carry out public opinion. The voluntary system 
has failed; it is time to see whether State interference would 
not attain the desired ends. 

14.-That the proposal is undoubtedly a socialistic one. 
But Socialism is already incorporated in our laws, and 
there ate precedents in the Poor Laws, Municipal Adminis
tration, Education Laws, Sanitary Laws, Artisans' and 
Labourers' Dwellings Laws, and more especially in the Irish 
Labourers' Dwellings Act;" while compulsory powers of 
purchase are already possessed by railways, School Boards, 
etc., for the public benefit 

15.-(a) That it is no new thing to give considerable dis
cretionary powers to representative Local Authorities, and the 
tendency of the times is still further to enlarge their powers. 

(b) That there would be no compUlsion on the Local 
Authority to exercise their compulsory powers; thus, unless 
the majority of the local community so desired, nothing 
would be done; while, in every case, great caution would 
be exercised in the purchase of land and the provision of 
allotments; and public opinion would always prevent excess 
in supply, or any unfair treatment of a particular landlord. 

16.-:-(a) That there would be no fear of immovably fixing 
a particular labourer to a particular spot;. the tenant-right 
would always be saleable, and the holder would thus always 
be able to remove from one place to ano.ther without loss. 

(b) That the Local Authority would not provide allot
ments and cottages for all ; thus there would never be any 
excess of labourers attracted by this means to any particular 
locality.. . 

17.-:-(a) That the labourers and artisans would be glad 
and willing to reht cottages and allotments at a fair rent, 

* This Act; passed in 1882. with the amending Acts of 1883 and 1885. 
practically gives to Boards of Guardians in Ireland, under the authority of 
the Local Government Board. neady all the powers in the matter of pIU'
chase of land. erection of cottages. and letting of allotments. which are now 
demanded for England and Scotland; loans for the purpose being made to 
the Boards of Guardians by the Treasury on very easy terms. The Boards 
are enabled not oilly to purchase land. to build cottages. and to attach to 
each half an acre of land, but can attach such plots to any existing 
cOttages. 
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In order to convince themselves that they are in the right, 
men are often led to speak ill of opponents in their public 
capacity, in a way' which they would never think of doing, 
or dare to do, in the private relations of life. It is foolish
ness itself to impute to the other side motives which one 
must know would never actuate them as individuals;' and 
while arrogating to one's own party all virtue, infallibility, 
and prophetic foresight, to ascribe to one's opponents 
political vice, stupid fallibility, and insane shortsightedness. 

The difference between the principles held by Liberals 
and those held by Conservatives is not, except under the 
influence of excitement, asserted by either side to be the 
difference between right and wrong. It is frankly acknow
ledged to be but a conflicting idea, or a dissimilar point· of 
view; a belief on the one side in the beneficial results of 
action, on the other a dread of the evil results of great 
changes-the whole tempered by the personal equation of 
the observer, the constitutional difference of feeling and 
thought. The principles advanced by the two parties can
not be reconciled, and may differ almost fundamentally, but 
they are afte~ all founded on the same basis of supposed 
right, and the conception and realisation of them is but a 
matter of degree. Every Englishman, whether he be Whig 
or Tory, Unionist or Home Ruler, Conservative, Liberal, or 
Radical, is actuated more or less by the same motives; 
though the conduct of one man may be governed by feel
ings and passions which another does not hold and cannot 
understand. 

Even where it is evident that a man is personally 
interested in opposing a reform, we ought, before levelling 
insinuations against his good faith, to look around, and to 
see whether those who are supporting the measure are 
wholly free from personal bias, and are not themselves 
actuated by sinister interests of their own. 

Toleration, indeed, ill its largest sense, ought always to 
actuate public leaders as well as the rank and file, in word, 
action, and legislation. And the more it is recognised that 

.on the merits of every question a great deal can be honestly 
urged from the opposite point of view, and that in many 
cases both opposer and supporter have right on their side, 
the more widely, one may hope, will political forbearance 
and consideration prevail. 
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But, though toleration should always be practised, and 
mutual recrimination, misrepresentation and abuse, always 
avoided, we ought at the same time never to forget that 
there are cases in which, as Burke once said, IC Temper is 
the state of mind suited to the occasion." Wrong is wrong, 
and right is right There are evils that may not be' 
patiently endured; and, in spite of all we nowadays hear 
of the heat to which political passion has risen, I am my
self inclined to believe that we have among us too much of 
that lukewarm indifferentism which believes that there is 
nothing new, and nothin~ true, and that nothing matters 
very much. 
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MANUAL 
OF 

POLITICAL QUESTIONS. 

HOME RULE. 

IT is proposed to create an Irish Parliament to sit in 
Dublin, which should have power to legislate on, and to 
regulate Irish Home affairs, leaving "Imperial" questions 
to be dealt with by the Imperial Parliament sitting at 
Westminster. The Irish Executive to be responsible to the 
Irish Parliament alone. 

This proposal is upheld on the grounds :-

I."'-That it is desirable to institute some middle course 
between separation on the one hand and over-centralisation 
on the other. 

2.-(a) That each country is best able to manage her 
own domestic concerns; each has the right, and should 
have the liberty to do so. To force a detested system of 
government on an unwilling people is contrary to the 
principle of constitutional freedom. 

(b) That it is undesirable for one country virtually to 
control the domestic affairs of another. 

(c) And this is more especially undesirable when the 
two countries differ radically in sentiment, character, and 
religion. 

3.-That the control of the domestic affairs of one country 
by another tends to emasculate its strength and stunt its 
growth; while liberty and self-government foster intelligence, 
knowledge, and sobriety of mind. 

4.-That the Union has brought neither loyalty, peace, 
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nor strength. The attempt on the part of England to 
govern Ireland according to English ideas has been a 

• disastrous failure; and this in spite of the fact that some of 
our best men have applied themselves to the task: 

5.-(a) That, though the Act of Union, fraudulentlyob
tained, united the Legislatures, the nations were thereby 
divided. After eighty-five years of a "united Parliament" 
the integrity of the Empire is little more than a name. 

(6) That the Union, as now established, is merely a 
"Paper Union," and has been only maintained by means of 
Coercion Acts repeatedly passed by Parliament against the 
will of the Irish people; and without coercion such a 
Union cannot hereafter be maintained. 
- 6.-That the present state of affairs constitutes a grave 
military danger. Even when England is at peace, a large 
force is needed to keep Ireland in order, and England's 
danger would be Ireland's opportunity. In time of war, 
Ireland might welcome a descent of the enemy on her coasts, 
and allow herself to be made a base for offensive operations. 

-7.-(a) That th& present state of things constitutes a 
grave political danger. Under existing circumstances the 
presence of the Irish "Nationalist" members exercises a 
very baneful influence on the efficiency, repute, and 
popularity of the House of Commons. 

(6) That the Nationalist members are elected, not to 
assist, but to hinder legislation; not to administer, but to 
prevent administration. And they have largely succeeded 
in paralysing legislation, and in reducing the party system 
to an unworkable absurdity. 

(c) That" Ireland stops the way." Until Ireland has a 
Parliament of her own, the Imperial Parliament will never 
be master of itself. If England insists upon governing 
Ireland, Ireland will at least prevent England from governing 
herself. 

8.-That the present state of things, by leading to con
tinued agitation, drives away capital, and distracts and 
impoverishes Ireland; while thousands of Irishmen are in 
consequence annually driven from home, to carry abroad 
with them hatred and disaffection to England. 

9.-(a) That, the" Union" having thus proved to be a 
failure, the Irish people are entitled to demand the restitu-
tion of their Parliament. ' 
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(0) That. after aD, precedent is more OIl the side of the 
aDcient Irish Puti.ament than on that of the modem 
.. Cnioo..-

(.) That the old Irish Parli:unent, though returned by a 
corrupt and limited dectorate. did a n.st amount of useful 
work; and a ~, constructed on better lines and 
sounder principles, would be eminently efficient. 

Io.-{II) That in the past-for centuries past-England 
did n.st and irreparable injlllJ to Ireland: first, by whole
sale confiscation, plantation of the English, transplantation 
of the Irish; then by fi.scal legislation directed against her 
trade and commerce; and by penal legislation directed 
a.,aainst religious liberty and equality; and, finally, by 
depriving her, through .. means the most base and shame
less. ... of her legislative independence. For all this England 
owes reparation. 

(0) That England 'II'aS right first to attempt by the re
moval of material grievances - Land Laws, ChUICh, 
Education, &c.-to win over the Irish people to Eng
lish rule; but these reforms have totally failed in their 
object. 

11.-(11) That the fact that the "Irish Question· is further 
from settlement now than it 'II'aS before • remedial 
legislation" was begun, shows that we have not yet gone to 
the root of the matter. In fact, by the removal of other 
material grievances, the fidd for Home Rule agitation has 
been left clear. 

(6) That, doubtless, the agitation for Home Rule is 
panly sentimental; but, after all, the world is largely governed 
by sentiment. 

12.-{II) That the Irish people have never ceased to pro
test against the legislative Union; and at no previous period 
has the feding in Irel.llld been so unanimously adverse to 
the present system of English rule. and in favour of Irish 
legislativeindependen~ 

(6) That this is conclusivdy proved by the result of the 
general elections of 188S and 1886. In 188S, the Irish 
people had, for the first time. an opportunity of constitu
tionally expressing their opinions; and by an overwhelming 
majority-eigbty-five members to eighteen-they declared in 
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favour of Home Rule j* a verdict repeated and emphasised 
in 1886. 

(c) That there never was in Parliament an Irish party so 
united, and so little open to corrupt or party influences. 

(tI) That the position of affairs has thus materially altered 
of late; and it is impossible any longer to shut our eyes to 
the fact that we are face to face with a national feeling con
stitutionally expressed. 

(e) That it is the duty of Parliament carefully to consider 
a question' thus powerfully and constitutionally raised, and, 
if possible, to comply with the demands of such a large 
portion of the citizens of the United Kingdom. 

I3.-That it is a mockery to have greatly extended the 
franchise in Ireland, and then to pay no regard to the voice 
of the people constitutionally expressed. 

I4.-(a) That the Irish people have a passionate aspira
tion for self-government; and until this be conceded, they 
will never be content nor loyal to the Crown. . 

(b) That the existence of such a wide-spread feeling of 
nationality leads the Irish to regard English domination, as 
.. Foreign" rule; and to consider it in the light of a tyranny 
and a burden. 

Is.-That constitutional government-i.e., the govern
ment of a country in harmony with the feelings, the wants, 
and the wishes of the people-does not exist in Ireland. 

I6.-(a) That the presumption that "we can legislate 
better for the Irish than they can for themselves," is, as Fox 
said, "a princ,iple founded on the most arrogant despotism 
and tyranny." 

(b) That Great Britain, in her Irish legislation, has per
sistently ignored the fact of the existence of those differences 
of race, religion, habits, character, and sentiment which 
exist between Irishmen and Englishmen. 

(c) That, by our Irish legislation-which, when concilia
tory, has been given grudgingly, has usually been accom
panied by coercion, and has not been by any means in accord 
with Irish opinion j and, which, when coercive, has been 
absolutely antagonistic to Irish feeling-we have fomented 
the feeling of antagonism between the two nations. 

(d) That, similarly, by our mode of centralised government 
• In 188S the Nationalists contested 89 seats in Ireland and won 8$. 

They now (18ga) still ,number 85. 
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for Ireland, by consistently disregarding the voice of the 
Irish representatives, by our administration of the law, 
by .. Castle Rule," by the refusal of municipal privileges and 
power, and (until recently) of an equal Parliamentary fran
chise, we have accentuated the feeling that the government 
of Ireland is English and not Irish. 

(e) That, more especially in the House of Lords, all Irish 
legislation is thrown out or grievously mutilated 

17.-{a) That under the existing system of government, 
every Irishman who has the confidence of the Irish people 
is practically excluded from the smallest share in the adminis
tration of Ireland.-

(b) That in Parliament itself, those who are least con-
suited in Irish legislation are the representatives of the Irish 
people. 

18.-{a) That, in order to obtain willing obedience to the 
laws, they must be not onlt' good laws, but laws made by 
the people themselves, and in conformity with their feelings 
and sentiment. 

(b) That the Irish detest our laws, not because they are 
bad laws, nor because they are made by England, but 
because they are not made by Ireland. . 

(c) That, in consequence of the" foreign garb" in which 
the laws appear, and the idea that they are mostly dictated by 
an unpopular class or faction in Ireland, the Irish people as a 
whole have, to a large extent, refused to obey them, and 
have preferred to bow to the behests of popular leaders or 
secret societies, and to obey their mandates. 

I9.-{d) That the English Government, being responsible 
for law and order, have been obliged to enact constant 
strict coercive criminal legislation, with suspension of 
constitutional freedom, and of liberty of person, speech, 
and press-legislation which, though nominally directed 
against criminals, is really, under the peculiar condition of 
things existing in Ireland, directed against the people in 
general and their political leaders in particular. t 

• .. An Irishman at this moment cannot move a step, he cannot lift a 
finger, in any parochial, municipal, or educational work, without being 
confronted with. interfered with, controlled by, an English official, ap
pointed by a foreign Government, and without a shade or shadow of 
representative authority."-Mr. CllamlJerlai,. at Holluway. June, I88.~. 

t Such laws as the curfew law, the Arms Act, the power of search, th~ 
levy of a special police rate in a district in which a crime has been committed, 

B . 
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(b) That this has been more peculiarly the case of late. 
The latest coercion Act, that of 1887, was especially directed 
to the suppression of the National League-i.e., the sup
pression of an association representative of, and supported 
by, the bulk of the Irish people at home and abroad. 

(c) That most of those who have suffered under coercion 
Acts have been, not ordinary criminals, but "political 
offenders"; men of otherwise blameless character, but 
whom the Government of the day, responsible for the peace 
of Ireland, has found it necessary to prosecute and imprison; 
with the sole result of making them more dangerously 
popular, and more bitterly hostile. * 

(rl) That, thus, the enactment of criminal legislation is 
attributed by the Irish people, not to a just desire on the 
part of the English Government to maintain social order, 
but to a desire to repress the expression of legitimate 
demands. The difficulty of governing Ireland arises, not 
from the existence of crime, but from the existence of a 
nation,al feeling opposed to England. . 

(e) That political and ordinary crime are thus confounded. 
The whole law is discredited, and the" village ruffian" finds 
his opportunity in the unhealthy state of societY, with the 
result that the law has diminished in efficiency as it has 
increased in stringency. 

20.-That, even if, for the moment, the Government are 
successful in maintaining the apparent supremacy of the 
law, it is, at the best, simply success in driving· discontent 
and disloyalty beneath the surface, with· the result of en
couraging the formation of dangerous secret societies. 

21.-(a) That such a state of things is most injurious to . 
the character of the ruler, as well as of the ruled; and to it 
is largely due the CI moral laxity" of the Irish people, so far 
as this exists. . 

the power of dispensing with juries-to quote from a few of the recent 
Coercion Acts-are clearly weapons directed. not against individual of· 
fenders. but against the bulk of the people. Innocent and guilty alike 
suffer. and bitterness against the law is produced. Between the date of the 
Union, 1800, and 1888. there has scarcely been a year free from exceptional 
criminal legislation. 

* Of the sitting Nationalist members, over one-third have been either 
prosecuted or imprisoned. many more than once. Such men, too. as the 
late Daniel O'Connell. John Martin, John Mitchell. A. M. Sullivan. and 
hundreds of others of the same calibre and character. suffered under 
different coercive '\ws. 
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(b) That a continuation of the system which has worked 
so disastrously can onli lead to further deterioration of 
character on both sides. . 

u.-(a) That, in order to carry out these coercive laws, 
England has to keep a large military garrison in Ireland, 
and, at a cost of a million and a half a year, to maintain 
there some 13,000 constabulary, armed, not as in England, 
merely with a truncheon, bllt with rifle, bayonet, and revolver. 

(b}-That thus the majesty of the law is represented to 
the ordinary Irishman by an English force, to which he gives 
unwilling obedience. . 

23.-(a) That, though a policy of" twenty years of reso
lute government" might succeed temporarily in keeping the 
Irish quiet, it is undesirable, inasmuch as it would give no 
scope to improvement in the Irish character, but rather the 
reverse; while it is practically unattainable, . inasmuch as an. 
adverse vote on some other question, or a general election, 
might bring it suddenly to an end. 

(b) That a policy of Home Rule alone gives any prospect 
of finality. 

24.-(a) That the primary purpose of government is the 
maintenance of social order. Social order can only be 
maintained by force or by contentment. 

(b) That the policy of coercion has been worse than a 
failure. It moves in a vicious circle. Coercion leads to the 
necessity of further coercion. That which should be ex
ceptional becomes habitual. Force has been conclusively 
shown to be not only no remedy, but positively an aggrava
tion of the disease. 

(c) That the grant of complete self-government to Ireland 
in Irish matters is the only possible alternative to a policy 
of coercion. 

25.-That the grant of Home Rule involves no concession 
to crime, violence, or threats; it is an attempt to extinguish 
unlawful agitation by concession to a just demand. 

26.-(a) That the concession of Home Rule will neces
sarily be attended with some risks. But it is a 'cardinal 
principle of the Liberal creed that liberty, self-government, 
and responsibility are eminently educating, elevating, and 
sobering. . . 

(b) That by going to the root of the grievances of which 
the Irish complain; .by giving them what they do want, 
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instead of forcing on them what they do not want; by 
allowing them to have a government responsible to, and 
representing the Irish people; by stripping the law of its 
foreign garb and by giving it a domestic character; by treat
ing them with confidence instead of with irritating suspicion 
and ill-concealed dislike: their disloyalty will be disarmed, 
discontent will be appeased, real social order will be attained, 
and good and harmonious relations will be established 
between Great Britain and Ireland. 

(c) That already the change from a policy of despair to a 
policy of hope, and the expressed sympathy of a large por
tion of the English people, have had their effect in calming 
agitation, and in promoting good-will between the two 
peoples. 

27.-That the Irish people have always been singularly 
free from ordinary crime; and that, when they are themselves 
responsible for the peace and order ofthe country, they will 
be very strict in the enforcement of the law, and social 
order will be at once evolved. 

28.-(a) That until the experiment has been tried, it is 
absurd to say that the Irish people are incapable of self
government. The centralised system of English rule has so 
far made any experiment of the kind impossible. 

(b) That if. the system of centralised government has 
sapped the self-reliance and independence of the Irish 
people, no time should be lost in altering thesyst.em, before 
further harm be done. . 

(c) That Ireland has produced many 'of out greates 
statesmen, soldiers, and administrators. 

29.-That an Irish parliament sitting in Dublin would 
naturally be better informed as to the wants and wishes of 
the Irish people than is the Imperial Parliament sitting at 
Westminster. 

30.-(a) That it will be very much to the interest of the 
Irish themselves, who have clamoured for Home Rule, to 
prove, by making their parliament a success, that they had 
good reason for their demand. . 

(b) That, as the constituencies would be interested in 
good legislation and administration, they would elect men of 
legislative and administrative capacity. 

(c) That the responsibilities of office, and the necessity of 
initiating and carrying through legislation, the existence of 
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A vigilant and active opposition, would have a moderating 
and sobering effect on the Irish representatives themselves. 

31.-(0) That by associating in public workmen of 
different classes and religions, existing class and religious 
hatreds and jealousies would be diminished. 

(6) That the existing antagonism, and proportionate 
numbers, of the minority and majority, as now represented 
in the House of Commons, is certain not to continue in the 
Irish House. ~t is the demand for Home Rule, and that 
alone, which now unites different classes and interests-
farmers, labourers, shopkeepers, &c.-m one common bond. 
This conceded, the existing majority would lose its cohesion, 
and would fall naturally into groups and sections, with 
different interests and different desires; and no one section 
would be strong enough-even if it so wished-to. oppress 
the others. 

32.-(0) That the different sects in Ireland if left to 
themselves would be perfectly willing and able to live 
together on terms of amity. * At present there is a tempta
tion to quarrer; for the English Government, and not they, 
are responsible for public order. 

(6) That, moreover, the position of the "loyal " minority 
is one of offensive privileged superiority. Remove the 
cause, and the antagonism between them and the majority 
disappears. 

(c) That where the Catholics are in a majority, they have 
shown. themselves in local matters tolerant and generous to 
the Protestant minority. 

(ti) That, in the past, since 1798, the leader of the Irish 
party, for the time being, with the exception of O'Connell 
has been a Protestant; a proof that religious animosity and 
intolerance is not a dominant factor in the Irish question. 

(e) That the whole tendency of the time in Ireland, as 
elsewhere, is against sectarian intolerance or persecution. 

33.-That while more than· half the popUlation of Ulster 
is Protestant, more than half of its members are .. Nation
alists, .. showing that. a considerable proportion, even of 
Ulster Protestants, support Home Rule. Thus Ulster is 
not in antagonism to the rest: of Ireland. 

34.-(0) That though the desire for Home Rule is 
• The population of Ireland amounts to nearly 5,000,000, of which some 

3.800,000 are Catholics. 
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independent of the land question, this latter is, and will 
continue to be, used as a powerful lever for Home Rule. It. 
is therefore at present to the interest of the Irish leaders to 
render the question insoluble; and, so long as the political 
question bars the way, the economic question cannot be 
settled. Remove the cause of agitation, and the land ques
tion would be settled by an Irish Parliament, representative 
ofthe different classes, on a basis just to all. 

(b) That at present the Irish leaders have power without 
responsibility; give them responsibility as well, and they 
will find tqat the land question must be seWed, and settled 
on a just basis. . 

35.-That the prejudices of the minority ought not to 
outweigh the legitimate wishes of the majority. 

36.-That, the Crown retaining the right of veto, England 
would be in a position to prevent the enactment of unjust 
laws. ..' 

37.-(a) That Home Rule, by making Ireland more con
tented and prosperous, capital would again flow into the 
country, would diminish absenteeism and its attendant evils; 
and would discourage emigration. 

(b) (By some.) That even if the Irish Parliament imposed 
Protection, it would only be to re-establish those industries 
which England, by -her selfish Protectionist policy, had 
formerly destroyed, and which, nowadays, without' some 
help from the State, cannot be revived. .i ,_ 

38.-(a) That the transaction of Irish business at Dublin 
instead of at Westminster would immensely expedite and 
cheapen such business. 

(6) While it would, at the same time, relieve the Imperial 
Parliament, now overburdened with work. 

39.-(a) That experience elsewhere shows that the con
cession of legislative self-government is the best cure for 
disloyalty and discontent. 

(6) That fifty years ago Canada, as a Crown colony, w,s 
eminently disloyal; she is now, as a self-governing colony, 
eminently loyal and content. The prophecies freely made 
of the evils which would spring from the concession to her 
of Home Rule have been signally falsified. 

(c) That the concession of self-government to our other 
Colonies has been followed by most satisfactory results. . 

(d) That, in the case of Sweden and Norway, of Austria 
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and Hungary, of the Southern States of America after the 
war, loyalty and content followed the grant of self
government 

4o.-{By some.) That Home Rule would be a great step 
towards" Imperial Federation "-the knitting together of all 
parts of the Empire by means of an Imperial Parliament
the best, perhaps the only, hope in the future of keeping 
this great Empire together. 

41.-(a) That it is an essential condition of the problem 
of Home Rule that the proposal should be acceptable to, 
and accepted by, the Irish people. 

(6) That an opportunity has lately arisen of settling the 
Irish Question on terms satisfactory to both nations, which 
it would be wrong and foolish to neglect. 

42.-{a) That the rejection of a policy of conciliation and 
a further resort to coercion, would be playing into the hands 
of the most extreme, violent and dangerous men-men who 
live by agitation, and batten on the hostility of Ireland to 
England. Constitutional action would have been proved 
to be useless, and resort to violence would be apparently 
the only resource. . 

(6) That we have now to reckon, not only with the four 
millions of disaffected Irish in Ireland, but with double that 
number of Irish sympathisers who live in America and the 
Colonies, and who, in the event of renewed hostility be
tween England and Ireland, would prove a formidable force 
antagonistic to England. 

43.-{a) That while it is essential, it is also quite possible, 
in conceding Home Rule, to guarantee the maintenance of 
the integrity of the Empire and the supremacy of the Crown. 
Full legislative freedom to an Irish Parliament in Irish 
matters can be combined with full and complete Imperial 
controL 

(6) That as the limits and extent of the powers of the 
I,rish Parliament would be strictly defined, there would be 
no danger of their being overstepped; and there need be no 
collision with the Imperial Parliament. 

(c) That the integrity of the Empire was not affected by 
the existence of the old Irish Parliament, though that 
possessed powers much greater than those it is now proposed 
to concede. 

44.-(a) That the fear of losing their constitution would, 
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even if no other reason existed, cause the Irish people 
loyally to observe its conditions. 

(b) That, by going to the root of the evil, separation 
would be made not more, but less, likely; for the Union 
would become a reality, and not a sham; and the Irish 
people would be more prosperous and more content. 

(c) That the pecuniary,* personal, and political interests 
of Ireland are so much bound up with those of England, 
that, if self-government were granted, all interests would be 
opposed to a separatist agitation. 

(d) That even if the concession of Home Rule did not 
entirely extinguish all fanatics, rebels, and agitators, it 
would win over to the side of England vast numbers who 
are now opposed to English rule. With their support, 
Great Britain, herself united on the question, would be in 
a much stronger position to resist a separatist agitation thari 
she is at present. 

45.-(a) That Ireland could not afford to maintain 
herself as a separate and independent State. 

(b) That her dream is to govern herself, and she would 
never consent to place herself under the power or protection 
of any other nation. . 

46.-That if Ireland still remained turbulent, discontented, 
and disloyal, Great Britain, retaining the ultimate power 
in her hands, could always resume her gift imd return to 
the slalus quo anle. , 

47.-(By some.) That in many ways separation. itself 
would be less of an evil tQ Ireland and less of a danger to 
England, than an indefinite prolongation of the existing 
state of things. Ireland is a source of weakness, and would 
constitute a grave danger to England in time of trouble; 
while the agitation and insecurity which results from the 
existing relations between the two countries. prevents all 
progress or prosperity in Ireland. -

48.-(a) That the concession of Home Rule, instead of 
lowering our prestige among foreign nations, would, by 
removing a great cause of weakness, strengthen our inter
national position. 

(b) That lI\Pst. of our Colonies heartily sympathise with 
the Irish aspirations. 

* It is estimated that out of the thirty millions· of Irish exports, thirty
nine fortieths are either consumed in England or pass through England. 
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49.-(0) That the grant of mere local self-government 
would do more harm than good. It would not meet Irish 
aspirations, nor make Ireland more loyal Under existing 
circumstances, to give Ireland local self-government, and to 
give her nothing more, would in no way abate the dis
content, but would merely supply further opportunities for 
its expression and indulgence. 

(6) That under the extended powers of local government, 
which some propose as a substitute for Home Rule, the 
majority, who would still be discontented and disloyal, 
would (if so disposed) have very considerable powers of 
oppressing the minority, without let or hindrance. They 
would have the levying and the spending of all local 
taxes, they would have full control over educational 
matters, &c. . 

50.-That it is idle to hope or expect to be able to 
govern and legislate for Ireland exactly in every particular 

. as for England and Scotland. The circumstances and 
surroundings are absolutely different. Moreover, the Irish 
people, if refused self-government, as they understand it, can 
and will force 'upon us the infliction of repressive legislation, 
and thus at once the principle of equal legislation equally 
applied, is vitiated. 

sr.-That Great Britain has always sympathised with the 
aspirations of other nations, or portions of nations, for 
liberty and free institutions; she cannot consistently refuse 
to listen to the appeal when it proceeds from a portion of 
her own dominions; to practise what she has so often 
preached elsewhere. 

On the other hand, any scheme of Home Rule to 
Ireland is opposed, on tYle grounds :-

.. 
r.-That no one 'portion of a kingdom has any 'absolute 

right to self-government, without regard to the welfare and 
security of the rest of the community. Three millions have 
no right to dictate to thirty-three millions. 

2.-(0) That the principle of Federation is to knit the 
confederated communities' more closely'" tOgether, whilst 
Home Rule is intended to relax a pre-existing bond; the 
one is consolidation, the other disintegration. 

(6) That between countries so widely differing in sentiment, 
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character, and religion, as England and Ireland, federalism 
is impossible. 

(c) That the various forms of Federalism existing in 
foreign countries differ radically from that proposed for 

. Ireland, and there is no analogy between them; while most 
of these Federations have passed through phases of internal 
agitation, which, if the federated kingdoms had been in the 
relative positions of England and Ireland, would have ended 
in civil war. . 

3.-That though it is very desirable that a well-matured 
scheme of Imperial Federation should be eventually carried 
out, it would be fatal to remodel the constitution at the 
bidding of a disaffected minority. 

4.-(a) That the Colonies stand in an entirely different 
relation to England, geographically and socially, from that 
of Ireland; the Home Rule they possess bears no analogy 
to that demanded by Ireland. Not being represented in 
Parliament, the Colonies must necessarily possess a large 
measure of self-government;. while Ireland, being vitally 
interested in all Imperial questions, would never consent to 
be placed on the footing of a Crown Colony, which governs 
itself but which is not represented in Imperial matters. 

(b) That if, at any time, separation were to follow from 
the concession of Home Rule to the Colonies, it would be 
a misfortune, but the immediate advantages in granting 
them self-government outweigh the possible, risks; in the 
case of Ireland the risk is too great to 'be run. Geo
graphical considerations cannot be subordinated to national 
sentiment. 

s.-(a) That the Irish Union and the Scotch Union 
were wise and statesmanlike measures; inasmuch as they 
welded together the different parts of the now United 
Kingdom. Take it all round, the Irish Act of Union (as 
well as the Scotch) has been a success. 

(b) (By some.) That the Irish Act of Union may have 
been fraudulently obtained and mistaken in policy; but it 
exists, and to weaken or to dissolve it now would pe feeble 
and foolish. 

6.-That only questions of detail can be settled by local 
bodies; questions of principle must be settled by.the whole 
nation on the broadest basis. 

7.-That the principle of Home Rule cannot be con-
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sidered apart from its details; and the details of the only 
scheme of Home Rule so far offered to the public are im
practicable. 

8.-That Home Role would involve a strictly defined and 
written constitution for England. as well as for Ireland; 
while the merit of our constitution is that it is no con
stitution at all, and therefore eminently elastic, strong and 
workable. 

9.-{0) That it is impossible strictly to define the limits 
and powers of an Irish Parliament. 

(6) That it is impossible to draw the line between local. 
domestic, private, and Imperial matters; and constant dis
putes would arise on the subjecL 

IQ.-That any scheme of Home Rule involves either the 
retention at, or the exclusion from, Westminster of the Irish 
members; and to either alternative there are insuperable 
objections. • 

II.-{O) That, by the Dllture of things, Ireland would 
have to pay an annual sum to the Imperial Exchequer. 
The difficulties of apportioning the National Debt and of 
fixing the amount of the Irish Contribution would be very 
great. The amount that might be just one year would not 
be so the next; while, in years of distress, abatement might 
be demanded. coupled with a refusal to pay. 

(6) That, in any case, the contribution would come to be 
looked upon as a "tribute," and an agitation against its 
payment would soon arise. 

n.-That demands for further privileges and powers 
would constantly be -made by the Irish Parliament. U 
these were refused. the friction between the two countries 
would ever tend to increase, and there would be imminent 
danger of civil war; wlule, if the demands were conceded. 
Ireland would gradually obtain complete independence. 

1lo-That among the first demands of the Irish Parlia
ment, would be the power to create a volunteer force, and 
to control the militia; demands which of necessity would 
be refused; and an irritating dead-lock would ensue. 

14--{a) That the Imperial Parliament never would nor 
could allow either the land question, or any question affect
ing religious equality, to be decided in accordance with 
Irish ideas; and English interference in these matters, and 

• See P. 35-
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the necessary exercise of the veto, would create intense 
bitterness against England. 

(b) That in fact any exercise of the veto would cause 
irritation and a sense of injustice in Ireland; and would 
soon lead to demands for entire independence. 

Is.-That either the Imperial Parliament would over
shadow the Irish Parliament, and make it of. little account, 
or constant conflicts would arise between the two rival 
bodies. 

16.-That the Nationalist Party has no power and no 
authority to accept any measure as a final settlement. It 
is impossible, therefore, that there could be any guarantee 
of finality about any Home Rule measure. _ 

17.-That the Imperial Parliament would have no means 
of compelling Ireland to adhere to the terms of the federal 
compact, except, in the very last resort, by levying war. 

18.-(a) That it is not possible, under any system of 
Home Rule, to guarantee the integrity of the Empire and 
the supremacy of Parliament. 

(b) That until it can be satisfactorily shown that the con
cession of Home Rule would in no way menace the integrity 
of the Empire, the question is not one that ought to be 
considered. 

19.-That the difficulty which has arisen with reference 
to the exclusion or retention of the Irish members in the 
Imperial Parliament, shows the impossibility of reconciling 
the creation of an Irish Parliament with the maintenance of 
the unity of the Empire and the supremacy of the Imperial 
Parliament -

20.-That the futility of all the so-called guarantees
provided in order to attain this object-would be proved on 
the first occasion of collision between Irish and English 
opinion. 

2 I .-That Local liberty would diminish Imperial power, 
especially in the case of war. 

22.-(a) That the existence of a powerful central body 
in Ireland would create a rallying-point for disaffection; 
and make any agitation or outbreak more formidable than 
at present. -

(b) That in the event of war, a disaffected Irish Parlia
ment would constitute a far more serious danger than could 
an unarmed and unorganised people. 
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(c) That even if, under ordinary circumstances, the 
English and Irish pulled together, in time of some great 
European excitement, England being Protestant and Ireland 
being Roman Catholic, their aims and desires would come 
into active collision. 

2J.-(a) That the concession of Home Rule would be a 
serious confession of failure, and would do much to weaken· 
the prestige of England among other nations. 

(0) That it would be felt to be the beginning of the end, 
the first step towards the disintegration of the Empire. 

24.-That both the actual strength and the position of 
the Empire among nations would be greatly weakened; 
and her trade and her influence for good depend upon her 
strength and position being unimpaired. 

25.-(a) That the often avowed, and real aim and object 
of the Nationalist Party in Ireland is Separation: Home 
Rule is to them only a step towards the accomplishment of 
that object. 

(0) That, in any case, nothing short of separation will 
satisfy the American Irish, who are the paymasters of the 
movement. 

(c) That the fact that Ireland is in no way more loyal, 
and in no way grateful for the benefits and concessions 
already showered upon her, shows that she is incurably 
antagonistic to England. 

26.-That if, as is argued, Ireland is to have Home 
Rule because she demands Home Rule, logically separation 
cannot be refused if she demands separation. 

27.-That as Ireland would not be strong e~ough to 
.maintain herself as an independent kingdom, she would 
endeavour to place herself under the protection of France 
or the United States-and this could never be permitted, or, 
if permitted, would constitute a most serious menace to 
Great Britain. ' 

28.-That, as a matter of fact, England could never 
-permit separation, but the attempt to prevent it would lead 
to much bloodshed, and to increased enmity between the 
two countries. 

29.-(By some.) That, in many ways, separation would 
be better than the indefinite and uncomfortable state of the 
relations which would exist between England and Ireland 
after the concession of Home Rule. 
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3o.-(a) That it would be treacherous and cowardly of 
Great Britain to desert the minority-the Protestants-ot 
Ireland, who have always been the loyal and industrious 
portion of the community, and who still desire to remain 
under English rule. 

(b) That to constitute an Irish Parliament in Dublin, 
with full powers over all Irish matters, would be to hand 
over to the party of violence and disorder the lives, 
property, !lnd religious liberty of the loyal and law-abiding 
minority. 

(c) That an Irish Parliament would unquestionably con
fiscate the property of the landlords. 

(d) That even if protection and compensation could 
be afforded to the landlords, England would be abandoning 
to the tender mercies of their bitterest enemies a number of 
loyal persons scattered over the country, who, during the 
last few years, have been concerned, under English orders 
-as judges, jurors, witnesses, or officials-in carrying out 
the administration of the law. 

(e) That even now-even under the protection which the 
English Government can extend to them-the minority 
are persecuted by the" Nationalists." 

(f) That already-to judge from speech and newspaper 
-the majority are reckoning on the time when they will 
have the power of harrying the persons, confiscating the 
property, and harassing the trade of the minority. 

3I.-(a) That religious antagonism in" Ireland is so 
bitter, that if Imperial control were withdrawn, strife would 
ensue; the Roman Catholics, being the majority, would 
swamp and oppress the Protestants, and religious hatred 
and jealousies would be intensified. . 

(b) That Home Rule would be Rome Rule. 
3 2.-That, once constituted, it would be practically impos

sible for the Imperial Parliament to interfere with the 
proceedings of the Irish Parliament, however unjust they 
might be to the minority. 

33.-(a) That Ulster would resist, and rightly resist to 
the death, the domination of a Dublin Parliament, and thus 
civil war would ensue, or we should be obliged to use force to 
put down that party in Ireland which alone has been loyal 
to this country. 

(b) That, in any case, the majority of the people of Ulster 
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would refuse to have any part or lot in the Dublin Parliament. 
Their abstention would -either bring matters in Ireland to 
a deadlock, or they (the loyalists) would have to be coerced 
by England into the acceptance of a constitution that they 
abhorred. 

34--(a) That the Irish are, and have everywhere shown 
themselves to be by temperament, thriftless, improvident, 
deceitful, and totally incapable of self·government. 

(6) That where they now have power over local matters, 
they job, mismanage, and spend extravagantly. . 

«() That their Parliament, when they had one, was a 
disastrous failure. 

(tI) That the action and language of the Irish members 
in the House of Commons show that Ireland is unfit for 
Parliamentary institutions, and that the Irish leaders are 
unfit to govern. 

(e) That neither the Irish people nor their leaders have 
sufficient regard for life, order, and property to fit them 
for self-government-witness Fenianism, agrarian crime, 
refusal to pay rent, persistent acquittal of criminals, 
dynamite outrages, &c. 

35.-That an Irish Government would entirely ignore
that which is the paramount duty of every Government
the maintenance of law and order. 

36.-That an Irish Parliament would weaken the self
reliance and self· help of the Irish nation by paternal and 
pauperising legislation. 

37.-That the Irish Parliament-following the example 
of all young communities-would be protectionist, and 
differentially protectionist against England. 

38.-That Home Rule would create a feeling of com
mercial insecurity, and thus capital would be still further 
repelled from Ireland. . 

39.-That Ireland is so much impoverished, her credit 
would be so bad, that she could never raise enough revenue 
to meet her wants; she would therefore soon become 
bankrupt, disorder and distress would ensue, and England 
would have to come to her assistance. 

4o ....... That there would be no security that the light
houses, buoys, &c.--of vital importance to British commerce 
-would be kept in a state of efficiency. 

4I.-That instead of the legislation of an Irish Parliament 
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tending towards the assiniilation of the laws in England 
and Ireland, it would tend rather towards inequality and 
anomaly. 

42.-That though it is true that we have, in times past, 
oppressed and misgoverned Ireland, this is no reason for 
now handing her over to what would be certain misgovern~ 
ment. 

43.-That England long ago expiated any wrongs she 
may have done to Ireland; she has conferred on her 
exceptional benefits, and is anxious fully to remedy any 
real and material grievances from which Ireland can be 
shown to be suffering. 

44.-That it would be suicidal to risk the integrity of the 
Empire, the strength of England, and the happiness of the 
people of Ireland, on the mere chance of contenting a 
handful of professional agitators at home and abroad. 

45.-That Home Rule would lead to the bitter disappoint
ment of sanguine expectations; the failure would be 
attributed to England; and, instead of contentment, 
there would be greater discontent, and the demand for 
separation would be strengthened. 

46.-(0) That it is the first duty of any civilised govern
ment to enforce the law, and to maintain social order. 

(6) That, in any case, before we can grant them further 
liberty and sell-government, the Irish people must prove 

- themselves willing to obey the laws of the country. 
47.-(a) That so-called "coercion" is merely special 

criminal legislation, directed to the repression of exceptional 
crime and outrage, with which the ordinary:'law has proved 
itself unable to cope-coercion of the moonlighter and 
assassin. 

(6) That exceptional legislation is required in the case of 
Ireland to prevent the unlawful coercion of individuals and 
classes. 

(t') That in no case is the liberty of a law-abiding citizen 
curtailed by coercion. . 

(0) That if the Irish" will abandon the habit of mutilat
ing, murdering, robbing, and of preventing honest persons 
who are attached to England from earning their livelihood," 
there would be no need for coercion; but meanwhile 
coercion must be resolutely applied. 

48.-That the right policy to be pursued towards the 
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Irish is "that Parliament should enable the Government of 
England to govern Ireland Apply that· recipe honestly,. 
consistently, and resolutely, for twenty years, arid at the 
end of that time you will find that Ireland will be fit to 
accept any gifts in the way of local government or repeal of 
coercion laws that you may wish to give her. What she 
wants is government-government that does not flinch, that 
does not vary-government that she cannot hope to beat 
down by agitations at Westminster-government that does 
not alter in its resolutions or its temperature by the party 
changes which take place at Westminster." .. 

49.-(a) That Ireland is surely, though very slowly, be
coming more civilised and less criminal. 

(6) That the present quiet state of Ireland is due to the 
firm application of coercion. 

so.-That, if we have patience, and carry out a resolute 
policy, combining with it a plan of" equal laws, equally 
applied" to all parts of the United Kingdom, and the remedy 
of proved grievances, Irish disaffection will gradually dis
appear. 

St.-That Scotland and Wales are contented and pro
sperous without Home Rule, yet they at one time were 
eminently disaffected. 

S2.-(a) That the.Irish Question is economic, and not 
political. , 

(6) That if Ireland were fairly prosperous, and the dis
content purely political, the remedy would be political too; 

. bnt when, as is' the case,·the discontent is mainly due to 
economical causes, we cannot look with any reasonable 
hope to a purely political remedy. 

S3.-(a) That nobody wants Home Rule. The move
ment is not a national one, but depends for its vitality on 
the land question; were the land question settled, the Home 
Rule movement would speedily collapse. 

(6) That the Irish people are coerced into supporting 
Home Rule by the action of agitators, whose power rests 
on boycotting and violence. 

(c) That the desire for Home Rule is merely a senti
mental grievance. 

(rI) That the Irish delight in political agitations, and 

• Lord Salisbury, at St. James's Hall, May '7th. ,885. 
C 
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manufacture grievances where none exist. Nothing will 
really content them. 

54.-(a) That Ireland is not, and never has been, a 
nation. 

(6) That if the question of nationality be raised at all, it 
cannot be denied that Ireland consists of two nations, and 
not one. Thus, if Home Rule be given to Ireland, Ulster, 
also must have a separate Parliament. 

55.-That the constitution of the old Irish Protestant 
Parliament was so entirely different from that proposed for 
the Irish Parliament of to-day, that_ no precedent for restora-
tion can be founded on it. -

56.-That, even with Home Rule, the Imperial Parlia
ment would not be free of the Irish element, which would 
have to be represented, at least in Imperial matters; that, 
thus, the Irish would have more than their fair share of 
political power, while one of the chief arguments for Home 
Rule-that the Imperial Parliament would be quit of the 
Irish members-would not be fulfilled. 

57.-(a) That to yield Home Rule because of the diffi
culties of the present situation would be pusillanimous. 

(6) That, as a matter of fact, Ireland does not" stop the 
way." It has of late been conclusively proved that Parlia
ment can legislate, though Home Rule be refused; and it 
is quite capable of coping with _the constitutional difficulties 
which have in the past been thrown in the way of legisla
tion by the Nationalist members. 

58.-That the concession of Home Rule would be a 
capitulation to sedition, violence, and crune--<:owardly in 
itself, and creating a disastrous precedent. 

59.-That the Americans, though for Party purposes they 
suppbrt the demands of the Irish, themselves entered on 
civil war rather than permit the secession of a portion of 
their Empire. 

6o.-That the case for Home Rule is founded on .. the 
mere unsupported assumptions of the maudlin optimism 
which passes for statesmanship in these days;"" whereas the 
case against it is founded on undeniable facts, social, 
political, and economical. 

6I.-That if Home Rule be conceded in the case of 
Ireland, the fever of disintegration will not stop there • 

.. Lord Salisbury at Leeds, 18th June, 1886. 
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Scotland and Wales will also be induced to demand Home 
Rule, and the bonds between the different portions of the 
United Kingdom will be disastrously weakened. 

IRISH MEMBERS IN. IMPERIAL PARLIAMENT. 
It may be well to give the arguments for and against the retention of 

the Irish members in the Imperial Parliament, that may arise in 
reference to any measure of Home Rule for Ireland. 

The exclusion of the Irish members from the Imperial Parliament is 
nrged on the grounds :-

I.-That the supremacy of Parliament, and the unity of the Empire, 
would be fully maintained hy the resbictions which could be placed Qn 
the power and discretion of the Irish Parliament. 

2.-That, as the Irish contribution to the National Ezchequer would 
probably be in the nature of a fixed sum, which could not be increased 
without the Irish assent; as the Irish members would be ezcIuded with 
their assent and at their desire; as the arrangement with reference to 
the collection of Customs and Ezcise would be a matter nf mutual 
convenience, and as the Irish members would be recalled when any 
proposal were made affecting the tuation of Ireland, the question of 
tuation without representation would not arise. 

3.-(11) That it would not be possible-«nd if possible, very inex
pedient -to distinguish between Imperial matters, on which the Irish 
members would be entitled to a voice, and local matters on which 
they would not. That, even if a distinction could be drawn between 
local and Imperial matters, the presence of the Irish members would be 
an dement nf disturbance in the constitntion. The Government might 
be in a majority on local matters, where the Irish members could not 
vote, and m a minority on Imperial matters where they could vote, 
and flU. wrsL 

(6) That if this distinction were not made, the Irish would obtain 
more than their fair share of representation; they would not only decide 
their own domestic affairs, but would practically control those nf the 
rest of the kingdom as well. 

4--That such a position wonld be at once unjust, intolerable;and 
degrading to Great Britain. . 

S.-That it is possible to devise a plan whereby Ireland could main
tain for her representatives a title to be heard on Imperial and reserved 
matters. . 

6.-(11) That to retain the Irish members in the House of Commons 
would keep np a feding nf irritation between the two coanbies. The 
temptation to the Irish to nse their Imperial representation as a means 
nf obtaining further concessions for Irdand "Would be extreme. 

(6) That the Irish members would come to Westminster to fight out 
Irish, local, and personal quarrels. • 

(e) That thus one of the chief objects of the concession of an Irish 
ParIiament-namdy, to enahle the Imperial Parliament undisturbed to 
apply itself to British legislation and Imperial policy, would be defeated. 
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,.-That their presence would necessarily involve the revision by the 
Imperial Parliament of all the Acts passed by the Irish Parliament, a 
proceeding that would inevitably lead to endless confusion and dispute. 

8.-That the essential condition of the problem is that the proposal 
should be accepted by, and be acceptable to the Irish people: they do 
not wish to be represented in the Imperial Parliament. 

9.-That Ireland will require the services of all her best men in her 
own Legislature, especially at first-to restore order, to re-establish 
credit, to attract capital, to develop trade and industry, to smooth over 
religious and educational difficulties, to settle the Land question. ,It is 
better that Ireland should" keep her cream at home, and not only the 
skim milk." ' 

lo.-That questions in dispute could always be settled by reviving 
the latent power of summoning back the Irish members to Westminster. 

On the other hand, the proposal is objected to on the grounds :-

1.-(a) That to exclude the Irish members from the Imperial Parlia. 
ment would cast a doubt on its supremacy, and would impair the 
unity of the Empire. 

(6) That their presence at Westminster is an outward and visible sign 
oC the supremacy of the Imperial Parliament, and the reality of the 
Union. 

2.-(a) That with the Irish members included, the veto of the 
Imperial Parliament would be effective; excluded, it could never be 
effectively enforced j or, if attempted, the action would be considered 
as tyrannical. 

(6) That, included, subjects of dispute would be amicably decided; 
excluded, they would cause dangerous irritation and agitation. 

3.-(a) That to call upon Ireland to contribute towards the Imperial 
revenue, without allowing her Parliamentary representation, would be 
an abrogation of the constitutional doctrine that taxation and representa. 
tion should go together. " " 

(6) That, without representation, the contribution would soon be 
looked upon as a "tribute," and an agitation against its payment 
would arise. 

(e) That exclusion complicates, while inclusion would simplify, any 
fiscal arrangements with reference to the levying of Customs and 
Excise duties, &c. . 

4.-(a) That exclusion, by depriving her of all, concern in Iml?erial 
affairs, degrades Ireland to the position merely of a tributary ProVInce; 
that, though the present Irish representatives apparently do not object 
to this degradation, they cannot bind the constituencies either now or 
in the future. Sooner or l'lter the degradation would be felt, and 
resented, and the Irish, in order to remove the reproach, would clamour 
for separation. . 

(b) That we have no right to strip Ireland of her Imperial titles, and 
to deprive her of all share in Imperial traditions or Imperial aims. 
The Empire belongs to the people of Ireland as well as to ourseLves. 

s.-That Great Britain cannot afford, in Imperial matters, to lose 'the 
assistance and advice of sucll a large proportion of her citizens. 

6.-( .. ) That there would be no real difficulty in distinguishing between, 
and defining local and Imperial matters j' Imperial matters would, in 
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any case, have to be defined when the limits of the powers of the Irish 
Parliament were fixed. 

(6) (By some.) That it would be possibl~ to bave different Sessions 
for Domestic and for Imperial matters, the Irish representatives attend
ing the one and not the other. 

(e) (By others.) That no attempt should be made to reserve certain 
questions; the Irish members, if included at all, should be on tile same 
footing as the other members. 

7.-That the duty of legislation is not a privilege but a responsibility, 
and there would be no unfairness to ,the English, Scotch, and Welsh 
members in increasing the duties of the Irish members. 

S.-That included, the concession of Home Rule would be a step 
towards Imperial Federation; excluded, real Federation would be 
rendered impossible. 



THE REFORM OF THE HOUSE 
OF LORDS. 

Ie. 

IT is urged that the House of Lords, on its present basis, 
has become a constitutional anomaly, and that it must 
either Qe swept away altogether, leaving the House of Com
mons to stand alone; or that its constitution must be so 
radically altered that it shall become a more popular and 
representative body-somewhat on the lines of most 
" Second Chambers" abroad. 

The Peers of the United Kingdom (in addition to 15 
minors) number 499; * the elected Scotch Peers number 
16, and the elected Irish Peers 28, i;lut of these representative 
Peers three are Peers of the United Kingdom. The total 
voting strength of the House of Lords is thus 54~. 

The reform of the House of Lords is supported on the 
grounds :-, • 

I.-That an institution, to be allowed to exist, must 
satisfy the requirements of general utility-and this con
dition the House of Lords does not fulfil. 

2.-:That the existence, as one of the estates of the realm, 
of an oligarchical, irresponsible, and unrepresentative body 
of hereditary legislators, is out of harmony with the spirit of 
the age. England alone among nations possesses such a 
legislative body. 

3.-That, alone among the institutions of the country, the 
House of Lords has undergone neither renewal nor reform. 

4.-(a) That the existence of the House of Lords is con· 
trary to the true principles of representative government. 
The nation has neither voice in the selection, nor control 
over the proceedings of the Upper House. 

• Composed as follows:-4 Princes of the Blood. Ii Archbishops, 2,. 
Dukes. 19 Marquises, 114 Earls, 28 Viscounts, 84 Bishops, 1286 Barons. 
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(0) That while the Lower House has been gradually 
placed on an increasingly democratic basis, and now rests 
on the votes o( six million electors, the Upper House has 
become in no way more representat}ve. 

5.-(0) That it is an absurdity (or a number of irre
sponsible individuals to have the power of over-riding, or 
thwarting, the popular will, as "expressed by the House of 
Commons. 

(0) That more especially is this the case, when the vast 
majority of these persons are legislators, not on account of 
their own merits, but merely through an accident of birth. 

«() That their ancestors were not "necessarily nor usually 
ennobled because of any special fitness for legislative work; 
while, even where such fitness existed, it was not necessarily 
nor usually hereditary. 

6.-That, under the present system, a Peer, however un
fit or unwilling to serve, cannot be relieved of his legislative 
functions. 

7.-(a) That the ordinary attendance of the Peers in the 
House of Lords is small and perfunctory. . 

(6) That the important votes of the House of Lords are 
not decided by the professed politicians, but by the whip
ping up, as occasion requires, of Peers who take no part in, 
care nothing, and know less about politics. 

8.-(a) That the Lords are representative of but one 
class, the landlords, and one interest, the land; which thus 
obtains an undue inlluence in legislation. 

(6) That the legislation which the Lords chiellyobstruct, 
is that which they imagine affects themselves, more 
especially as regards land;" their own personal or class 
interests are allowed to stand in the way of national 
progress. .' 

9.-(a) That decade by decade the House of Lords has 
in every way become less and less representative. 

(6) That in former days the House of Lords was not a 
party assembly. It has gradually, during the last half 
century, and more especially of late years, been converted 
into a wholly Conservative party instrument. * 

«() That in consequence of the mode of election (election 
by simple majority) the; forty-four co-optatively elected Irish 

• It is estimated that out of the SOO odd Peers, ooly some 30 are Home 
Rulers. 
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and Scotch Peers are invariably Conservatives, though a very 
small proportion of the parliamentary electors in those· 
countries are Conservative. 

lo.-That while the country has become -increasingly 
Liberal, the House of Lords has become increasingly 
Conservative. 

II.-(a) That the relative positions of the majority and 
minority do not change with those of the Lower House; 
an anomaly which makes itself increasingly felt as successive 
Liberal Governments come into office. 

(b) That when a Conservative Government is in office, 
the Upper House is useless, for it always concurs in that 
which is done; when a Liberal Government is in office it is 
mischievous, for it always opposes everything they do. 

12.-(a) That with a Liberal Ministry in office, the 
relative and natural positions of the Government and the 
Opposition are reversed in the Lords. The Leader of the 
Opposition is practically the Leader of the House, and .the 
Government are always in a minority. 

(b) That all Liberal legislation suffers in thoroughness 
from the existence of an irresponsible Upper House. Every 
Government measure proposed has to be drawn with a view' 
of passing that House, amendments are introduced in the 
Commons with the same object, and the Bill is still further 
amended and emasculated in the Lords. 

I3.-(a) That the Lords can, and often do, over· ride the' 
judgment of the Government, the decision of the House of 
Commons, and the will of the country which sustaIns both. 

(b) That often when the Commons, after anxious thought 
and laborious care, have passed an important measure, the 
Lords throw out or mutilate the Bill, and thus render barren 
the Session. . 

(c) That powerful Governments, with the nation at their 
back, have to appeal to the Lords as suppliants-an un
dignified position, and one in which no Government should 
be placed .. 

14.-(a) That the only limit which exists to the destructive 
and damaging power of the Lords is the expediency of using 
it-their authority is tempered by necessity alone. Within 
the limits of supposed danger to themselves they act as they 
will. 

(11) That more than once when the Lords have over-
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stepped this limit, it has become necessary for the Ministry 
of the day to create, or threaten to create, a sufficient num
ber of Peers to constitute a Government majority; thereby 
reducing the constitutional action of the Lords to an 
absurdity. 

(c) But that, nowadays, in consequence of the greatly 
increased numbers of the Peerage, and the increasing dis

-proportion between Liberal and Conservative Peers, it 
would be impossible to force through a Liberal measure by 
means of a creation of Peers. 

Is.-(a) That an unrepresentative, irresponsible, and 
avowedly Conservative body is thus almost omnipotent, the 
result being that it is continually coming into conflict with 
the national will; questions which the country is bent on 
closing are kept open, and discord and irritation are created 
and continued; while, when submission is at last made. to 
public pressure, all the" grace of concession has evap
orated. 

(b)' That this body has systematically and obstinately 
opposed every great reform of the present century, especially 
in the matter of civil and religious liberty. ' 

(c) That as the House of Lords is out of harmony with 
the progressive spirit of the age, even when it accepts a 

. reform, it mars and mutilates it, and prevents it from being 
thorough and lasting. 

(tI) That more especially has this been the case with Irish 
legislation; much of the disquiet state of Ireland is due to 
the irritation caused by the persistent refusal of the Lords to 
pass measures of justice, and to the mutilated form in which 
Irish Bills are unwillingly allowed to pass. 

(e) That' not only do measures of importance suffer at its 
hands, but very many small and necessary measures are 
delayed, emasculated, or rejected. 

(f) That thus, while its existence is defended on the 
ground that it educates public opinion, prevents precipitancy, 
modifies extremes, and perfects legislation, it really obstructs, 
mars, and irritates. ' . 

(g) Instead, therefore, of the House of Lords being an 
element of stability and permanence, it is a source of ob~ 
!truction, disturbance, and irritation. , 

16.-That it is no real check on the House of Commons. 
Moreover, the Opposition in the Lower House are always 
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able to prevent any undue haste in accepting or passing 
measures. The nation is far from requiring an extraneous 
check on the precipitancy of the.Lower House; the diffi
culty nowadays i~ to legislate at all 

17.-That the House of Lords has, of necessity, less and 
less work given it to do, and is becoming, therefore, of 
diminished practical value as a legislative body. A Liberal 
Government cannot, with any prospect of success, introduce 
its Bills into the Lords; while by the time the great 
measures of the Commons are sent to the Upper House, 
public interest in them is more or less exhausted, and there 
is little scope left for originality. . 

I8.-(a) That the existence of the Upper House is be
coming more and more of a paradox. It has no control 
over the government of the day; if it adopts a motion of 
non-confidence in a Liberal Government the vote is treated 
with silent contempt. It is obliged to accept measures ·of 
which it disapproves; while its amendments are often 
summarily rejected and reversed by the Commons -and 
each time it is thus forced to give way its influence is 
diminished. 

(0) That every time it strongly resists a Liberal Govern
ment it loses somewhat of its power, by raising up a feeling 
adverse to its action and existence. 

(c) That thus at one period it is treated with contempt, 
and at another it is assailed with menace and reproach. In 
either case its prestige and power suffer. -

19.-That the anomalous. position in whifh the Lords are 
placed is their misfortune, and not their fault; they can 
hardly be blamed if they act on the authority committed to 
them, and prefer to lose their existence as a corporate body, 
-and be allowed to take their part in politics in other ways 
-rather than consent to submit to a gradual diminution of 
their influence and power. 

2o.-That the existence of the House of Lords deprives 
the country of the best services of many able and useful 
politicians, inasmuch as their powers, energy, and ability are 
hampered and emasculated by being confined to the Upper 
House; reform or abolition would enable such men to take 
a more effective part in politics. 

2I.-(a) That the fact that a certain number of offices in 
the Government have to be allotted to Peers, occasionally 
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necessitates an inferior man being preferred, because he is a 
Peer, to some commoner of greater ability. 

(6) That the Peers in charge of Government offices are 
not as accessible to public interrogation, or so amenable to 
popular opinion, as they would be if they were in the 
Commons. 

22.-That the hereditary principle, as applied in the case 
of the CroWD, is totally different (rom that applied in the 
case o( the House of Lords. The CrOWD has no legislative 
or executive responsibility, and has not, for a hundred and 
eighty years, exercised its power of veto. 

23.-That the pressure on the Prime Minister to create 
Peers, and the number of admissions to the Peerage, is ever 
increasing, and is gradually swelling the House of Lords to 
unmanageable ·proportions. 

24--That the House of Lords, if reformed, would con
tain admirable materials for a Second Chamber, and might 
easily be made a powerful and popular authority. 

2s.-That the increased respect and efficiency that would 
accrue to the Upper House from its re-formation on some 
representative system, would not detract from the power of 
the House of Commons. 

26.-That if the position of the House of Lords is so 
anomalous that it will not stand remodelling, the sooner it 
is altogether swept away the better. 

27.-(By some.) That by limiting the number of legisla
tive Peers, by selection and election from amongst their 
body, by the creation of Life Peers, and by a limitation on 
the right of veto, much might be done to render the Upper 
House more representative, and an efficient and necessary 
estate of the Realm. 

28.-That the position of the Scotch Peers at least 
requires alteration. A certain number of them are elected 
by the whole body of Scotch Peers, from among themselves, 
to sit in the House of Lords j but, as there is a Conservative 
majority, none except Conservatives are ever chosen. A 
Scotch Liberal Lord has therefore no prospect of being 
elected a representative Peer, and as he is ineligible for the 
House of Commons, he is ostracised from politics." 

• An Irish Peer. if not elected as a representative Peer, is eligible for 
the House or Commons. . 
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On the other hand, any radical alteration in the existing 
constitution of the House of Lords is opposed on the 
grounds :-

I.-That a constitutional institution which has grown up 
with the nation's growth, and which is founded on tradition 
and descent, should not be pulled down unless it can be 

. shown that great advantage would follow its destruction. 
2.-(a) That though the existence and constitution of the 

House of Lords cannot be defended on theoretical and 
logical grounds, it has held its ground for centuries, and 
played a great part in history; while its continued existence 
is of great practical advantage to the State. The Constitu
tion works very well as it stands. 

(b) That the Constitution of the House of Lords is not 
by any means perfect or ideal, but the country desires a 
Second Chamber, and the existing Chamber is better than 
would be one artificially constructed. 

3.-{a) That. it is a great advantage to the cpuntry that 
the aristocracy should be drawn into taking an active part in 
.politics. 

(b) That the English nobility have hitherto deserved and 
retained their hold over the respect, confidence, and affec
tion of the people; and-to the advantage of equality--are 
a less distinct class than the aristocracy of any other nation. 

4.-(a) That as its ranks are being continually recruited 
from the People, the Upper House becomes ever more and 
more truly representative; it represents educ.1tion, intelli-
gence, leisure, wealth, and influence. . 

(b) That a very considerable number of the Peers have 
had a legislative training as members of the Lower House. * 

(c) That, moreover, a considerable number, in addition, 
have held administrative, judicial, or other high offices, and 
bring to the House the experience they have thus acquired. 

s.-That the argument urged for reforming the House of 
Lords,-that it has not always gone so far or so quickly as 
the Commons,-is reason rather for desiring to leave it alone. 

6.-(a) That by preventing, modifying, or delaying the hasty, 
impulsive, ill-digested, or unjust measures adopted by the 
Commons, it puts a proper and constitutional check on 

• In 1886 (after the general election of that year). no less than 182 of the 
Eitting Peers had, at some time or other; sat in the House of . Commons. 
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precipitancy and Radicalism, allows time for popular opinion 
to mature itself, and thus prevents the Government from 
acting on first impulses, or under the influence of sudden 
popular passion or excitement, or in obedience to a chance 
majority. 

(b) That this legislative precipitancy will tend to occur 
more often under the new Democracy; while the last check 
on hasty legislation has disappeared with the reform of the 
procedure of the Lower House. 

7.-That more especially is the House of Lords an effectual 
barrier against demagogic rule, or the "one man power." 

S.-That when it has delayed legislation, it has always 
had the sympathy oC a large proportion oC the House oC 
Commons and of the Country. 

9.-(a) That though perhaps the House of Commons may 
not very often be over-hasty or rash in legislation, its 
moderation is greatly due to the latent knowledge that the 
House of Lords will have a voice in the matter, an.d that its 
opinions must be consulted. Remove this check, and legis
lation would immediately become more impulsive and 
precipitate. 

(b) That the result of this influence has been, that while 
in certain cases legislation may have been somewhat delayed, 
when a Bill is ultimately passed, it has been so well con
sidert!d, and is of such a satisfactory nature, that reactionary 
legislation is never necessary-and thus progress, though 
slow, is sure. 

(c) That in ordinary legislation the Upper House smoothes 
down the rough legislative excrescences of the Lower. 

Io.-(a) That having no fear of constituencies before 
their minds, the Peers are independent, and speak boldly 
their own minds. 

(b) That their debates on great occasions surpass in 
interest and intellect those of the House of Commons. 

II.-That if the House of Lords were destroyed, the 
machinery of the "caucus" would be used to prevent the 
House of Commons from exercising its Cunctions wi~h 
discrimination and freedom. ,_ 

12.-That even if it were true, that the legislation which 
the Lords chiefly prevent or amend is that which mostly 
affects themselves, they must be acknowledged to be inti
mate with the subject j while those who press forward such 
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legislation have, as a rule, .. sinister interests /, of their 
own. 

I3.-(a) That when popular feeling has been definitely ex
pressed, the House of Lords, if at variance with the national 
will, gracefully subordinates its own opinions, and gives 
way. 

(b) That within the last fifty years especially, the Lords 
have assented to a vast number of most useful reforms. 

I4.-(a) That though, theoretically, the power of the 
Lords is unlimited, practically it is kept within very reason-
able and moderate bounds. . 
. (b) That, if necessary, the Government ·can over-ride the 

majority of the Lords by the creation of fresh Peers, by 
Royal warrant, or by tacking a clause on to the "Appro
priation Bill," which the Lords must pass, or reject, in its 
entirety. 

IS.-That it is easy to talk loosely of the Reform of 
the House of Lords, but, practically, unless the Upper House 
will reform itsel~ this cannot be accomplished without a 
dangerous revolution. . 

16.-( a) That if . the constitution of the House of Lords· 
were once touched, its end would soon follow. It survives 
chiefly through the existence of a feeling of veneration and 
sentiment; this feeling once disturbed, the anomalies of its 
existence would become apparent, and it would be doomed. 

(b)· That no more creation of life Peers. or a simple 
change in the hereditary system, would J;>e effective in 
strengthening the Upper House. 

17.-(a) That some Second Chamber is essential to the 
Progress, Prosperity, and Peace of the Nation, and as a 
check on the People. 

(b) That no brand·new Second Chamber could ever take 
the place now occupied by the House of Lords. It would 
not command the respect of the .country or of the House of· 
Commons. 

(c) That it would either be powerless and therefore use-
less, or powerful and therefore mischievous. . 

(tI) That the House of Lords once pulled down could 
never be replaced in any permanent, useful, or satisfactory 
form. 

18.-(By some.) That having obtained one Chamber 
absolutely representative of the people at large, it would be 
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illogical to endeavour to set up another which cannot be 
equally representative. 

J9.-(a) That the ultimate extinction of the House of 
Lords is certain. It is better, therefore, to leave it gradually 
to die a natural death, than to hasten its end at the risk of 
conflict and agitation. 

(~) That year by year it is becoming weaker, and more 
impotent to do harm; while an unsuccessful crusade against 
it might revive and invigorate its vitality. . 

2o.-That if it were reformed, it would become stronger, 
• and constitute a formidable rival to the House of Commons. 

n.-That every Second Chamber, however constituted, 
is always Conservative. 

22.-(a) That if the House of Lords were abolished, the 
House of Commons would be swamped with Peers-the 
fact of a man being a Peer having great influence in many 
constituencies-and would become more aristocratic and 
conservative, to the hindrance of progress and reform. 

(~) That consequently an agitation would spring up for 
the creation of a Second Chamber, in order to rid the House 
of Commons of its Peers. 

23.-That if the hereditary principle were abolished in 
. the case of the House of Lords, that principle would be in 

jeopardy as IlPplied in the case of the Crown. 



SHORTER PARLIAMENTS. 

IT is proposed to repeal the Septennial Act and to shorten 
the legal duration of Parliament. Different terms of years 
are advocated, five, four, and three-the most popular being 
perhaps the four years' term. 

The existing Septennial Act was passed in 1716, shortly 
after the accession of George I., superseding the Triennial 
Act of 1694, which had itself followed on the Revolution of 
1688. During the period of the Triennial Act the average 
duration of the Parliaments (exclusive of the dissolution on' 
the demise of the Crown in 1702, when the Parliament had 
been in existence for six months only) was two years and 
five months. 

The average duration of the Parliaments between 1796 
and the Reformed Parliament of 1833 was three and a half 
years; one Parliament alone (that of the first of George IV.) 
exceeding six, years. From the first Reformed Parliament 
of 1833 until 1868, there were nine Parliaments, the average 
duration of which was three years and nine months; two, of 
these Parliaments existed just six years. Since the Re
formed Parliament of 1868 until that dissolved in 1886, 
there have been four Parliaments averaging four years and 
'five months: the longest term was that of the Parliament 
elected in 1874, namely six years and two months. 

The present Parliament was elected in Jilly, 1886, and 
can legally sit until July, 1893. 

Shorter Parliaments are advocated on the grounds :

I.-That there exists no constitutional means whereby 
the nation can express its opinion except at a General 
Election. 
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2.-{a) That under the Septennial Act,the nation is obliged 
to commit absolutely into the hands of Parliament for a 
lengthened term enormous powers, that may be used for 
weal or woe without opportunity of check or change. 

(6) That" Parliament," in this connection, means, at the 
best, a majority only, perhaps but a very small majority, of 
the House of Commons for the time being. 

3.-That the Parliamentary majority, elected to carry 
out a particular course of policy, may inaugurate a new 
policy, may break its election pledges, betray its trust, and 
forfeit the confidence of the country. Yet it cannot be 
cal1ed to account, and may continue to defy for a lengthened 
period the evident feeling ofthe country. - . 

4--That public opinion may distinctly change on a 
particular question; or a hasty and ill-considered verdict 
on a side issue may have decided the majority; yet, for 
seven years, the verdict given at the General Election may 
remain irrevocable. 

5.-That it is right that such enormous· powers should 
regularly and at short intervals revert to the people, so that 
they may have more frequent -opportunities of endorsing or 
reconsidering their choice of rulers, and the policy to be 
pursued. 

6.-That power requires constantly to be checked; un
control1ed power in the hands of the unscrupulous will 
quickly lead to encroachments upon the liberties of the 
people. 

7.-{a) That in these days of quickened communications 
and increased· education, greater knowledge of, and interest 
in, politics, opinions are formed and change more rapidly 
than of old, and a length of years formerly not excessive for 
a Parliament is now far too long. 

(6) That the condition of. the country and the mind of 
the people goes on changing, and that Parliament, remaining 
unchanged, gradual1y ceases to reflect the opinion of the 
constituent bodies. 

8.-{a) That in the expiring years of a "long" Parlia
ment questions of moment are decided, which had not even 
been mooted at the General Election, and thus momentous 

• For instance (it is argued) that the Ministry of 1874. elected in quiet 
times as a protest against the over-iLCtivity of its predecessor. developed 
into a .. 1ineo" QqvernmenL . 

p 
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decisions are taken, or new and grave responsibilities are 
incurred by Parliament, not only WIthout consultation with 
the nation, but even, it may be, entirely contrary to their 
wishes. 

(6) That before fresh legislation is undertaken, a new ex
penditure incurred, or a novel step in Foreign or Colonial 
policy taken, the nation ought to have an opportunity of 
passing its final and conclusive judgment upon these 
questions. 

9.-(a) That so long as the franchise was restricted, when 
elections were costly and corrupt, when the representation 
was practically confined to the wealthy classes, the question 
of the frequency of elections was of secondary importance. 

(6) That, indeed, in days when the poll extended over 
days or weeks, with open corruption and unchecked 
bribery, elections were a positive evil. But successive 
Reform Bills have purified elections, limited them to one 
day, and placed the franchise in the hands of the nation at 
large. 

lo.-That every year, under the extended franchise in 
force, a large number of new voters come on the register; 
and they ought to have an early opportunity of expressing 
their views. 

II.-(a) That a representative system in which the elected 
are not frequently submitting themselvell, their acts, and 
their views to the elector, loses much of its representative 
character. 

(6) That in these democratic· days it is essential that 
representatives should be in near touch with their consti
tuents; and more frequent elections would greatly tend 
towards this consummation. 

n.-That more frequent elections would create a greater 
general interest in politics; and bring home to the minds 
of the people the fact that they are a self-governing com
munity, responsible for the action of their rulers. 

13.-(a) That the necessity of more frequently submitting 
their action to the judgment of the country. would, by 
making them more careful in regard to their measures and 
policy, have a wholesome effect on the Government of the 
day. 

(6) That the knowledge that they would have an early 
opportunity of appealing to the country against the Govern-
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ment, would increase the vigilance of the Opposition; and, 
at the same time, the possibility of a speedy accession to 
power would quicken their sense of responsibility. 

14--(a) That the House generally would have a better 
appreciation of the value of time, and business would be 
more efficiently conducted. 

(6) That more especially would this be the case, inasmuch 
as the real and recently expressed will of the nation would 
be known in"reference to the principal questions to be dis
cussed and decided. 

(c) That it is only in the early days of a Parliament, with 
the impetus of the General Election~ that great reforms are 
carried through. . 

IS.-(By some.) That we should" thereby obtain some
thing of an equivalent to the system of the " Referendum" 
that prevails with much advantage in Switzerland. 

" 16.-(a) That more frequent elections would tend to the 
greater stability of successive Governments, and therefore to 
greater continuity of policy both at home and abroad. 

(6) That during the prolonged life of a Parliament, the 
Government lose touch of the nation, faU into decrepitude, 
while by their action or inaction they offend divers indi
viduals and interests. These causes of offence would be 
lessened if elections were more frequent. 

(c) That an earlier appeal for a renewal of power would 
be much more likely to result in the endorsement of their 
policy "and in the attainment of a fresh lease of power. 

(tI) That, thus, while a strong and popular Government 
would be periodically reinvigorated by a new mandate, a 
weak and unpopular "Government would the sooner dis
appear. 

I7.-That the fact that a General Election so often goes 
against the Government shows that more frequent oppor
tunities ought to be given of learning the popular will. 

IH.-That shorter Parliaments would tend to greater 
continuity of policy in Foreign Affairs. A gradual change ot 
policy could not be so easily effected in the shorter period. 
The influence of the British Government abroad would be 
more potent when it was known that the ·country was at " 
their back. During the latter years of a prolonged Parlia
ment, the power of the Government of the day to negotiate 
with foreign nations is largely curtailed in consequence of 
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the uncertainty as to whether their policy will be endorsed 
at the next General Election. 

19 . ...:...That it is better that the country should know 
in advance approximately when an election will take 
place. 

2o.-(a) That shorter Parliaments, and the more frequent 
. necessity imposed on members of meeting their constituents 
and justifying their existence as representatives, would 
quicken their sense of responsibility. . 

(b) That the sense of responsibility in members is greater 
towards the end than at the beginning of a Parliament The 
shorter the life of a Parliament the more likely is the member 
to appreciate his responsibilities. . 

(c) That a member who has decided not to stand again, 
is likely, during the last year or two of a prolonged Parlia
ment, to become lax in his attendance and interest. 

2I.-(a) That real independence and strength of 
character would not suffer from more frequent communion 
between the member and his constituents: 

(b) That the member would acquire a greater knowledge 
of political questions and a greater insight into the real 
views of the nation. 

(c) That "political honesty" can hardly consist in a 
member acting contrary to the wishes pf his constituents 
over a period long or short. 

22.-That while it is possible that some of those who 
now enter Parliament would no longer be inclined to stand, 
their places would be taken by men who would be more 
interested in politics and be more serious in attempting to 
remedy abuses. 

23.-That shorter Parliaments and more frequent elections 
would tend to less extensive sweeping alterations in the 
personnel of the House-Ie short reckonings make long 
friends "-and thus each new Parliament would contain a 
larger proportion of experienced men than is the case at 
present. 

24--That Parliamentary animosities would be less acute 
if the Opposition knew that the period of a fresh appeal to 
~he country could not be very remote. 

25.-;-(a) That if elections were more frequent, the 
tendency would be towards reduced expenditure. The 

. candidate would be less inclined to a large outlay, public 
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opinion would (avour reduction, and a (urther legal limita
tion o( expenditure would take place. 

(0) By some.) That as Parliaments (with a (our years' 
term) would tend, on the average, though with greater 
regularity, to extend over as long a period as now, the 
average cost to the candidate would be no greater than at 
present. 

26.-{By some.) That the adoption o( shorter Parlia
ments would render irresistible the demand (or the payment 
of members, and for the bansfer o( the official expenses of 
elections to the rates or taxes .... 

27.-{a) That, nowadays, with the duration o( the poll 
confined to twelve hours, with expenses limited by law, and 
with the ballot, elections are conducted in a quiet and 
orderly way, and a General Election causes but little dis
turbance to trade. 

(0) That there would be (ewer contested elections, con
stituencies that mid lately unmistakably expressed their 
preference would not be again fought. 

(c) (By some.) That if General Elections were more 
frequent the inclination would be ~o hold them on one day 
-resulting in (ar less excitement, turmoil, or interruption 
to business. 

28.-(a) That (or a period of twenty-two years a Triennial 
Act was in force and worked satisfactorily. -

(0) That the Triennial Act was replaced by a Septennial 
Act chiefly in order to meet a great national emergency, and 
to secure the Protestant Succession to the Throne. 

(c) That as a political makeshift, its adoption may have 
been justifiable, but there is now no dynastic or con
stitutional reason for its continuance. 

29.-That in 1867 the Septennial Act was itself in a 
degree extended by the abrogation of the provision formerly 
existing that on the demise of the Crown a dissolution must 
take place. t 

3o.-(a) That the tendency is towards a longer average 
life of Parliament. -

• For the discussion of these two questions see H.",tlfJooli 10 Polilical 
QII~J/iolU, -7th edition, pp. 149 and 122 respectively. 

t For instance, on the death of George III. Parliament was i/JtJ fact .. 
- dissolved, though it had been in existence but eighteen months; on the 

death of George IV. three years and eight months, on that of William IV. 
two years and five months only. 
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(6) That the natural inclination of a Government, and of 
the majority for the time being, is to cling to power, and not 
to take the risk of a dissolution any earlier than they are 
compelled to do. 

31.-That there would be no real infringement of the 
prerogative of the Crown; for it is long since the Crown 
dissolved Parliament of its own initiative. 

32.-That it would weaken the threat of dissolution by 
means of which the Government of the day is sometimes 
enabled to force measures upon its unwilling supporters. 

33.-That in no other country has the Lower House of 
Representatives so long a lease of power as in England .... 

34.-That the term of election in the case of Municipal, 
School Board, and other local el!!ctions is for the most part 
for three years only. 

On the other hand, it is contended :-

I.-(a) That the "Septennial Act" is septennial only in 
name; the full legal limit is never reached, hardly ever 
approached, and the country has a full opportunity at short 
intervals of recording its verdict. . 

(6) That if the legal period of the life of Parliament were 
shortened, the maximum period would tend to become a 
minimum, and\ on the whole, the country would have 
fewer, and not more frequent opportunities of expressing its 
opinion. ' . 

2.-That Parliament ought, if the country be in a normal 
state, to be dissolved at the least a good year before the 
legal limit, lest it should legally lapse at a moment when an 
election might be inconvenient or injurious to the country. 
If the term. were' shortened, the Government would be 
tempted always to go to the extreme legal limit. 

3.- (a) That Parliament, elected on a purely democratic 
basis, does nowadays faithfully represent the opinion of 
the country for the time being. , 

(6) That the numerous by-elections that, take place 
tend, by the opportunity they afford of testing public 

* France, Italy, 'and Spain,' and some of the Colonies, live years; 
. Portugal, Belgium, Holland, four years; Germany, Denmark, Sweden, 
. Switzerland, and some of the Colonies, three years; United States. two 

years. 
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opinion, and of introducing new bloo{i into the House, to 
keep Parliament ever in touch with the country. 

(c) That members are far more and increasingly in touch 
with their constituents, and aware of their feelings and 
desires. 

4--{a) That, nowadays, it is absurd to asSert that any 
Party or persons could or would use their powers to the 
curtailment of the liberties of the people. 

(6) That as a Government depends for its continued 
existence on the good will of the nation, it will always 
endeavour to propitiate, and not to run counter to its 
desires. 

5.-(a) That, as a matter of fact, neither Prime 
Minister, Ministry, nor Parliamentary majority can defy 
the will of the.nation, alld pass measures or carry out 
a policy directly contrary to the general feeling of the 
country. The strongest Governments are forced to 
yield to the pressure of public opinion. 

(6) That, short of a General Election,o the electors have, 
through by-elections, newspapers and speeches both inside 
and outside the House, ample and perpetual opportunity of 
forcibly expressing their views. 

6.-(a) That shorter Parliaments, by involving more 
frequent appeals to the country, would impair the in
dependence of the Ministry. 

(6) That it would tend to the production of measures 
designed with a view to their immediate effect on the 
public mind, rather than for the solid advantage of the 
country. 

(c) That the Government would be tempted to deal with 
those subjects that were for the moment popular, rather 
than with those of the greatest permanent advantage. 

7.-That with shorter Parliaments, the majority would be 
elected with a "mandate" on some particular question of 
the moment; and thus legislation would be more likely to 
be hasty and emotional. 

8.-(a) That the extension of the franchise has tended 
to political .capriciousness on the part of the electors, the 
decision of one election° being often reversed at the next. 
Political instability and constant change of Government are 
serious evils, which would be accentuated if elections wen~ 
more frequent. 
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(b) That the check of the Septennial Act on the 
capriciousness of the electorate is advantageous to the 
country. 

9.-(By some.} That the longer period of the existence 
of Parliament makes it more possible for the Government of 
the day to resist some" great delusion" that may temporarily 
prevail in the country. ' 

Io.-(a) That at present there is far too little continuity in 
the foreign policy of the country; more frequent elections, 
implying more frequent changes of Government, would 
make it still more haphazard. 

(b) That, even now, the Government of the day is much 
hampered in its relations with Foreign Governments by 
reason of the possibility of a reversal of policy consequent 
on its defeat at the next General Election. Increase this 
possibility, and embarrassment would amount to paralysis. 

II.-(By some.) That the less the foreign policy of -the 
country is subject to the revision of popular sentiment the 
better. It cannot properly be controlled by the electorate, 
for they cannot possess either the general knowledge 
requisite, or the particular (and p,erhaps secret) information 
necessary to the subject j and their decision is too often 
influenced by impulse or clamour. 

I2.-(a) That shorter Parliaments, entailing the more 
frequent submission of a member to a fresh election, would 
greatly weaken his independence and impair his political 
honesty. -

(b) That the position of the member would be lowered 
from that of a representative to that of a delegate. He 
would los~ all his individual freedom of thought and action, 
and be forced to support or oppose measures at the dicta-
tion' of his constituents. , 

13.~That, nowadays, with a very extended franchise, great 
publicity, and univer-sal political activity, the sense of re
sponsibility of the member and his personal contact with 
his constituents, extends over the whole of his parliamentary 
life, and is not simply quickene<:t by the prospect of a dis
solution. 

14.-That constant elections would tend to throw political 
power more and more into the hands of caucuses and wire
pullers, making the members mere machines, and tending 
to the manufacture of public opinion. 
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15.-(a) That each newly elected House of Commons 
necessarily takes time to acquire experience before it can 
settle down satisfactorily to the conduct of the business of 
the nation. 

(6) That constant elections would involve constant 
changes in the persoll1ul of the House, bringing in at short 
intervals a large number of inexperienced men, strangers to
each other, and new to the work required of them. 

I6.-(a) (By some.) That the result would be to throw 
administrative power more and more into the hands of per
manent officials, whose irresponsible influence is already too 
great. 

(6} That the risks of personal Government from" long" 
Parliaments are far less serious than the risks of bureau
cratic Government from "short" Parliaments. 

17.-(a) That the additional expense, risk of loss of seat, 
worry and trouble involved in more frequent elections 
would deter many good men from becoming candidates. 

(6) That the best class of candidates would resent the 
loss of independence involved, and would be loth to stand. 

(e) That the duties ofa member would necessarily become 
more multifarious and more irksome, both in the House. 
and in the constituency; and men, whose tastes or whose 
business prevent them from devoting their whole time to 
politics, would be deterred from standing. 

(d) That the constituencies would be greatly restricted in 
their choice of candidates; and the standard of the House 
would be sensibly lowered. 

18.-(a) That the great additional expense involved in 
more frequent elections would certainly lead to the trans
ference of the official expenses of elections from the shoulders 
of the candidate to the rates or taxes, and this would be a 
mistake.- . 

(6) That it would also render irresistible the demand for 
the payment of members-a system which would involve 
many serious evils. t 

19.-(a) That every General Election involves a very con
siderable disturbance to the trade of the country. 

(6) That political animosity and party heat engendered 

• For the discussion of the question of the .. Returning Officers' Ex
penses," see Halld600" 10 Polilual QUl!SliollS, 7th edition, p. 122. 

t See l!and600" III Political Qut!Jliolls, 7th edition, p. 149-
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by General Elections would be greater if they were more 
frequent 

(c) That with more frequent elections party passion would 
never have time to cool down, and the country would be 
kept in a state of perpetual turmoil in continuous prepara
tion for the next election. 

2o.-(By some.) That, even now, with the Parliamentary, 
Municipal, School Board, and other Elections, there is little 
enough peace from electioneering turmoil. . 

2I.-That too frequent Parliamentary Elections would 
greatly diminish the general interest taken in them, and this 
would be a serious eviL 

22.-That the shortening of the life of -a Parliament 
would greatly diminish the force of the threat'of dissolution 
now often used with salutary effect by the Government of 
the day. 

23.-That the prerogative of the Sovereign in the matter 
of dissolution would be infringed by being greatly curtailed. 

24.-That the Septennial Act has worked very well for 
the last 174 years, and it is unstatesmanlike and dangerous 
to make a grave constitutional change without adequate 
cause. 

2s.-That the supporters of shorter Parliaments are not 
yet agreed among themselves on the best term of years to 
advocate. To every term proposed grave objection. can be 
taken. 

26.-That the proposal is only a grievance of the" outs," 
and would be immediately dropped if they became the" ins." 



CHURCH AND STATE. 

--
THE fundamental doctrines of the Church of England
which is Protestant Episcopal-were agreed upon in Con
vocation in 1562, and revised and finally settled in 1571 in 
the fonn of the Thirty-Nine Articles_ The Queen is the 
supreme head of the Church, and possesses the right of 
nominating to the vacant archbishoprics and bishoprics. 

There is no official record of the numbers of the members 
of the Church of England, or of the other religious bodies. 
Since 1831 no official returns of the revenues and pro
perties of the Church of England have been issued, and it 
is therefore impossible to supply any authoritative statement, 
or even estimate, of the extent and value of the Church 
property. . 

The Church Inquiry Commission, appoint~d in 1831 to 
inquire into the revenues and patronage of the Established 
Church in England and Wales, gave the number of incum
bents as 10,718, of curates 5,230, total, say, 16,000; the 
number of glebe houses at 7,675, and benefices without glebe 
houses 2,878, total benefices, 10,553. 

The total net incomes of Bishops and Archbishops at £160,300 
" ,,{ Cathedral establishments... 157,500 
" " Beneficed clergy', and curates 3,480,000 

showing a total revenue 0(, say £3,800,000. 
The most carefully prepared statistical estimate of the 

existing revenues and property of the Church of England is 
that of Mr. Fred. Martin in his " Property and Revenues of 
the English Church Establishment" * 

The number of the clergy in 1875, according to an elabo
rate report compiled by Canon Ashwell from the "Clergy 
List," and other sources, and, laid ,before a Select Committee 
of the House of Commons, !Vas as (allows :- -

!' Edi:\ioD ~878. 
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Church Dignitaries... ... 
Incumbents holding benefices 
Curates ... ... ... 

Clergy in churches, &c. ... 
Ordained Schoolmasters and Teachers .. . 
Chaplains, insJilectors, &c. .... ... .. . 
F'ellows of U DIversities, Missionaries, &c ... . 
.. Unattached Clergy" 

5,501 

Total... 24,738 

The revenues of the beneficed Clergy, as given in the 
"Clergy List" for 1880, are as follows :-

Total Average 
Number. revenue. revenue. 

Benefices under£so 
£ ..£ 

167 5,747 34 

" 
from 50 to £100 854 71,265 83 .. .. 100 to 200 3,034 450,991 148 

" .. 200 to 500 7,289 2,298,598 315 .. " 500 to 1,000 1,913 1,238,766 647 .. of 1,000 and upwards 268 329, 824 1,230 

" 
not valued 334 114,194 

Totals .. 13,525 £4,395,251 £325. 

The ecclesiastical census of 1851 gives the latest official 
information respecting the number of religious edifices be
longing to the Church of England as follows :-

Churches existing at census of 1801 
.. built between 1801 and 1811 

.. .. ... .. 
'! 

.. 1811 and 1821 
1821 and 1831 

.. 1831 and 1841 

.. 1841 and 185 ~ 
.. at dates not mentioned 

... 

Number. 
9,667 

55 
97 

276 
667 

4,197 
2,118 

The number existing now is estimated at about 16,000. t 
Various statutes have from time to time been promulgated 
with the view of assisting the erection or repair of churches 
from the public funds. In 1679 a rate was ordered to be 
levied to rebuild the churches of the City. of London de
strSlyed during the fire of 1666. Three years later it was 

.. Finaneial Reform A Imanae, 1881 ; Analrsis of .. Clergy List, p. 69-
t Martin, CAurd, Revenues, &c., ed. 1878, p. 98. 
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followed by an Act imposing a tax on coals for the re-build
ing of St. Paul's Cathedral and fifty other churches. Other 
Acts, with like intent, were passed during the reigns of 
James IL, William ilL, Anne, and George I.; and in ISIS 
an Act was passed "to raise' the sum of one million sterling 
for building and promoting the building of additional 
churches in populous parishes." The ,census report of 
ISS I gave the following as the proportionate grants from 
public funds and private benefaction during the period 
from 1801 to .SSI :-

Period 1801-1831 
" 1831-1851 

Gr.onts from 
Public Funds. 

£ 
1,152,000 

511,400 

Private Total. Beoefacbon. 
£ £ 

.,84B,ooo 3,000,000 
5,575,600 6,087,000 

Total £1,6630400 £7,4230(00 £9,087.000 

The Church Building Commission, established by the 
statute of 1818, during the 38 years of its existence ending 
1856, aided in the completion of 615 churches, with sittings 
for 600,000 people. This Commission was in ISS6 merged 
into the Ecclesiastical Commission, and from ISIS to IS79 
the power entrusted to these bodies of forming new bene
fices and districts was exercised to the extent of constitut
ing 2,963 new districts. During the seventeen years, IS56 
to IS74. the amount of benefactions offered by private 
individuals to the Commissioners, for the benefit of the 
church, amounted to £5,000,000. 

In IS76 an official return was issued of churches built or 
restored since the year IS40, at a cost exceeding £500. 
The return (which was very imperfect) showed that, during 
these thirty-five years, 1,727 churches had been built, and 
7,144 restored, at a cost of £25,500,000, or about 
£700,000 a year; and this sum was derived from voluntary 
offerings. 

Mr. Martin· estimates the number of glebe houses at 
10,000, and their annual value at about a million sterling. 
The number 'of benefices producing tithes (inclusive of lay 
impropriations) also at 10,000, with a total tithe of 
£4,5°0,000 a year.* The titheable land is about two
thirds of the whole. At the end of IS66-according to a 
parliamentary return-the total rent charge awarded in 

• /6 •• pp. 1"7-108. 
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commutation of tithes amounted to £4,050,000. The 
levying and assignment of tithes has given rise to a vast 
amount of legislation, dating back as far as the ninth 
century. 

The revenues which the church derives from p.ew rents, 
offertories, and gifts cannot be estimated; they are of course 
purely voluntary offerings. It is estimated by the editor of 
the" Official Year Book" of the Church of England, that 
between 1860 and 1884 the voluntary. contributions for 
sectarian purposes of members of the Church (including 
elementary education £21,360,000 and foreign missions 
£10,100,000) amounted to £81,573,000. 

The summary of Church Property given by Mr. Martin is 
as follows, in round numbers :;- . 

Landed Property (from the "New Domesday Book") :-

Of Archbishops and Bishops 
" Deans and Chapters ... 
" Ecclesiastical Commissioners 
Under-valuation, omission of Metropolis, etc. 

say 500,000 acres. 

Revenues:-

Annual income of 2 archbishops and 28 bishops 

30.200 acres 
6~.900 " 

149.900 " 
250 ,000 " 

£ 

" " 27 chapters of deans and canons ... 
163.300 
123,200 

" incomes of parochial clergy ministering in 16.oco 
Churches or Chapels, chielly derived from tithes 4.277,000 

Annual value of 33 episcopal palaces 
" " deaneries, etc. 
" "glebe houses and of parochial clergy 

4.563.500 
13.200 
56,800 

••• 750 ,000 

£5.383.500 

This total is exclusive of extra-cathedral revenues, of dis
bursements of Queen Anne's Bounty, of surplus income of 
Ecclesiastical Commissioners. estimated together at about 
'£750,000. The total annual revenue may therefore be 
estimated at about .£6,000,000, and the capital value at not 
less than '£100,000,000. * 

• Uelll. pp. 133-136. On the same basis Mr. Arthur Arnold. in his 
Bwi"ess of Disesla61isltlll'"1 (1878). ~laborately estimates the total 
revenues of the Church (irrespective of voluntary contributions) at 
{.6.500.000 a year. and the capitalised value at £158.500.000. 
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There exists no basis of any kind on which to define, to 
distinguish between, or to estimate, the "old" and the "new" 
endowments of the Church. 

It may be of interest to recapitulate the principal features 
of the Disestablishment and Disendowment of the Irish 
Church, so far as these would be likely to affect action in 
the case of the Church of England . 

The Irish Church Act of 1869 provided that (1) the 
Church of Ireland should cease to be established by law i 
(:l) That no appointment to any preferment should in 
future be made by the Crown or the Ecclesiastical Corpora
tion i (3) That every Ecclesiastical Corporation should be 
dissolved, and that the Bishops should no longer have the 
right of sitting in the House of Lords i (4) That the juris
diction of the Ecclesiastical Courts should cease i (5) That 
the Church should be permitted to hold Synods and Con
vention!! for framing regulations for the general management 
and government of, the Church. But no alterations thus 
made in the ritual of the Church were to be binding on the 
existing incumbents. 

A Commission was appointed, with full powers to carry 
out the Act, and in them was vested, (I) all the property of 
the Ecclesiastical Commissioners of Ireland, (2) all the 
property, real and personal, of the Church, subject to the 
life interest of the present holders i (3) The net incomes of 
the existing holders was to be ascertained, and to be 
annually paid to them so long as they performed their 
duties. (4) The net income of each curate was to be paid 
him i or the life interest, subject to the consent of the in
cumbent, could be commuted and paid to him in a lump 
sum at the ordinary rate of life annuities. (5) The net in
come of each schoolmaster, clerk, sexton, &c., was to be 
ascertained, paid him, or commuted (6) Tithe rent-charges 
1:ould be commuted, on easy terms, at u! years' purchase; 
(7) The land vested in the Commissioners could be sold, 
and the existing tenants were to be offered the refusal of 
purchase on easy terms. (8) Any person feeling aggrieved 
by the action of the Commissioners could refer the question 
to arbitration. 

A representative "Church Body" was incorporated by 
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Law, and the Commissioners were empowered to deal 
directly with this Body, and to commute through them the 
annuities and life interests in ecclesiastical property created 
by the Act; the Church Body being bound to undertake 
the payment of the flill -annuity, so long as the annuitant 
required such payment to be made, though they could make 
any private arrangements they liked with him. Where three
fourths of the whole number of annuitants in a Diocese 
agreed to commute, the Commissioners were to pay to the 
Church Body a bonus of 12 per cent on, and in addition to, 
the commutation money. The commutation moneys to be 
calculated at the rate of 31 per cent. 

As an equivalent for the private endowments of the 
Church, the Church Body received - £5°0,000. All the 
plate, furniture, &c., belonging to any church or chapel, was 
left for the life enjoyment of existing incumbents, but was 
vested in the Church Body. All trusts for the poor were 
also vested in this Body, and were to continue unaffected. 

As regard the ecclesiastical buildings :-
(I) All old churches in the nature of national monuments 

were to be maintained by the Commissioners." (%) Churches 
in actual' use, and required for religious purposes, were, 
together with the schoolhouse and burial ground, to be 
vested in the Church Body. (3) Any church erected since 
1800 at the expense of a private person, if not taken over 
by the Church Body, and if applied for by the donor or his 
representative, was to be vested in him. (4) All other 
churches were to be disposed of by the Commissioners as 
they thought best. (5) Any burial ground, not vested in 
the Church Body, was to be vested in the Poor Law 
Guardians, and be kept in repair by them. (6) Any 
ecclesiastical residence and with garden "curtilage" could 
be purchased by the Church Body at ten years' purchase; 
in addition, they could buy, at a price to be settled by 
arbitration, an additional 30 acres. 

The capital sum, representing the commutation of annui
ties, paid over to the Shurch B?dy, amounted to £7,560,000, 
the. number of annuitants bemg 2,060; the annuities, for 
whlch the Church Dody thus made itself responsible, 
amounted to £591,000; the number of years' purchase 
averaged 12"8 j the age of annuitants averaged 56. 
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The annuities for which the Church Body were liable thus 
amounted to an equivalent of eight per cent on the capital 
received. The Church Body were enabled to invest the 
money at four per cent, and the laity, responding to their 
call, subscribed the remaining four per cent, required in 
order that, while the annuities should be paid, the capital 
should be kept intact. 

Subsequently, when it appeared· that many of the clergy 
were superll.uous, the Church Body further commuted 
directly with these persons, but· on tenns less favourable 
than that of the general commutation. Thus, by 1877, the 
number of annuitants was reduced to 1052, and the com
position balance acquired by the Church amounted to 
'£1,300,000. . 

-----
DISESTABLISHMENT.-

The proposal to sever all connection between Church and 
State, both in Scotland, Wales, and England, is upheld on 
the grounds :- . 

I.-That the objects of the State and of the Church do not 
run on parallel lines. The law regards certain actions as 
crimes, and forbids them for the sake of the Community; 
Religion regards them as sins, and forbids them for the 
sake of the Individual himself. 

2.-That as all men are not religious, while all are equally 
desirous to be protected by the State, it should not mix up 
its Civil with its Religious functions, but should be purely 
secular. 

3.-(0) That the National Church was in former times 
founded on the idea that all citizens were of the same creed; 
she thus expressed a national faith, and aimed at national 
unity of belief, and unifonnity of worship. Such aims are 
no longer attainable; and "establishment" now merely 
means the exclusive alliance of the State with one religious 
denomination amongst- many, together with a State assertion 
that that particular fonn of religion is the only true one. 

(6) That when the king was supreme governor over 
both Church and State, their connection was a natural 

• The arguments Cor and against Disendowment must be taken along 
with those for and against Disestablishment. 

E 
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consequence. But now, that the Sovereign is no longer ruler 
by Divine Right, and Parliament is omnipotent, the con
nection has become an anomaly; it is an attempt co to work 
the Tudor supremacy through manhood suffrage." 

(c) That so long as the Church is connected with the 
State, the higher ecclesiastical rulers must be appointed on 
the advice of the Prime Minister, who is not necessarily a 
member of the Church of England, is possibly not even a 
Christian; while maIlY "livings" will remain in the gift of 
the Crown, of the Lord Chancellor, or of the Chancellor of 
the Duchy. 

4.-(a) That the connection of Church and State causes, 
not the spiritualisation of the State, but simply the secular
isation of the Church; where political and ecclesiastical 
powers are exercised by the same hands, the former are sure 
to prevail over the latter. 

(0) That an Established Church is a Church in fetters. 
The law is not only the last, but the first resort in all 
ecclesiastical differences-to the great spiritUal disadvantage 
of the Church. 

(c) That as long as the Church is bound up with the 
State it must be controlled in every particular by the State, 
i.e., . by Parliament; and Parliament, being increasingly 
composed of members of divers sects and creeds, many of 
them hostile to the Establishment, 9r even to religion, is a 
body eminently unfit to govern the Church,or to legislate 
on religious questions. 

(ti) That being thus tied and bound in every way, a State 
religion tends to become colourless, stereotyped, and anti
quated; it loses its touch with and hold over the people, 
and no longer attracts to its service able and broad-minded 
men. 

(e) That, consequently, on the one hand, apathy, and on 
the other, narrow-mindedness and sacerdotalism, are rapidly 
increasing in the Church; while, if she were Disestablished, 
and free to manage her own affairs, her doctrine would be 
placed on a broader and freer basis. 

s.-That it is contrary to religion that the secular power 
should have any voice at all in religious matters; the Church 
ought in no way to be placed under the control of the State. 
It is thereby as likely to be fostering error as to be uphold-
ing the true form of religion. . 
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6 • ..-{a) That the Church will either hold her own, and no 
harm will be done j or else the State is artificially supporting 
a religious system which could not otherwise exist, because 
out of harmony with the wants and spirit of the age. 

(6) That if the Church is unable to hold her own 
without State support, it proves that she is rotten to the 
core-and if rotten she ought to be swept away. 

7.-(a) That religious equality does not mean equality of 
sects, but equal treatment of all sects by the State. 

(6) That while the State should be tolerant of all religious 
sects, it ought not to choose out for support any special 
Denomination. In so doing, the State outstrips its true field 
of work, and trespasses on freedom of religious thought, and 
on the principle of religious equality, if not directly, at all 
events indirectly. For State recognition of a special Church· 
by taking her under protection, by ensuring her the possession 
of vast property, by placing her ministers in a position of 
superiority,· places those who do not belong to her com
munion, or who desire to leave her fold, in a position of 
exceptional pecuniary and social disadvantage. 

(c) That this direct and indirect pressure to remain in, or 
to join the State Church, is an injustice to other Churches; 
and all State institutions should be founded on the principle 
of impartial justice. 

8.-(a) That Religion itself is injured by its association 
with injustice. 

(6) That the State recognition of one Denomination 
injures those whom it favours, and depresses and angers 
those whom it wrongs-whereby religious strife is per
petuated 

(c) That a State-privileged Church divides instead of 
uniting the Community. 

(d) That if dissenters were relieved from an irritating in
justice, and Churchmen deprived of a position of superiority, 

• For instance, tbe Bishops sit iD the House of Lords, .. tbe Church 
dignitaries ud the Cleo-gy exetcise authority vested in tbem by the State. 
Tbey alone can conduct religious services of a national character, and can 
DttI1py the pulpits of cathedrals ud other IUltional ecclesiastical edifices. 
They are the chairmea of parish vestries, tNStees of parocbial charities, 
ud custodi8Ds of the ueient parocbiaI burial places. Tbey bold tbe 
greater part of the chaplaincies, the mastersbips of public schools, and 
school inspectorships, and ~ly control the educational machinery of tbe 
country."-DisestlUJisll"'ntI (Imperial Parliament Series), by Henry 
Richard ud CaneIl W Uiams,.p. 13-
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religious differences would lose much of their sting, social 
exclusiveness would be diminished, and the artificial barriers 
which n9w keep good men apart would be broken down. 

9.-That under the present system the Church is in a 
state of anarchy; none govern, and none obey; rules and 
regulations cannot be enforced. 

lo.-(a) That, under the present system, presentations to 
Church livings are bought and sold, quite irrespective of 
the fitness of the clergyman or the wishes of the congrega
tion. 

(6) That the presentation to livings is in -very many ~ses 
in the hands of unfit patrons. 

11.-(11) That the congregation have no power of choice 
in their minister, nor control over those who appoint him; 
once appointed, unless he commit an illegal action, neither 
they, nor the bishops, have power to free themselves from 
him, however objectionable he may be to them either in 
doctrine or habit 

(6) That thus, in many parishes, there are incumbents 
utterly unfitted for their duties, either through physical in
capacity, or because of want of sympathy with their parish
ioners - to the great detriment of the Church and of 
religion. 

12.-That there is no hope of remedying this state of 
things by internal reform, because Churchmen will not 
accept, and non-Churchmen are not concerned to press for, 
Church Refonn. ,,- -

13.-That the Church, as a State Church, has failed to 
do the good which from her position, privileges, and wealth, 
,she ought to have done. _ 

- 14--That, at present, the Church is not a real Church 
of the people-it is not founded on popular sympathy and 
esteem. 

15.-(a) That while there is great force in the" priest in 
the parish" argument, as affecting the country districts,* 
the clergy, as a matter of fact, have on the whole neglected 
the agricultural labourer and the poorer classes, have taken 
but little interest in their temporal welfare or social im
provement, and have purposely kept them in a state of 
political ignorance and darkness. 

(6) That the so-called "civilising agency" does not 
• See No. S. against Disestablishment. 
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civilise, as witness the ignorance, the apathy, and social 
stagnation of very many country districts. 

16.-(a) That instead of taking up a catholic position, 
and welcoming help in spiritual improvement, the spiritual 
influence and energy of these clergy is chiefly directed 
against Dissent. 

(6) That they have, as a rule, used the charities and funds 
placed at their disposal as" fetters to bind in slavery and 
serfdom the poor mendicants to whom they administer the 
charities" i while these are too often so administered as to 
have a most demoralising elfect. . 

17.-That where the clergy have been benevolent and 
civilising, their influence for -good has arisen from their 
being good men, and ministers of religion, not from their 
being State servants. The good results that have ensued 
have come about, not in consequence of the connection 
between Church and State, but in spite of its narrowing and 
numbing influence. 

18.-That the opinion of those chieflyalfected is clear 
from the fact that most of the new agricultural voters (en
franchised in 1885) are in favour of Disestablishment. They 
are now for the first time in a position to make their opinion 
felt, and it is clearly very adverse to that State Church which 
is supposed to exist for their special benefit. 

19.-That no real fear need be entertained that the poor 
would be neglected by the Church if it became a voluntary 
Church. The existing voluntary bodies certainly do not 
neglect the very poor i and many of them (especially in 
Wales) are composed almost exclusively of the working 
classes. 

2o.-(a) That U Establishment" and "Church" are not 
synonymous terms. Disestablishment would not alfect (ex
cept to increase) the power of the Church to do good: it 
would alfect only. her legal and political position. . 

(6) That the real sources of the power of the Church of 
England lie in her doctrines, her modes of worship, her 
organisation, her self-sacrificing ministry, her zealous and 
generous laity, not in the fact of the Headship of the Crown, 
the Bishops in the House of Lords, the legal privileges of 
the Clergy, Acts of Parliament, &c. 

(c) That Disestablishmentwould not destroy the machinery 
of the Church i and it is a gross libel on the Church, and on 
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the religious feeling in England, to assert that the Church, 
if disestablished, would abandon its work. If the country 
continues religious, Disestablishment will not tend to make 
her irreligious. 

2I.-(a) That there is much more vitality in a religion 
voluntarily supported, than in one largely endowed. 

(b) That the frequent abridgments of the prerogatives of 
the Establishment which have taken place of late years have 
been contemporaneous with an increase in her spiritual 
strength and voluntary support 

22.-(a) That if the Church were liberated from the 
shackles now laid upon her ,by the State, she would be freer 
to do good, would be able to organise and consolidate her 
forces, and to distribute them more according to the needs 
of the people. At present she too often squanders her 
strength in places where it is out of all proportion to local 
requirements, or even does more harm than good, and this 
simply because of the existence of a "living." 

(b) That under a voluntary system, if a clergyman did not 
work, neither would he be paid: at present much money, 
which should be devoted to religious purposes, is absorbed 
by jaineants, or worse. 

23.-(a) That the withdrawal of State recognition from 
the Church, by placing her on a more even footing with her 
competitors, would increase friendly rivalry and competition, 
would tend to make each and all bestir themselves; and 
religious life would be quiCkened and extended. The less 
the State does, the more will voluntary effort accomplish: 
ease weakens, hardship strengthens religious zeal. 

(b) That there would be less religious persecution and 
more hearty co-operation between the different sects. 

(c) That the members of the Church, who now have com
paratively few calls upon them, emulating the action of the 
dissenters, would be induced to subscribe liberally to her 
funds. 

(d)That thus, instead of the neglect of the poor antici
pated by some, there would be active competition to enlist 
their sympathies, and not, as now, an assumption that they 
belonged to the State Church. 

24.-That the fear some express lest the sacred buildings 
. should be put to unseemly uses, is simply preposterous. 

The natural religious and reverential feeling of Englishmen 
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is totally opposed to any such desecration; and, as it would 
rest with Parliament to determine the ultimate disposal of 
these buildings, Parliament may be trusted to act in accord
ance with public feeling. Moreover, the churches would, as 
a rule, still remain the property of the Church of England. 

25.-That in a Disestablished Voluntary Church the laity 
would obtain the influence and the voice in Church matters 
to which they are entitled, and of which they are at present 
deprived. 

26.-(11) That the governing Church Body of the Dis
established Church, constituted as it would be with a 
majority of its members laymen, would fully represent the 
views of the laity; and, while keeping the clergy in check, 
would be able to initiate reforms where thought expedient, 
both in doctrine, discipline, and administration. At pre
sent, even though laity and clergy agree,_ the Church herself 
is utterly impotent to effect much-needed internal reforms. 
Substantial reforms, even in minute particulars, still less 
in great matters, cannot be adopted without the cumbrous 
machinery of an Act of Parliament j the result being that 
they are left undone. 

(6) That such a Church Body, composed as it would be 
of able, zealous, and educated Churchmen possessing ad
ministrative ability, wealth, and influence, would be a body 
eminently suited to manage Church affairs. 

(e) That the form of worship would be made more 
elastic, and the ritual would be better adapted to the times. 

(tl) That promotion would be more according to merit. 
Patrons would disappear, and congregations would seek out 
efficient men; while the Central Body would be in a 
position to compare the merits of individual clergy. 

27.-That the disestablishment and disendowment of 
the Irish Church has proved in every way a satisfactory 
precedent . 

28.-That the non-existence of an established church in 
America and the Colonies has been attended by many 
advantages. . 

29.-(By some.) That, at present, instead of the Church 
being a bulwark against Papal aggression, she has become 
a nursery for Roman Catholicism. 

30.-That the question of the Protestant succession is in 
these days a matter of small moment 
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, 3I.-(a) That the Established Church (more especially 
with regard to Scotland and Wales) is the Church of a. 
minority, and the numbers of her flock are diminishing." 

(b) That unless an Established Church is the Church 
of a majority-of an overwhelming majority-her existence 
cannot be justified . 
. 32.-(a) That the influence of the Church of E!ngland, 
as an Establishment, has always been in opposition to the. 
fuller and freer development of national life. 
. (b) That the State·paid clergy form a compact and 
powerful force always opposed to progress. 

33.-That it would be a great relief to the overworked 
Parliament to be entirely free from all ecclesiastical questions. 

34-That if the reform is to come, it is better to pre
vent excitement and .bitterness on the subject by calm 
anticipatory legislation. 

The connection between Church and State is upheld on 
the grounds :-

I.-(a) That the State, as a State. while practising 
absolute toleration, must be religious, and must therefore 
profess and uphold some religious faith. . 

(b) That to break the connection between Church and 
State would be to discourage religion, and to encourage 
atheism. 

2.-(a) (By some.) That each man is bound to yield up 
his mind to the teaching of the Church, and has no right to 
choose out another faith for himself; or, at any rate, has no 

.claim to have his dissent recognised by the State, which, 

• This is denied, at least as regards England. There are, however, no 
official figures on which can be founded any calculation of the relative 
numbers of the Church and of Dissent. .. The Public Worship Census" 
report of 18S1 (the last tal<en) can hardly be relied upon as sufficient evid
ence, and is now entirely out of date. It showed, however, that While in 
1801 the provision of sittings in places of worship in England and Wales was 

Church of England ... ....M 4,06<),281 
Otl)er places of worship ••• 963,169 

5,032,450 

In 18S1 the relative numbers were-
Church of England ... . .. 
Other places of worship 

The latter with a population of 18,000,000 •. 
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being in union with the Church, professes her faith and 
none other. 

(6) (By others.) That though the State may -tolerate, it 
must in no way recognise dissent from the Established 
Church. 

3.-That it is better that religious worship should be 
regulated by the law, than that it should be left altogether 
to individual clergy. 

4--That as an Established Church is a vital part of 
our institutions, and bestows great blessings on the whole 
people, the advantages of its existence more than. counter
weigh the consequent disadvantages of religious inequality. 

s.-(a) That so long as there is an Established Church, 
every individual in the kingdom, whether he belong to any 
denomination or no, who may be suffering from spiritual 
distress, has an official spiritual counsellor to whom he has 
a right to apply; and a church accessible to him for all 
purposes of worship. 

(6) That not only in religious matters, but in every
day life, the existence of a State-paid clergyman to whom 
every parishioner can apply is an enormous advantage, 
especially to the poorer· classes j and a guarantee of social 
progress. 

(c) That the poor gain greatly from the parochial system; 
under it the clergyman is the dispenser of the gifts and 
philanthropy of the rich for the benefit of the poor. 

6.-That the vast majority of the people are directly or 
indirectly attached by some tie to the Church. . The tie 
being less binding than. would be the case in a voluntary 
association, many persons, to their spiritual advantage, can 
belong to the Church so long as it is in connection with the 

. State, but not otherwise. 
7.-That under a purely voluntary system the clergy 

would be only really accessible to the members, or possible 
members, of their flocks; their public functions would dis-
appear. . 

8.-(a) And, that, as the different churches would be 
sustained by voluntary subscriptions, the clergy would have 
to bid for the support of those with means. This" begging . 
system" would degrade the chAracter of the clergy; and 
their time and attention being thus largely absorbed, the 
poor, the indifferent, those who cannot or will not contribute, 
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those, in short, who are especially in need of spiritual aid or 
seasonable advice, would be perforce neglected. 

(b) Tbat"a clergyman would have to devote himself to 
the preaching of popular sermons, and would perforce 
neglect his functions as a minister and servant of the poor. 

9.-That under every voluntary system the clergy tend 
to become more and more mere servants of their congrega
tions, and much freedom of thought, liberty, liberty of ideas, 
and elevation of mind, are thus suppressed and lost Union 
with the State is the only way of securing real freedom of 
jurisdiction to the Church as a whole, and of preventing 
intolerance and narrow-mindedness. 

Io.-(a) (By some.) That -the Church would be im
poverished, and only able to offer small stipends, and would 
therefore attract a lower and less educated class of men 
to her ministry, and religion would grievously suffer in 
consequence. 

(b) And that she would, through lack of means, be 
obliged to a considerable extent to contract her operations, 
both religious and educational, with the same disastrous 
results. 

(c) That in many parishes the clergyman is the sole 
centre of civilising influence; disestablishment, by con
tracting the operations of the Church, and by attracting a 
less educated class of men, would injuriously diminish this 
invaluable influence. . 

II.-(a) (On the other hand, many are possessed with 
the idea) That the disestablished Church Body being left, 
as it would be, with large and uncontrolled powers, and 
having at its disposal a very considerable capital,. would 
inevitably tend to become an exclusively, or predominantly, 
clerical body; the control of the State over the clergy can 
alone uphold the interests and influence of the laity. 

(b) That those who differed from the dictum of the 
Church Body would be driven out of the fold, and the 
Church would split up into innumerable fragments; intoler
ance and strife would be increased and perpetuated. ' 

(c) That the connection of Church and State is the , 
* Mr. Gladstone (May 16, 1873) made a computation that, if the dis

endowment of the thurch of England were carried out with the same 
liberality as that of the Irish Church, she would be left with a capital of 
£'90,000,000' " 
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best guarantee that the religion of the country will be kept 
broad and comprehensive; while it secures a certain amount 
of liberty and freedom from ecclesiastical t}'dnIlf and 
dogmatism. 

12.-(By some.) That the existence of such a wealthy, 
powerful, and independent body as the Church would 
become if disestablished, might be dangerous to the 
Commonwealth itself. 

IJ.-That if the Church obtained perfect independence 
of action, her conflict with Dissent would be sharpened and 

-embittered. 
14--That as aU religious disabilities are now removed; 

and as everyone is free to remain in the Church, or free to 
leave, and as her ordinances are not forced on any person, 
the presence of an Established Church in no way affects the 
question of religious liberty or equality. The supposed 
hardship is, ~erefore, no more than a sentimental griev-· 
ance. 

IS.-That the grievances of the Dissenters are at the 
best merely sentimental; and any sectarian grievances 
which still remain, can be better remedied by Reform than 
by Disestablishment. 

16.-That admitted scandals or anomalies, or ana
chronisms in Church doctrine, discipline, or administra

. tion, can be remedied, and are more likely to be remedied, 
if the Church retains her connection with the State. 

17.-(a) That the Church of England, established or 
disestablished, will always be superior to other sects by 
reason of the culture of her clergy, and the better social 
position of her members. 

(6) That, disestablished, the clergy of the Church would 
tend to become still more of a caste than they are at pre
sent; .. social exclusiveness" would not be diminished. 

18.-That the Church may, in the past,> have been 
apathetic, but her members are now active, devoted, zealous, 
and liberal. . 

19·-That with the question of Disestablishment is 
necessarily connected the question of Disendowment; and 
the difficulties attending the possession of the Church 
buildings, the commutation of endowments, &c., are in· 
superable. 

20.--(a) (By some.) That it is intended by the 
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Liberationists to drive all the clergy out of their parsonages, 
and to put the sacred buildings to unseemly uses. 

(0) That those who clamour for Disestablishment are 
simply actuated by a desire to rob the Church of her 
possessions. 

2I.-(a) That the position of the Church of Ireland-a. 
very small Protestant minority and an enormous Catholic 
majority-was in no way analagous to that of the Church in 
England; its disestablishment forms therefore no precedent 

(0) That the Church of England is the Church of the 
majority. . 

22.-(a) (The argument which is urged against every 
reform is also used in this case) That other institutions are 
threatened and weakened if one is pulled down. 

(0) That Disestablishment would dangerously touch even 
the tenure of the throne j the Establishment and the 
Monarchy are necessarily linked, while Voluntaryism is 
Republican and Democratic. . 

23.-(By some.) That if the Church of England is 
weakened at all the Roman Catholic Church will gradually 
become the most powerful denomination, and will obtain 
supreme. sway in religious matters; while. the Protestant 
succession, being necessarily abrogated, the State might also 
fall under that sway. . 

24.':"'Many, without defending the principle of an 
Established Church, refrain from seeking to sunder the 
Church from the State, on the ground that the constitution 
is full of anomalies, and that institutions that have grown 
with the nation's growth ought not to be )orn down simply 
for the sake of theoretical perfection. . . 

2S.-And others, while equally denying the principle of 
the union of Church and State, are in favour of retaining 
the existing state of things on the ground that any attempt 
to sever the connection would cause endless confusion, strife, 
and heart-burnings, especially in the matter of disendowment. 
It is better to leave bad alone than run the risk of making 
it worse. 

, -
[There is a large class who-not wishing for Disestablish

ment if the Church can be reformed, or will reform herself 
-desire to see her remodelled on' a more popular basis, 
that she may be made wide enough to include all English 
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Christians; holding the principle that the Established Church 
was made for the people, and not the peOple for the Estab
lished Church." 

On the other hand it is contended that, though un
doubtedly, and with advantage, the foundations of the 
Church might be broadened, mere reform would never 
enable her to comprehend within one fold th& different 
religious sects.] 

DISENDOWMENT. t 
Together with Disestablishment is raised the question of 

Disendowment: namely, to what extent the Church, if dis
established, should be allowed to retain her present posses
sions; or how far they ought to be appropriated by the State 
and applied to other purposes. 

Those in favour of a certain measure of Disendowment 
uphold their proposals on the grounds :-

I.-That the Church being a State Church, all her 
possessions are national property; and that, strictiy speak
ing, the State would be justified in appropriating the whole, 
subject to existing life interests. . 

2.-(0)- That most of the Churches, and all the Cathedrals 
and Abbeys, are distinctly national property. 

(6) That the present Church has no prescriptive right to 
her old endowments. They belonged to the Roman 
Catholics, and were appropriated by the State; if therefore 
they belong of right to any Church, it is to the Roman 
Catholic Church. . 

«() That the Church has equally no private right to her 
more modem endowments, which were presented to her
as the Protestant Church-when she· included all or most 
Protestants. These endowments were intended for the use 
of the nation and not for that of a particular denomination; 
they belong therefore to the nation. 

(tl) That ~thes, which constitute the chief support of the 

• See .. CA,.reA Riform" (Imperial Parliament Series). by Albert Grey, 
Canon Freemantle. and Geo. liarwood, Revs. S. Barnett, C. W. Stubbs. 
G. 1.. Reaney. and 1.. Davies. 

t See also the arguments for and aPinst Disestablishment. 
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Church, were in DO way voluntary offerings, but were ·irii.: 
posed by tbe State for the support of a National Church; 
and should therefore revert to the State in case of dis-
establishment. ' 

(e) That, moreover, the poor are legally entitled to share 
i D the tithes. 

3.--{O) That .the endowments of tbe Church represent 
to a large extent merely the appropriation of public property 
to certain ecclesiastical purposes. 

(6) That the proof that the endowments of the Church 
are national property is shown from the fact tbat no part of 
them can be appropriated or applied to any fresh purpose 
except by Act of Parliament. The recipients of the annual 
revenues are,' moreover, simply public functionaries; their 
number, the mode of their appointment, the creed they shall 
hold, the services they still conduct, the allocation of their 
incomes, are determined by the State. 

4.--{a) That the property of the Church of England is 
in the nature of a public trust; the State is, therefore, 
justified in treating it as national property, and in applying 
it to national purposes. 

(6) That the property of the dissenting bodies is held 
under private trusts, and the State (except in so far as the 
ordinary law is concerned) has scarcely any voice in, or 
control over, their disposal 

5.-That the action of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners 
(created by Parliament) in throwing much ecclesiastical 
property into a common fund, has entirely subverted the 
theory tbat Church property is simply the property of the 
several local Churches, &c. 

6.-That the action of Parliament in regard to the endow
ments of the Church of Ireland, and the application of the 
Surplus Fund to secular purposes, is. a precedent which 
proves that the State may, and can with advantage, apply 
Church endowments to such purposes as it thinks fit. 

7.-That the endowments given to the Established Church 
-either by public or private liberality-should not be ap
plied for the benefit of one religious body within the nation 
only, but should be applied (or the benefit, of the whole 
community. 

8.--{o) That modern voluntaryism has made the 
Church far less dependent than formerly on her ancient 
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endowments, while Disestablishment would tend to econo
mise her resources. 

(6) That the congregations of the Church constitute the 
richest part of the nation; yet they are now scarcely called 
upon for her support. If the Church were left to take care 
of herself, they would-as the Dissenters in their own case 
do-gladly contribute to maintain or extend her present 
scale of operations. 

9.-(a) That the question of the future of the Churches 
and Cathedrals is only a detail, and should not stand in the 
way of the acceptance of the principle of DisendowmenL 
Details can always be settled on a just basis afterwards; 
while, in the case of the Irish Church, similar difficulties 
were successfully surmounted. 

(6) That there would be no devastation of the Churches, 
nor hardship to individual incumbents.. Disendowment 
would be only gradual; all life interests would be 
scrupulously respected, and the Church would be allowed 
to retain her recent endowments.. 
. [It is generally allowed that the Church, if disestablished, 
must be dealt with generously in the matter of her endow. 
ments; and that she (or the individuals interested) can 
fairly claim to receive a certain number of ye:mt purchase 
of her revenues, the State appropriating only the balance. 
It is usually contended, however, that the terms given in 
the case of the Irish Church were too liberal ... ; and that 
the greatest care must be taken to prevent abuse of the 
powers of "commuting, compounding, and cutting."] 

On the other hand, it is contended that if disestablished, 
the Church must be allowed to retain all her present 
possessions, without deduction, on the grounds :-

I.-That the State is bound to secure all property to itS 
owners; and the emoluments of the Established Church are 
strictly and legally her own property. 

2.-(a) That all endowments have been given to the 
Church as such-while most have been given to her as a 
Protestant Church-ruld are therefore her absolute property, 
and to dispossess her would be robbery and sacrilege. 

(6) That practically, with the exception. of some trifling 
• See page 6]. . 
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sums, none of the endowments of the Church have come 
from the State j the Church costs nothing to the nation as 
such. 

3. - That if the C)1urch of England be disendowed, there 
must be concurrent disendowment of all other religious 
.sects: they all hold their property on the same tenure. 

4.-That whatever may be the advantages of Disestablish
ment, it cannot be right to divert any of the funds now ap
plied to religious purposes to other uses. 

5.-That enormous difficulties-especially in connection 
with -the sacred buildings-would arise in endeavouring to 
carry out any scheme of partial Disendowment. 

SCOTCH DISESTABLISHMENT. 

In addition to the arguments already mentioned, most of 
which apply equally to the question of the English, Scotch, 
and Welsh churches, it is contended by those in favour of 
the Disestablishment of the Scotch Church :-

I.-(a) That the vast majority of church-going Scotchmen 
are not members of the Established Church. * 

(6) That, in many parishes, the congregation attending 
the Established Church is grotesquely small. 

2.-That the Established Church is simply one section ot 
the Presbyterian Church of Scotland j and her recognition 
by the State is the chief bar to the reunion of the several 
branches of that Church-a reunion which would result in 
great economy of power and resources. t 

3.-That, more especially in Scotland, this seCtional 
Church has possession of national funds which were never 
intended to be used in providing religious ministrations for 
one portion of the people only. 

* It was estimated -in J87~ that. in Scotland. out of a population of 
3,400,000, only 1,063,000 were members of the Established Church. On 
the other hand, it is asserted that the Church, since the disruption of 1843, 
has added and endowed 340 Parish Churches (usually with manses), at a 
cost of £2,~,000, and that it has shown greater vitality, and increased in 
numbers and influence in a greater degree than the other Churches. 

t On the other hand, it is (lenied that any scheme of Disestablishment 
would lead, to reunion, , 
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4--That the Church of Scotland was established for the 
purpose of looking after the poor and promoting education, 
as well as for religious purposes; and she has now been 
relieved from the two first duties. 

s.-That the Scotch Established Church is constituted 
on an entirely different basis to the English Church-being 
"spiritually and ecclesiastically autonomic. II That, there
fore, disestablishment in Scotland could be accomplished 
without difficulty, and would not affect the question of dis
establishment in England. 

6.-That Scotland is ripe for, and desirous of, disestablish
ment. 

WELSH DISESTABLISHMENT. 

As regards Wales, it is also contended:-

I.-That in Wales the Church of England is an alien 
Church, a .. Church of Conquest," which has never taken 
root, nor succeeded in winning the love and loyalty of the 
people. -

2.-That it has failed to fulfil its professed object as a 
- means of Jlromoting the religious interests of the Welsh 

people. 
3.-(a) That it ministers only to a small minority of the 

population, and a Church is not a National Church unless 
it contains within its fold the bulk of the people of the 
country within which it is established.-

(6) That even if in England the Established Church can 
claim to be called a National Church, it has no claim to 
be so designated in Wales; dissent, if local in England, is 
national in Wales. 

4--(a) That not only do the Dissenters vastly outnumber 
the members of the Established-Church, but the growth of 
Dissent has been most strongly marked. 

(6) "That, while Dissent has Inade enormous headway, 

• In 1676 the population of Wales was 400,250, of wbom 391,35° were 
Cburch of England, and ll,OOO belonged to other Chw-cbes. In 1851 it 
appeared that for a population of a little over 1,000,000, the -Chw-ch of 
England had a.ccommodation for 269,000 persons, and other Cbw-cbes for 
600,000 persons. It was estimated in 1881, tbat out of a population of 
1,574,000, about JOO,ooo belonged to the Cbw-cb of England and about 
1,000,000 were Nonconformists. ' 

I' 
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and has been the chief means of fostering and extending 
religion and education in Wales, the Established Church 
has carried out its duties in a perfunctory and slovenly 
manner, and has been a hindrance, rather than a help, to 
the evangelisation of the Principality. 

5.-That the Church of England in Wales is a proselytis. 
ing Church, and thus greatly tends to embitter religious 
feeling. 

6.-That in Wales the Episcopalian minority comprises 
the richer classes, the Nonconformist majority the poorer 
classes. The Church, which alone receives public aid, is 
the Church of the rich, not of the poor. 

7.-That whatever might be the case in England, the 
Church in Wales could be uprooted without any wrench to 
the moral or spiritual life of the people. 

8.-(a) That the people of Wales differ from the people 
of England in thoughts, habits, manners, and language. 
and can claim to be treated separately and distinctly. 

(6) That as separate legislation has been instituted for 
Wales on educational and temperance questions, there is 
precedent for dealing separately also with tl1e religious 
question. 

On the other hand, it is contended:-

I.-That between the Church of England and the 
Church of Wales there is complete ecclesiastical, constitu· 
tional, and historical identity. 

2.-That the Church in Wales is an integral part of the 
Church of England, the one cannot be disestablished 
without the other. The question of disestablishment cannot 
be limited to the Principality; it must be settled as a whole, 
not as a part. 

3.-That whatever may have been the faults or misdeeds 
of the Established Church in Wales in the p~st, of late 
years it has made vast progress, and is rapidly overtaking 
Dissent, and will, before long, even if it is not as yet, be the 
Church of the majority. 

4.-That while the Church is waxing, Nonconformity is 
waning. The Church is solvent, Dissent is bankrupt. The 
Churches are filling, the Chapels are emptying. 

5.-That in Wales, as in England, the Established.Church 
is the Church of the very poor. 



FREE SCHOOLS. 

-
IT is proposed that all elementary education should be 
gratuitous. 

This proposal has, until lately, usually been intended to 
apply to School Board schools alone, the deficiency of 
income to be supplied from the rates. 

As thus proposed, it was supported by the arguments 
given below, as well as on the grounds :-

_ I.-(Dy some.) That it would lead to the destruction of 
the Voluntary system, and to the universal extension of 
Board schools, which are more efficient and less sectarian ; 
while, as they alone are subject to representative control, 
they are the only form of elementary school which ought to 
receive public money. 

2.-(By others.) That the abolition of fees in the Board 
schools would attract to them the poorest class of children, 
and that the better·to-do would consequently patronise 
the Voluntary schools; thus the latter would be in a better 
position than before, and tend to become "higher grade" 
schools. 

In addition to the arguments given below, the proposal 
was opposed, more especially, on the grounds :-

I.-(a) That the abolition of the fee in the Board 
schools would, of necessity, involve the same in the 
Voluntary schools. These latter, being largely dependent 
on the income derived from the fee, would mostly be ruined 
and disappear. Thus, the nation would lose the advantage 
of tM educational competition that now exists between the 
Board and the Voluntary systems; and would be deprived 

. of the services of the very numerous body of Voluntary 
school managers who now devote so much zealous care to 
education. 

(0) That, as the religious teaching given in the Board 
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schools is necessarily meagre, religion would grievously 
suffer, and all education would become secularised. . 

2.-That, thus, abolition of the fee would not benefit, but 
would greatly injure education. 

3.-(a) That the disappearance of the Voluntary system 
would necessitate the vast extension of Board schools, at 
great cost to the State and to the ratepayers.· 

(6) That as the increased cost to the ratepayers would be 
very great, a demand would arise. for ,a more rudimentary 
or less efficient system of national education. 

4.-That England could not afford, either from the moral 
point of view, or materially in regard to her position among 
nations, to relax her system of public educatioJ;l. 

It is now proposed, however, that while the fee should be 
gradually abolished in all Public Elementary Schools, a com
pensatory Grant should be made to all schools in England 
and Wales, Board and Voluntary alike. By some it is urged 
that in the case of the Voluntary schools this fuller grant 
must be coupled with some increase of local public control; 
by others, that no change in the present position of the 
Voluntary system should follow the abolition of the fee.· 

The fees in the Scotch elementary schools were, in 1889 
and 18go, abolished as regards the compulsory standards. 

The school fees now proposed to be abolished amount to 
about two millions a year_ t And it is generally agreed that 
the funds to supply their place should be provided from the 
general taxation of the country and not from the rates. 

This proposal is supported on the grounds :-

• The'Voluntary schools in England and Wales. in 18119. provided places 
for 3.780.000 children, and the Board schools for 1.869.000. The subscrip
tions towards the Voluntary schools in England and Wales amounted to 
£750.000. and the fees received amounted to £1.a80.000. ' 

The additional burden that would be cast on the rates and taxes by the 
universal substitution of Board for Voluntary schools (if the latter were 
closed and not transferred) has been variously estimated. By Mr. 
Chamberlain it is now put at five millions annually. together with an initial 
outlay on buildings of not less than thirty-five millions sterling. -S}ftc/t; "t 
Bi,.".i"KM".. May "5Ih. 1888. 

t Namely (in England and Wales) Voluntary schools. £1.a6o.000; Board 
schools. £650.000-lotal £1.910,000. 
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r.-(a) That ignorance being a national danger, and 
education a national benefit, the State, in the interest of the 
whole community, is fully justified in insisting that every 
parent shall send his child to school; but it is not justified in 
forcing him to pay for that which it compels him to take.-

2.-(a) That gratuitous education is the logical corollary 
to compulsory education; it is an anomaly to compel a child 
to enter a school, and then to throw the obstacle of the fee 
in the way of his observing the law. 

(6) That the system creates an offence-punishable by 
fine and imprisonment-in regard to an obligation which 
ought never to exist. The law prosecutes the parent for 
being penniless, not for refusing to send his child to school. 
Thus education is mads: unpopular, and the law is brought 
into disrepute. 

3-(a) That the attendance at school would be greatly 
improved, and the necessity of compUlsion would be 
reduced to a minimum, by the abolition of the fee; experi
ence proves that the fee is in many ways a most serious 
obstacle to regular and punctual attendance, and, therefore, 
to education. 

(6) That those parents who are already the least favourable 
to education, are just those on whom the fee is the severest 
burden; and it thus constitutes an additional incentive to 
them to keep their children from school 

4.-That irregularity, however produced, tends not only 
to the loss of education, truancy and worse on the part of 
the child itself; but adds greatly to the strain of the 
teachers, and disorganises the working of the school. 

5.-That in these days of severe international competition, 
every obstacle in the way of a complete and thorough system 
of national education should be removed; and the fee con
stitutes such an obstacle. 

6.-(a) That the parent who values education would not 
appreciate it the less, while the parent who is indifferent to 
education would like it the more, if he were not called upon 
to pay towards its cost, especially as, whether they payor 
not, their children receive the same education. 

(6) That the parents of those,children who are educa.tcd 

• For instance, in the case of vaccination, registration of births, etc .• 
which are compulsory, no fee is charged. . 
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gratuitously at endowed schools and elsewhere, certainly do 
not value the education the less on that account. 

(c) That if education were free, all would desire to claim 
their share of the advantage. . 

(d) That the free Parks, Museums, Picture Galleries, 
Libraries, &c., are fully appreciated by the working classes, 
and tend to elevate, not to humiliate, those who use them. 

7.-That if the fee were abolished, compulsion would be 
less unpopular j and-to the advantage of education-pub
lic opinion would sanction greater stringency in, and better 
enforcement of, the law. 

8.-That the cost of collection bears an undue proportion 
to the receipts. The money received from the fees does not 
compensate for the worry, expense, and loss of time to 
teachers, visitors, School Boards, parents, and magistrates, 
involved in obtaining them. The levy of a fee is the worst 
possible way of raising a public revenue. 

9.-That thus, while the fees are but sums taken from 
one pocket and put into another, and do not affect the 
nation as a whole, the loss of education resulting from their 
imposition is a national calamity. The system is un: 
economical, injurious to the parent, and prejudicial to 
education. 

Io.-That the question is not whether education should 
be entirely free or wholly paid for, but whether it should be 
wholly or partially gratuitous. . . 

II.-(a) That as the principle is admitted, that the State 
should pay for a very large portion of the cost of elementary 
education, and in some cases for the whole cost, the 
abolition of the fee would be but a small step further j and 
there would be nothing pauperising in the State bearing 
this additional expense. 

(0) That this small fraction of the expense cannot really 
constitute the Rubicon, on one· side of which is proper con
tribution by the parent and on the other Socialism. . 

(c) That there is no similarity between a gift from one 
individual to another, and assistance on the part of the 
State to fulfil an obligation imposed by the State . 

. ;12.-That it is absurd to say that we have hit upon the 
exact fraction of direct contribution by which the inde
pendence of the parent is in no way undermined, and 
the abolition of which would bring to ruin all parental 
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self-respect, control, and responsibility. In countries where 
schools are free, the parents are not less independent. 

13.-(a) That it is not a question between the general 
payment of fees on tlie one hand, and the universal freedom 
from school pence on the other; but between free schools 
and a system under which some parents pay fees and some 
do not. 

(6) That any system of fees involves likewise a system of 
remission of fee in cases of poverty. Such a system is 
necessarily pauperising; and the dignity and independence 
of the parents, as a whole, are more likely to be lowered by. 
the frequent necessity of application for remission. on the 
part of many of them, than by a general State system of free 
schools, in which there would be no distinction of person or 
property. 

14.-(a) That the system of remission of fees leads to 
much difficulty in working, and to much deception on the 
part of those relieved; while it accentuates the line between 
poverty and possession. 

(6) . That it abounds in anomalies, and is pregnant with 
injustice and demoralisation. It is impossible really to dis

'Criminate between those who can and those who cannot pay 
the fee. Many honest and hard-working but poverty-stricken 
parents are either deterred from applying for remission, by 
scruples which have no weight with their less reputable 
neighbours; or are humiliated by being compelled to beg 
for remission, and irritated by the inquisitorial examination 
into their private affairs which is a necessity of the system. 

(c) That the individual application for remission-on 
account of temporary failure of work .. illness, accident, etc. 
-either to School Boards or to Boards of Guardians, is 
calculated to pauperise great numbers of persons who have 
hitherto been able to keep clear of any form of .charitable 
or poor law relief. 

15.-(a) That there is no question of the parents 
escaping all share of the cost of education. As members of 
the community they contribute their share by life-long pay
ment of rates and taxes. As individuals they suffer con
siderable loss in respect of their children's earnings, from the 
obligation they are under of keeping them at school until a 
late age. It is unfair to demand a further sacrifice on their 
part. ' 
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(6) That, under the system of fees, the expense, instead 
of being spread over all his life, falls upon the parent just 
at the moment when he is least able to defray it; it is a tax 
which increases proportionately with .his liabilities and out
goings; and which, in very many cases, is a grievous and 
intolerable burden 

16.-(a) That the fees vary arbitrarily in different schools 
at the whim of the managers, while the education given is the 
same; parents are compelled by the State to pay differing 
prices for the same article. 

(6) That it is to the pecuniary benefit of the voluntary 
school to obtain the highest possible fee from the parent. 

(c) That a varying fee is sometimes used for the purpose 
of excluding some special child, thought to be undesirable, 
or for the purpose of forcing parents to cause their children 
to leave school at the earliest possible age. 

17.-(a) That the adoption of free schools would in no 
way increase the cost of education, but by economy in 
administration would diminish expense; it would only 
change the incidence, especially the first incidence, of the 
cost, and place it on a fairer basis. 

18.-(a) (By some.) That the richer -classes would be 
called upon to pay a larger share of the cost of national 
education. 

(6) (By others.) That there would be no special class 
benefit in the matter. The poorer classes would derive no 
gain which would not be shared by the whole nation. 

19.-That those who send their children to secondary 
schools enjoy the benefit of innumerable endowments-some 
filched from the popr-whereby the cost of education is 
lightened; while the elementary schools are without such 
aids. 

2o.-(a) That education being of national concern, and 
for the national good, there is nothing illogical and unfair 
in expecting the unmarried or childless to contribute to the 
cost. 

(6) That every parent i~ at liberty to avail himself of the 
elementary schools; if he chooses to send his child else
where, he must pay additionally for the luxury. 

2I.-That education being, nowadays, essential for ad
vancement in life, any difficulty' or disparity in the way of 
obtaining it tends to accentuate existing inequalities. 
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22.-(0) "That the present system of remission, and of 
varying fee, tends ~o class distinctions and to individual de
gradation. 

(6) That to institute a few free schools only, wQuld tend 
still further to accentuate class distinctions and individual 
degradation: the system, if adopted, should be adopted 
universally. 

23.-(By some.) That the adoption of the principle of 
gratuitous education in elementary schools, would gradually 
lead to the adoption of a national system of universal free 
education (as in America). 

24.-That, as elementary education alone is compulsory, 
the State can provide this free of cost without being logically 
obliged gratuitously to provide higher education also. 

25.-(0) That food and clothing being indispensable 
necessities of existence (and the latter essential to public 
morality), it is rightly"considered a crime for the parent to, 
neglect to provide either the one or the other. Education 
is not, however, an absolute necessity, and, w~ile the State 
may fairly compel the parent to provide the former at his 
own expense, it cannot fairly compel him to provide the 
latter. 
. (6) That while the parent will naturally. provide the for
mer, experience has shown that, in the case of the working 
classes at least, he cannot be expected or trusted to provide 
the latter. 

(e) That no compUlsion is required to force a child to eat 
or to keep warm; while direct or indirect compulsion is 
usually required to induce it to learn. 

(tI) That, practically, the distinction between State obli
gation in the matter of education and in that of food and 
clothing already exists. Two-thirds to three-quarters of the 
whole cost of education is already provided, but no portion 
of that of the food or clothing. 

26.-That the poorer schools would be those which would 
chiefly benefit from the change of the fee into an attendance 
grant. 

27.-(0) That free schools have been successfully adopted 
in America, France, and elsewhere. 

(6) That the position of education in America-the 
schools throughout being free, and open to all, and com
pulsion not being enforced-is so entirely different to that 
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prevailing in England that any comparison of attendance, 
etc., is worthless. 

28.-That the abolition of the fee in the elementary 
schools of, Scotland, forms an unanswerable precedent for 
the extension of the boon to England. 

29.-(By some.) That, by making the Voluntary schools 
still more largely dependent on public money, it would tend 
to their ultimate control, by representative managers, during 
the hours of secular instruction. 

On the other hand it is ,contended that some fee should 
be universally charged, on the grounds :-

I.-(a) That it is the duty and the privilege of the 
parent to provide for the education of his children. The 
parent, having taken on himself the responsibility of intro
ducing the child into the world, is bound to provide for him. 

(6) That, while in the case of the working classes it has 
been found necessary, for the sake of the community, that 
the State should bear a portion of the cost, this weakening 
of parental responsibility is regrettable, and should not be 
further extended. 

2.-(a) That the self-esteem and self~reliance of the 
parent, and his parental responsibilities, would be fatally 
weakened, if he were entirely relieved of the cost of his 
children's education. 

(6) That thus the fabric of family life, which is built up 
on the foundation of responsibility and sacrifice, would be 
injuriously undermined. 

(c) That the moral control of the parent over his child 
would be weakened. 

(d) That it would lead to a general pauperisation of the 
working classes. 

3.-That there is no real injustice in forcing a man to 
contribute to the cost of that which greatly benefits himself 
and his family. 

4.-That the term cc free schools" is a misnomer j the 
cost o( the schools would remain the same, the incidence of 
the cost alone would be changed, and changed unjustly. 

S.-That ,the majority of the parents can perfectly well 
afford to pay the fee; its abolition would be to make a 
present of, a large sum of money to them, and unfairly to 
place the whole burden of the cost of elementary education 
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on the shoulders of those who are deriving only an indirect 
benefit from it. 

6.-(a} That it would be unfair that those who provide 
for the cost of the education of their own children, and 
already pay too large a share of the cost of elementary 
education, should be called upon to bear the whole cost of 
the education of the children of the working classes. 

(b) That it would be especially unfair on the unmarried
and childless. 

7.-(a) That it is the class just above the working class 
on whom the cost of living and of education falls heaviest, 
and it would be grossly unfair to tax them still more highly 
in order to provide gratuitous education for the lower classes. 

<b) That the middle and upper classes benefit but to a 
small extent from endowments, while the elementary school 
is now practically endowed almost to the full extent of the 
cost of education. 

8.-(a} That the amount the parent pays in fees- bears a 
very small proportion to the whole cost, and certainly no 
more than the fair share. 

(b> That those to whom the fee is a burden are chiefly 
the unthrifty and the drunkard; and to them free schools 
would only mean greater waste or more beer. 

(c) That remission of fee is freely given to all those who 
cannot pay; while those who can afford to pay should not 
be relieved of their obligations. 

9.-That abolition would be a mere wasteful sacrifice of 
revenue, just in its incidence, and easily raised. -

lo.-(a) That the fees are, on the whole, very fairly pro
portioned to the means of the parent; while the system of 
reduction and remission obviates any real hardship._ 

(b) That the schools in which the fees are highest are 
often the most popular. 

II.-That the system of remission, on the whole, works 
well That even if it tends to pauperise a few of the.appli
cants for remission, this is a lesser evil than the wholesale 
pauperisation implied in universal free schools. 

J 2.-(a) That the working classes, as a whole, have gained 
and not lost by the reduction of child-labour following on 
compulsory attendance at school Work, which formerly 
was done by children, is now done by young persons or 
adults at higher wages. 
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(6) That the fee is taken into account in wages; its 
abolition would, therefore, be of only momentary pecuniary 
advantage to the poor. 

13.-(a) That that which is compulsory is not necessarily 
·gratuitous. . The State forces parents to provide their 
children with food and clothing, insists on sanitary dwellings 
and a pure water supply, etc. etc.~andall this without 
providing in any way for the cost. 

(6) That if education were provided free of all cost by . 
the State, logically the State would also have to supply free 
clothing, free food, etc. The obligation on the individual • 
would be fatally undermined, and a vast step towards 
Socialism would be taken. 

14.-(a) That the payment of a fee tends to regularity of 
attendance. Parents and children would cease to value 
education if they were not called upon to pay anything 
towards its cost. 

(6) That the fact of having paid the weekly fee in advance 
induces the parent to insist on the regular attendance of his 
child. 

(c) That the fee is the least obstacle in the way of at
tendance. Lack of clothes and boots,' illness, truancy, 
home requirements, indifference or neglect, are the real 
causes of irregularity. 

(d) That, on the whole, the parents prefer to pay the fee. 
Is.-That the fact of having to produce the fee week by 

week induces to hard work, thrift, and sobriety. 
16.-That the increase of taxation which would be 

rendered necessary by the abolition of the fee, and the fact 
that the parents were paying nothing towards the cost, would 
lead to a demand for a diminution in the expenditure on 
education. Free education would mean starved education .. 

I7.-(By some.) That it would lead to an increased 
demand that the endowments of the Church should be 
partially applied to meet the cost of education. 

I8.-(a) That great difficulty would arise in assessing the 
grant given as an equivalent for the fee; and in dealing 
equitably between the richer and the poorer schools-one 
class of schools would of necessity gain, at the expense of 
the other. 

(6) That, in all probability, the schools which' would 
chiefly lose would be .those where the fee was a high one, 
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that is, the best and most efficient j and thus education 
would suffer. 

19:-(a) That if the primary schools were to be freed, the 
State would graduaIIy find itself obliged to provide free 
education for all classes j thus doubling or trebling the cost 
of education to the community as a whole. . 

(0) That to free the primary schools alone would be a 
degradation to those frequenting them; they would thus be 
branded as belonging to the lowest social stratum, and as 
the recipients of" charity." 

20.-That the attendance at the free schoolS in America 
is worse than that in England. 

2I.-Thata system of Free Schools would inevitably tend. 
towards the extinction of the Voluntary system j and that 
this is the object its advocates have really at heart. 

(0) (By others.) That the commutation of the variable 
and uncertain fee into a' fixed grant would give renewed' 
vitality and fresh vantage-ground to the sectarian system, 
and would thereby retard the complete assertion of religious 
liberty and equality. 

22.-(a) (By some.) ';l'hat it would reopen the whole 
question of the control that the State may and should de
mand as an equivalent for its pecuniary aid. 

(0) That the grant of further public money to the Voluntary 
schools in lieu of the fee, by throwing almost the whole cost 
on the public funds, would lead to an irresistible demand 
that the control of the schools should, during the hours of 
secular instruction, be placed in the hands of representa
tive managers-to the complete destruction of all that the 
voluntaryists hold dear. 

[The assertion of one side, that the children whose fees 
are at present remitted, improve in regularity of attendance, 
and that of the. other, that they do not attend so well, are 
not placed among the· arguments. In either case, the 
question is entirely beside the mark, seeing that the con
ditions under which the fee disappears are abnormal and 
artificial These" free" children are, as a rule, of the worst" 
and most irregular class i while, on the other hand, the 
remission of fee is usuaIly made contingent on regular 
attendance. ] 
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--
FROM the" New Domesday Book," published in 1874. it 
appears that (including duplicate entries, which are very 
numerous, holders of glebe, charities, and corporations) 
there are in the United Kingdom 301,000 holders of land 
of above one acre to a population of about 33;000,000. The 
number of holders of ten acres and upwards amounted to 
180,000.* The total acreage of the United Kingdom 
amounted to 77,800,000 acres, of which about 30,000,000 

are waste and mountain pasture, and 40,000,000 under 
crops, pasturage, or covered with woods and forests. Of 
the total acreage, 955 persons own together nearly 30,000,000 
acres. In the next rank of landowners about 4,000 per
sons average 5,000 acres each; 10,000 persons own between 
500 and 2,000 acres·; 50,000 persons own between 50 and 
500 acres, and about 130,000 own between one acre and 
50 acres.t 

The land is very differently distributed in England and 
Wales, Scotland and Ireland. In the former about 4,500 

persons own half the soil, in Scotland but 70 persons own 
half the land, and in Ireland the half is owned by 744 

persons.: 
The greater part of the land in the United Kingdom is 

cultivated by tenant farmers. They number 560.000 in 
Great Britain, and about 500,000 in Ireland, in all 1,060,000. 

Excluding mountains, waste, and water, the cultivated land 
is held by them at an average of 56 acres in England, and 
26 in Ireland. Seventy per cent. of the tenant farmers 
occupy farms under 50 acres (chiefly in Ireland); I2 per 

* Mr. Shaw-Lefevre (" Freedom of Land ") estimates that, after due de
ductions are made for duplicates, holders of ~Iebes, corporations, and 
charities, and owners merely of houses as distmguished from owners of 
land, the landowners number only 200,000 in aII, of whom about 166,000 
are in England, 21,000 in Ireland, and 8,000 in Scotland. 

t Lefevre, "Freedom of Land," p. u. 
:t: Kaye, "Free Trade in Lanct" p. 17. 
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cent. occupy farms of between So and 100 acres; 18 per 
cent. of more than 100 acres; 5,000 occupy farms of between 
500 and 1,000 acres, and 600 occupy farms exceeding 
r,ooo acres. 

The extent of land under various crops in 1887 was
wheat 2,387,000 acres, barley 2,255,000, oats 4,418,000, 
other green crops (including potatoes) 5,390,000, other 
crops 695,000, grass under rotation 6,000,000, permanent 
pasture 25,700,000, and woods, plantations, 2,500,000. 
The value of home crops and animal produce, compared to 
foreign imports offood, was in 1883 as follows:-

Home Growth. 
Value of corn and vegetable produce... £105,75°,000 
V~ue of animal produce ... ... 135,000,000 

Total ... £240,75°,000 £138,393,000 

The number of agricultural labourers and shepherds in 
England and Wales am9unts to about 800,000. 

LAW OF INTESTACY. 
By the Law of Intestacy, or Primogeniture, -all the real _ 

property (that is, the landed property) of the deceased who 
has neglected to make a will, goes to his. heir-at-law, while 
all his personal property (that is, property other than land) 
is divided equally among his children (after making due 
provision for the widow), or failing these, among the nearest 
of kin. 

The abolition of this law, and the assimilation of real to 
personal property in case of intestacy, is advocated on the 
grounds :-

I.-That noW'-a-days real and personal property are 
practically similar things under different names, and are 
equally secure; and as there is now no need for a "head of 
the family," the distinction drawn between them is merely 
a relic of feudalism, and out of keeping with the ideas of 
the age. 

2.-(a) That the custom of primogenitUle revolts the 
sense of equity, and ought not to receive any countenance 
from the law. 
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(0) And further, that the law should never be allowed to 
favour the one, as against the many. 

3.-That it is the duty of a man to make a wil!; whiCh, 
if he neglects, the State should step in and administer his 
property with justice and equality to those of equal kindred, 
and should not punish the younger children for the neglect 
of the parent. 

4.-That however convenient this custom or law may 
have been, or may still be, with regard to rich landowners 
or. ancient families, it works mischievously and unfairly in 
the case of small holders of land, and in cases where the 
whole property of the deceased consisted of land. 

s.-That though the law does not often come into force 
(since most men with anything to leave make wills), yet it 
sanctions the principle, and has led to the custom, of an 
unequal division of property, and tends to the formation of 
"eldest sons," and towards" entail "-and these are evils. 

6.-That the abolition of the law would cause no re
volution, but only affect a personal change of feeling opposed 
to entail and primogeniture, and in favour of the subdivision 
of property among the children. 

7.-That the repeal of the law would ,therefore tend to 
break up the land; that the more the land is broken up 
into small estates or plots, the better for the body politic, 
the present accumulation of land in a few hands constituting 
a grave political danger. 

S.-That this law helps to maintain the aristocratic 
system of society in England; and that to abolish it would 
be a democratic step. -

Alterations in the law are opposed upon the grounds :
I.-That social and material inequality has its advantages. 
2.-That our social system has been built up on the prin-

ciple of primogeniture, and would be greatly shaken by any 
attempt to discredit or alter it. ' 

3.-That the· whole question is a very unimportant one; 
the vast majority of landowners leave wills, and he who does 
not desire his eldest son to inherit all his real property, has 
but to make a will. 

4.-(a) That the bent which the law gives towards the 
formation of "eldest sons" and to "entail" is advantageous 
to the country. 
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(6) That the law ought to follow the prevailing custom, 
and it is the prevailing custom with landowners to leave 
their land to the eldest son. 

5.-That any law which has a tendency to prevent the 
subdivision of land has advantages, and should be retained. 

6.-(a) That the law helps to maintain the aristocratic 
system of society in England; to abolish it would be a 
democratic step. 

(6) That it would tend towards the abolition of entail. 
7.-That though it may occasionally lead to hardship, it 

propagates none of the evils of entail, for the heir succeeding 
under this law is absolute owner of the land and may sell it, 
or it can be seized for his debts. 

8.-That .if, in case of intestacy, the land had to be 
divided or sold, ill-feeling would often be engendered, and 
delay and loss would be occasioned. . 

9.-{a) That real and personal property are altogether 
dissimilar; the latter can, without any difficulty, he divided 
into portions, while the former cannot be distributed without 
considerable inconvenience; there is therefore no anomaly 
in dealing with them in a different spirit. 

(6) That a personal estate, though distributed, can be reac
cumulated; whereas a real estate, once broken up and divided, 
cannot be resumed under the same conditions as before. 
. (c) That personal does not appeal to the sentiments in 
the same way as real property; and, while the co-heirs 
would naturally object to the whole of the former being left 
to one person, they would usually be in favour of the non
division of the real estate; yet, if the law were changed, 
they could not prevent subdivision. 

ENTAIL. 

By the laws which, until 1882, regulated EntaIls,'" a land
owner could so tie up his land by settlement that (if a sale 
were expressly negatived, and in any case without the consent 
of the trustees and others interested) it could not be sold, or' 

* Strictly speaking, there are no ,. Laws of Entail •• in the very early or 
feudal sense of the word ••••.• perpetual descent of land in one family. The 
descent of land is regulated by a· custom. prevalent among Iand-owning 
families. and favoured by the law, and sufficiently universal to produce in 
practice results almost eqnivalent to those which would be produced by 
entail properly so called •. 

G 
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seized, or lessened in size, for a period comprising the life
time of any number of persons actually in existence, and 
until the yet un~om child of one of these attained the age 
of twenty-one. None of the persons on whom the land was 
entailed, with the exception of the last, could sell the land 
or mortgage it beyond his life without the consent of all the 
other persons interested in the entail. 

These restrictions have now been considerably relaxed 
by Lord Cairns' Settled Land Act of 1882, mentioned 
below; it did not, however, affect the other laws of entail, 
which prevent the tenant-in-tail (the last named in the 
settlement), even on attaining the age of twenty-one, from 
breaking the settlement without the consent of the "pro
tector of the settlement" (i.t., usually the existing tenant
for-life); and which provide that each of those on whom 
the land is entailed must carry out all the regulations and 
bear alI" the charges imposed on the estate by the will. 

"The Settled Land Act" of 1882; referred to abover 
provides that :-A tenant-for-life may (I) sell, exchange, 
or partition some or all of his settled land; or (2) may 
lease it, with or without reservations, for a term of years; 
for building purposes, granting a ninety-nine years' lease; 
for mining a sixty years' lease; and for any other purpose 
a twenty-one years' lease; while, with ,the consent of the, 
Court, and subject to certain conditions, longer leases, even 
in perpetuity, can be granted. The capital money received 
from the sale, exchange, etc., is to be paid over to the Court 
or to the trustees, and by them applied, according to the 
direction of the tenant-for.life-(I) To investment in Govern
ment securities, or other securities allowed under the 
settlement; (2) To the redemption of incumbrances on the 

"land; (3) To payment for improvements under the direc-
tion of the trustees; .. improvements" including such works 
as drainage of all sorts, fencing, reclamation, road"making, 
and the building of cottages· and farm-houses, etc., the 
making of railways or tramways-practically to any 
"permanent" improvement; the improvements, when made, 
have, however, to be maintained or insured by the tenant
for-life; (4) To the purchase in England of freehold or 

• Under the Housing of the Working Classes Act, 188S. land may be 
leased or sold for the purpose of erecting dwellings for the working classes 
at a less price than the market value. . 
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leasehold property (if sixty years unexpired). All such 
investments to devolve in the same way as the land would 
have done if left untouched. 
. If money is required from "enfranchisement," or for 

"equality of exchange or partition," it can be raised on 
mortgage of the settled land. Personal chattels devolving 
with land can be dealt with in the same way. The mansion 
or park cannot, however, be sold, except with the full con
sent of the trustees or by order of the Court; the "Court " 
being the High Court of Chancery. 

As regards Scotland, the" Entail Amendment Act (Scot
land)," of 188:, has practically abolished any legal support 
of .. entails It and has changed the tendency of the law, so 
as to discourage the tying-up of land. This Act enables an 
owner of entailed. land, if he desires to sell. to force the 
next heir to give consent to the disentailing of the property; 
the Court of Session fixes the amount of compensation to be 
paid out of the proceeds of the sale, to the "heir, It for loss 
of entail; and after this sum has been paid, the owner is at 
liberty to dispose as he pleases of the balance. In Eng
land, as already mentioned, the proceeds of the sale must 
be re-invested in a specified way_ 

The abolition of the "Law of Entail "-or, more strictly 
speaking, of the power of settlement-is proposed. on the 
grounds:-

I.-{a) That the law is the main prop of the aristocratic 
system of society which prevails in England; and that its 
abolition would be a democratic step. 

(6) That its abolition would broaden the foundations on 
which law and order rest, by leading to the possession by a 
larger number of persons of a real stake in the country; that 
its abolition would therefore have a Conservative tendency. 

:.-{a) That the law artificially fosters one class; and the 
protection of any class by the State from the consequences 
of its own folly or ill-luck, is unfair to the community, un
sound in principle, and mischievous in practice. 

(6) And that this artificial protection of the aristocracy 
really injures those whom it was meant to cherish, for by 
s~uring profligates from the natural consequences of ~eir 
misconduct, it fosters profligacy, and damages both the 
character and the fortunes of the aristocracy. 
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3.-That if the ruined part of the aristocracy were allowed 
to perish off the land, and their places were taken by new 
men, it wo.uld lead to a greater mingling of the higher and 
middle -classes-to the good of both and of the nation. 

4.-That the law maintains in inHuential positions men 
unworthy to be in those positions. 

5.-That the law lessens due parental control by making 
. the eldest son independent of his father; that it leads to 
disputes between father and son; while it induces careless 
landowners to be more careless than they otherwise would 
be about the education of their children. 

6 -That it causes the ruin of many eldest sons by allow
ing them to live in indolence; and by securing to them 
their succession, tempts them to anticipate and squander 
their fortune; while it causes penury to many younger sons, 
by depriving them of any share in their father's property. 

7.-(a} That the accumulation of land in a few hands is 
a grave political danger; while it leads to the evils of 
absenteeism. 

- (b) That in consequence of the existence of entail, though 
the wealth of the country is increasing, land is passing into 
fewer hands. The land laws generally, and entail particu. 
larly, have tended to the creation of large estates, and have 
caused the absorption of the small freeholds. 

(c) That whereas land ought to be greatly broken up, the 
law tends to keep it in a few hands; for it prevents estates 
being sold which would otherwise naturally, or in con
sequence of insolvency, come into the market, and thus 
artificially raises the price of land; renders necessary long 
and costly deeds and wills; and by thus throwing difficulty 
and expense in the way of ascertaining the state of the title, 
adds greatly to the cost of the purchase of land, more 
especially in the case of small plots. , 

(d) That the II.bolition of entail would tend to the sale _of 
portions of an estate to provide jointures and provisions for 
the younger children, instead of these being charged on the 
estate. 

8.-That the law offends against the canon of " free 
trade in land," viz., that neither should artificial restric
tions on the sale of land and the breaking up of large 
estates be retained, nor should there be artificial-fostering 
of small estates. 
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9.-{a) That the law causes the soil to be far worse dealt 
with than it would be if it were all in the hands of absolute 
owners; for it tends to enlarge instead of to diminish 
estates; for it deprives the landowner of any but a. life 
interest in his estate, and thus greatly diminishes his care 
for the land; it deprives him of the means of improving the 
estate, inasmuch as he receives only the income, and may 
not sell part to improve the rest (at all events, without very 
great trouble), and may not raise money on mortgage, 
except for his own life, or for a limited number of years; 
in· most cases he has to save what he can for the younger 
children, instead of investing his surplus in improving the 
land, while he is obliged to charge the land with annuities 
and jointures; and the restrictions and covenants inserted 
in the settlement often prevent him from agreeing to the 
best terms for himself and the tenant,-thereby retarding the 
progress of agricultural improvements. 

(b) That entailed land cannot be said to be really ownea 
by anyone, but is a joint ownership of several persons; the 
interests of the different co-partners being, moreover, often' 
antagonistic. -

(c) That if it be true-which is denied-that rents are, 
as a rule, lower on entailed than on unentailed properties, it 
is a proof that the land has been less- judiciously farmed or 
improved. 

lo.-(a) That strict settlements, by suggesting 're-settle-: 
ment, tend to perpetual entail. 

(b) That if entail and settlement were abolished, the feel-
ing in favour of "tying up" land would gradually tend to 
disappear. 

n.-That the abolition of the law would not specifically 
injure any single individual; while it would-benefit the 
general community. - _ 

12.-(a} That under the Act of 1882 the inducements to 
sale are not sufficient, seeing that the tenant-for-life has no 
real control over the proceeds. 

<b) That where, as in the case of Scotland, he has an 
interest in the proceeds of the sale much - land has been 
brought into the market." , 

13·-That England alone retains these laws; all other 
• Land to the value of some £;[0,000,000 has been already disentailed 

under this Act. 
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civilised countries have greatly modified or .entirely abolished 
them. -

I4.-(By some.) That all power of settlement, of any 
sort, in land, should be abolished; and, to this extent, there 
should be less liberty of dealing with real than with personal 
property; on the ground that, while it is more injurious to 
land that the owner for the time being should not have 
absolute power over it, personal property (for instance, 
con sols) is in no way deteriorated by being tied up. 

[Some consider that the advantages to be derived fropt 
the abolition of entail and settlements are problematical, but 
are in. favour of sweeping away any class privileges or re-
strictions which can be shown to exist.] . 

See also the section on INTESTACY. 

On the other hand, the" Law of Entail" is upheld on the 
grounds:-

1.-That there is something sacred about the ownership 
of land which must not be interfered with. 

·2.-(a) That it is of great importance. to the country to 
preserve the ancient aristocracy intact; an ancient aristo
cracy exercises a good influence on the character of a 
nation,. and should, therefore, be indirectly protected by law. 

(b) That the abolition of entail, by causing the monetary 
ruin of many peers, would necessitate alterations in the 
constitution of the House of Lords, and the disadvantages 
and dangers of such a step would outweigh any advantages 
to be derived from the abolition of entail. 

(c) That any tampering with the present system of society, 
as founded on the aristocratic and feudal principles, would 
be little less than a revolution. 

3.-That the land is better cultivated in large masses 
than if broken up amol\g many small owners. 

4.-(a) That the abolition of entail would tend to the 
purchase of estates by commercial men, and men with no 
knowledge or appreciation of the responsibilities and duties 
of property. 

(b) That estates are better cared for and improved under 
the existing law than would be the case if it were abolished, 
for landowners cannot now· mortgage heavily or squander 
their capital as if it were income j while, except in an 
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infinitely small number of cases, the interests of the tenant- • 
for-life and his successor are the same as those of the 
public. 

(t') That tenants-for-life and trustees do now possess very 
considerable powers of dealing with the land. 

(Ii) That the abolition of entail would cause the destruc-
tion of many noble parks and mansions, the existence of 
which adds to the pleasure and refinement of all classes. 

S.-That the abolition of entail woul!! only accelerate the 
accumulation of land in a few hands, for its action chiefly 
helps to preserve the smaller properties; the tendency of 
the land market being towards a diminution in the number 
of separate estates. 

6.-That the heir may fitly claim the aid of the law in 
guarding him from the destruction of the property he ~ught 
to inherit. He may fairly ask that his predecessor should 
be only allowed to ruin himself, but not to ruin his suc-
cessor as well. -

7.-(a) That the younger sons partake in the benefit 
which this system confers on their (the aristocratic) class, 
and share the lustre of the family position; while their best 
energies are called forth by the necessity of carving out 
their own fortunes; and it is such men who have given us 
India, and colonised the world. 

(b) That at the same time the responsibiiities cast upon 
the eldest son callout his best energies; while in most 
cases he has been properly educated for the duties of his 
position. 

8.-That land is no more unequally divided than other 
descriptions of property i the unequal distribution is the 
result of wealth, not of the land laws. 

9.-(a) That personal property can be entailed (by 
placing it in trust, etc.), and the abolition of the power of 
settlement would be placing real at a disadvantage as com
pared to personal property. 

(b) That the abolition of the law of settlement would be 
equivalent to placing restrictions on freedom of settlement. 

(t') That such restrictions would render land a. less 
eligible investment than at present j and the objects aimed 
at would thus be defeated. 

(tI) That, if entail were abolished, the power to g~ant 
annuities and charges on estates to the widows and younger 
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children would be greatly curtailed, and the security for 
payment would be diminished. 

lo.-That those who. desired to tie up their land iWould 
easily find means to evade the law. 

II.-(By some.) That rents are often lower, and that tne 
tenure is more secUle, on entailed than on unentailed 
estates. 

See also the section on INTESTACY. 



ALLOTMENTS EXTENSION.* --
CONSIDERABLE powers have of late years been given to 
Municipalities, and to Rural Sanitary Authorities, t to erect 
houses and to purchase plots to be let to the working 
classes. It is proposed stiIl further to extend the functions 
and powers of the Local Authorities-the Municipal Cor-· 
poration in towns, the representative County Councils in 
the country-so that, if they wish, they shal1 be enabled to 
acquire land compulsorily at a "fair price"t for public 
purposes, in order that they may re-let it in -the form of 
cottages and al10tments for labourers, and of smal1 holdings 
for the working classes in the towns. The tenant to have 
security of tenure, so long as the rent is duly paid, and the 
other conditions of tenancy fulfil1ed. 

This proposal is supported on the grounds :-

I.-That it is of the utmost social, economical, and poli
tical importance, to give an interest in the land to a larger 
number of persons. . 

2.-(a) That, at present, in consequence of the monopoly 
which exists in land, the labourer and the artisan are· 
entirely divorced from the soil, which their labour makes 
valuable or productive. The labourer has no chance of 
obtaining with his cottage a reasonable al1otment, at a fair 
rent, and with security of tenure; the artisan, similarly, has 
no opportunity of renting a smal1 holding. 

(6) That whilst formerly the labourer used ·to possess 
rights of grazing on the roadsides, commons, etc., this land 
has now for the most part been enclosed. 

• This section is left as it stood in former editions, though in 1887, and 
again in 1890, Acts were F,sed "to facilitate the provision of allotments 
for the labouring classes. It is alleged, however, that these Acts are so 
hedged about with restrictions, and give such opportunities for delay, as 
to make them almost useless for purposes of practical working. 

t Most of these powers were extended to the Rural Sanitary Authority 
by the ., Housing of the Working Classes Act" of 1885. 

t A .. fair price " was defined by Mr. Chamberlain. at Hull, August 6th, 
. 1885, to be " the fair market value, the value which the willing purchaser 

would pay to the willing seller, without any addition for compulsory sale." 
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s.-That, consequently, the lot in life of the ordinary 
labourer or artisan is "landless, joyless, restless, hopeless;" 
a source of evil to himself, and a danger to the community 
at large. 

4.-(a) That while the general wealth of the country has 
vastly increased, the condition of the working classes has 
not improved in proportion to the general average; and the 
nation cannot rest content with the enormOl1S disparity 
which exists in wealth, health, and happiness. 

(0) That the best way of improving the condition of the 
working classes, is to give them a direct interest in the soil, 
to make them less dependent, to enable them to possess a 
home, and an interest to which they can turn their superfluous 
energies-something which will induce to thrift and saving, 
and prevent waste and drunkenness. This can alone be 
done by giving them a direct and secure interest in the 
fruits of their labour. 

(c) That it is of little use to increase wages, or to lessen 
the hours of labour, so long as the working man has no fair 
opportunity of improving his surroundings; unless a man 
can alter his surroundings, his surroundings will mould his 
character. 

(d) That the possession of an allotment would not inter
fere with the daily duties of the labourer to his employer; 
while, by improving his condition, he would become a more 
efficient worker. 

(e) That, thus, the working classes would be more hopeful, 
healthy, prosperous, and content, and the wealthier classes 
would be more 'secure against pestilence and revolution. 

S.-That the present system has resulted in an enormous 
diminution in the number of labourers, with the result that 
the land is not properly cultivated. 'flo By planting the 
labourer on the land, and by giving him an interest in it, he 
would be induced to remain in the country instead of, as -
now, migrating irtto the towns, a migration which results in 
his own great physical and menial deterioration, which 
lowers the wages of the townsmen, and which leads to the 
many grave social evils arising from overcrowding. 

6.-That, thus, the general community (and especially the 
farmer) would benefit, both from the increased production 

• It -i. estimated that the labouring population of the country districis 
has diminished to the extent of 800,000 persons during the last fifteen years; 
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which would ensue, and from the improved physique and 
morale of the people. The welfare of the people as a whole, 
not merely wealth in the aggregate, should be the aim and 
would be the result. 

7.-(a) That the community at large has.a perfect right
on paying fair compensation-to resume, for its own benefit, 
the land which originally belonged to it. 

(6) That the landowners hold their land on the implied 
condition that it is to be used so as' to produce the greatest 
advantage to the whole community, and if they will not, 
or cannot, carry out their duty voluntarily, they must be 
forced to do it, or have it done for them. In the matter of 
cottages and allotments, they have neglected their duty. 
Few landowners have a sufficient number of cottages on 
their estates, hardly any have given allotments. 

(c) That, in the matter of land especially, the State has 
allowed, and has in fact encouraged, the interests of the few 
to stand in the way of, and to override, those of th~ 
many. 

8.-That the compulsory clauses would rarely have to be 
enforced, for the fear of them would cause landowners to do 
their duty to the soil, and to the working classes. 

9.-That there would be no confiscation or robbery, as a 
fair price, to be settled by arbitration in case of dispute, 
would be given for any land resumed by the community. 

lo.-That experience shows that without the possession 
of compUlsory powers of purchasing at a "fair price," the 
Local Authority would be absolutely unable to acquire land, 
except at an exorbitant or prohibitive price. 

n.-That the scheme would be no real infringement of 
the laws of political economy. Political economy assumes 
equality in its dealings; at present, land being a monopoly. 
there is no equality between the two parties. . 

12.-(a) That the land system has been an artificial one. 
The State, byenc04raging Entails, Primogeniture, non· 
division on Intestacy, etc., has done much to foster land 
monopoly, and to divorce· the labourer from the soil. 
Merely to repeal these Land Laws would not undo the 
mischief which has been done. 

(6) (By some.) That merely to cheapen and simplify the 
transference of land, would but tend to keep it in the hands 
of the sanle class of persons, and would probably result in 
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with security of tenure. The habit and taste, however, for 
ownership having been lost by long disuse, it will only be 
re-acquired by degrees. 

(0) That the offers made to them now, and refused (from 
whence some argue that they do not want allotments), are 
often not genuine; no real security of tenure is offered, and, 
as a rule, enormous rents are demanded; while they are 
made in order to stave off legislation, for electioneering 
purposes, or from desire of profit. Until the experiment has 
been more fairly tried, it cannot be said to have failed. 

(c) That where the system of allotments has been 
genuinely carried out by some enterprising landlords, it has 
proved eminently successful. 

I8.-(a) That, the land being acquired at a fair price, 
and let on reasonable terms, the cost would be no burden 
to the rates. That even at present, where land is thus let 
to the labourer or artisan, he is able to make it pay-small 
holdings will answer where large ones fail-though his rent 
is high and the security of tenure small. , 

(0) That the addition of an allotment will enable him to 
pay for a better cottage, and to attain to a mode of living 
and diet now unknown to him. 

(c) That even if, in bad times, the rents were not fully 
paid, the general benefit to the community resulting from 
the improved condition of the working classes would out
weigh the loss to the rates. 
, Ig.-(a) That it would be the first great step towards the 
creation of a class of peasant proprietors, which constitutes 
the backbone of every country where it exists. The holders 
of allotments would be enabled, and have an incentive, to 
save money. . 

(0) That though the peasant proprietors abroad live hard 
and frugal lives, it is from preference and not from 
necessity. 

On the other hand ~t is contended :-

I.-That the Local Authorities already possess ample 
powers of supplying any legitimate and genuine demand (or 
cottages and gardens. . . 

z.-(a) That while the State has a perfect right, for public 
purposes, and for the general good, to acquire !and com'; 
pulsorily-so long as it pays the full value-this power should . - . 
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be ~xercised only with great caution, and certainly should 
not be exercised for the sake merely of a few individuals. 

(b) That those who would benefit from the proposal 
would be merely those few who were fortunate enough to 
obtain dwellings and allotments, which they would obtain 
at the expense of the landowner and of the general com
munity. 

3.:-(a) That the general community would not benefit, 
but would be injured by the scheme. Public confidence in . 
the "rights of property" would be seriously shaken, and 
thus, instead of increasing, it would tend to diminish wealth, 
by weakening the incentives to accumulation, and the 
means of profitable employment of capital. The first to 
suffer from this state of things would be the classes whom it 
is proposed to benefit, for they depend on employment 

(b) That the landowners would suffer much from the 
confiscation of property which would take place. The 
.. fair price" which would be given by the arbitrators would 
never .equal the real value which the landowner could 
obtain by holding on to his land, or by taking advantage of 
a favourable moment. The price given' would not cover 
the loss which would ensue from the deterioration in value 
of the whole estate, caused by the arbitrary seizure of 
certain portions of it-perhaps the most valuable portions 
-for the erection of cottages or the formation of allot-
ments. . 

4.-(a) That it is for the benefit of the nation, as well as 
of the individual, that" freedom of contract," "rights of 

. property," the principles of political economy, the law of 
supply and demand, should be fully respected; the scheme 
would run couuter to them all. 

(b) That by creating a feeling of insecurity in the posses
sion of land, it would diminish the desire of possession, 
while it would take from the farmer the-confidence he now 
feels in investing his capital and labour in the cultivation of 
the soil. . 

5.-(0) That rio legislation can possibly prevent the 
enormous inequalities of wealth which will always exist in 
the world; vexatious legislation can easily diminish, without 
.in any way diffusing, the total wealth of the community. 

(6) That a certain amount of labour would be irrevocably 
fixed on tne .soil, in a partiCUlar place, irrespective of varying 
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need,; and fluctuating local demands, and the labourer 
himself would be hindered from freely migrating to wherever 
he could best obtain work and wages . 
. 6.-(4) That experience has shown that labourers and 
artisans do not want, and cannot alford, to rent allotments 
or good dwellings. Such experiments as have been made 
in that direction have mostly failed. .. 

(6) That where the farmer, who has capital and intelli
gence, fails, the working moln certainly would not succeed in 
earning enough to pay a fair rent for, and to keep up, a cot
tage and allotment; at present, as a rule, the rent of the 
cottage is nominal; to make them a pecuniary success the 
rents would have to be raised to a point prohibitive to the 
ordinary labourer. . 

(c) That land cannot be profitably bought to be let in 
cottages and allotments; and more especially would this be 
the case where the purchaser was an uneconomical and 
routine·ridden public body_ A labourer, if he undertook to 
pay the rent" which must be demanded in order to save a 
loss; would soon fall into arrears; there would be nothing to 
prevent his exhausting the holding, and there would be 
great difficulty in forcing payment of the rent, or in evicting 
him if in arrears; thus the cost of the scheme to the rates 
would be very considerahle, and a few would be subsidised 
at the expense of the many. _ 

7.-(4) That it would constitute an interference with the 
labour market, and affect the rate of wages. Wages would 
not rise, while the labourer would be called upon to pay ali 
increased rent for his cottage, his low rent being at present 
" considered" in his wages. 

(6) That the farmers, and other employers, would not be 
able to afford to pay as high wages as before to those who 
would now be giving much of their time and energy to their 
own land. 

8.-(a) That, on the· .whole, the landowners have dealt 
very well with the labourers. . 

(6) That the lot of the labourer was never better than it 
is now. 

9.-That public expec~tions would be ralsed which could 
not be fulfilled; and there would be much disappointm~nt 
and irritation. 

lo.-That the diminution of population in the agricultural 
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districts is due, not to the action of the land laws, but to 
the introduction of machinery, to the extension of pasturage, 
and to the disastrous depression in agriculture. 

II.-(a) That, on the part of the Local Authority, there 
would be great temptation to jobbery and political corruption, 
both in the purchase of land, etc., and in the selection of 
tenants. 

(6) That it would place enormous power in the hands ot 
the Local Authority to injure or annoy any particular land
lord, against whom· there might be a personal or public 
prejudice; while this power would be also wielded for pur
poses other than the legitimate one of acquiring necessary 
land. 

I2.-(a) That the Local Authority would have to erect 
cottages as well as let allotments, and thus would become 
itself a landlord; and a corporate body is always, and is 
bound to be, much stricter in its dealings with its tenant 
than the ordinary landlord. 

(6) That it would have very great difficulty in deciding 
between the respective demands of rival claimants to cot-
tages and allotments. . 

13.-That, with security of tenure and fair rents, 
gradually the right of free sale of the tenant's interest 
would spring up, and the Local Authority would soon lose 
all control over the disposal of the allotments. . 

14.-That if men are to be set up in one form of 
business by the State, at the expense of the community, 
the demand will be raised to extend this privilege to 
others. 

Is.-(a) That experimental legislation, such as this, 
would probably do more harm than good. 

(6) That the interference of the ~tate would discourage 
voluntary effort, and thus, in the end, less and not more 
would be accomplished in the desired direction. . 

16. (The "laissez-faire II argument.)-That, at present, 
there is altogether too much legislation and demand for' 
legislation. Things are better done by voluntary means 
and voluntary agencies, by bringing public opinion to bear, 
than by hasty legislation. 



INTOXICATING LIQUOR, LAWS. 

--
SINCE 1552, when the first Licensing Act was paSsed, a vast 
amount of legislation has from time_ to time been promul
gated, dealing with the different questions tonnected with 
the sale of intoxicating liquors. The aim of this legislation 
has usually been to restrict and safeguard the trade by 
checking and regulating its dealings, with a view to diminish 
drunkenness, and to preserve public order and morality; 
on the principle that the State may interfere with a trade 
in order to keep people out of harm's way, even though 
that trade does not itself trespass on any individual rights. 

As long ago as 1871, Mr. Bruce (Lord Aberdare) intro
duced a comprehensive measure of reform, which was in~ 
tended :-To repeal in whole, or in part, forty or fifty Acts of 
Parliament relating to liquor traffic j to abolish the right of 
appeal from the decision of the local licensing justices j to 
enforce greater care in the issue of new licences j to provide 
that all new licences should be advertised, and submitted 
to a vote of the ratepayers, a majority of three-fifths to 
possess the power of vetoing or reducing, but not of in
creasing, the number proposed j while at the same time it 
was to be the duty of the licensing justices to prevent the 
number of public-houses falling below a certain proportion 
to the population j to cause fresh licences to be disposed 
of by tender; to determine all existing licences after ten 
years, when they would come under the regulations applied 
to new certificates j to diminish the hours of. opening j and 
to increase the severity of punishment for adulteration. This 
Bill was withdrawn, but was followed, in 1872, by an Act, 
the main provisions of which, as passed, were:-To im
prove, by strengthening, the licensing boards, without de
parting widely from the' existing· system; to increase and 
consolidate the police regulations with reference to con
victions for illegal acts, and the forfeiture of licences j-. and 
to curtail the hours of opening. 

In 1874, Mr. (now Lord) Cross introduced the latest 
H 
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Licensing Act, which modified the Act of 1872 by:-Fixing 
by statute the hours of opening and closing, instead of 
leaving them to the discretion of the magistrates; by ex
tending for half an hour the authorised hours of opening in 
some towns; by slight alterations in the police regulations, 
and the law of adulteration; and by curtailment of the power 
of search. 

The public revenue derived from the liquor trade 
amounts to about thirty millions annually; and it is esti
mated that the annual expenditure on Intoxicating Liquors 
amounts to some £120,000,000 • 

. The existing forms of licence in England granted by the 
Excise are :-

I. Wholesale, to sell beer, wines, and spirits. 2. Retail, 
which include :-

(I) The licences to sell any description of intoxicating 
liquor, wholesale and retail, for consumption" on "or .. off" 
the premises. (2) Beer-house licences, to sell for· con· 
sumption .. off" the premises. (3) Ditto, for sale .. on " 
the premises. (4) Wine licences to shop-keepers, for -con
sumption .. off," and to refreshment-house keepers for con
sumption .. on " the premises. (5) Spirit and liqueurs retail 
licences, for those who have taken out a wholesale. licence. 
(6) Ditto, retail beer licences. (7) Licences to dealers in 
table-beer. 

" On II licences are granted, in counties, by 'the local 
magistrates in Brewsters' Sessions, their decision to be con
firmed by the County Licensing Committ~e, chosen an
nually at Quarter Sessions. In boroughs, by the Borough 
Licensing Committees, to be confirmed by the whole body 
of magistrates. Confirmation is not required in the case 
of .. off" licences. 

Licences for consumption "on" the premises may be 
refused by. the magistrates at their. discretion, without 
assigning any reason. "Off" licences can only be refused 
on the ground-that the applicant has failed to produce 
satisfactory evidence of good character; that the house 
is a disorderly one; that the applicant has, by his mis
conduct, forfeited a licence; or that the applicant or the, 
premises are not legally qualified. 

In the Metropolis, the week-day hours of closing are 
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from 12.30 to 5 A.M. In towns and populous places, from 
II P.M. to 6 A.M.; and in rural districts, from 10 P.M. to 
6 A.M. 

LOCAL OPTION. 
The tt~rm "Local Option" is now usually defined to 

mean that the licensing powers should be taken out of the 
hands of the Just~es, and placed in the hands of Corpora
tions in boroughs, and of the County Councils in counties, 
as directly representative of the inhabitants of the district. 

The principle of this proposal was contained in the 
Local Government Bill of 1888, but the compensation pro
visions 1\·ere so strongly opposed, that the licensing cI3uses 
of the Bill were withdrawn.· 

The principle of Local Option is upheld on the 
grounds:-t 

I.-That the present licensing system is open to objec
tion, both in its constniction and in its working. 

2.-(a) That it gives to partial and non-representative 
persons belonging to one class only, powers which ought· to 
belong to the general community, seeing that all suffer or 
benefit from their exercise . 

. (0) That the existing licensing body, not being amenable 
to public opinion, is greatly influenced by pressure from the 
publican interest; the magistrates have issued far too many 
licences, and have not exercised with sufficient stringency 
the power of cancelling licences for miscenduct. 

3.-That, even if it be granted that the licensing, powers 
have not been abused, it . is not right that such enormous 
power, affecting so nearly the well-being of the people, 
should, in these democratic days, be in the hands of a non
representative body. . . 

• The abstmct resolution affinning the principle of Local Option was 
earned in the House of Commons in 1880 by 229 votes \0 !203; again in 
ISSI ; and again in 1883 by 26.J to 177. The resolution ran as follows
.. That this House is of opinion that a legal power of· restraining the issue 
or renewal of licences should be placed in the hands of the persons most 

. deeply interested and affected, namely. the inhabitants themselves, who are 
entilled \0 protection from the injurious consequences of the present system, 
by some efficient measure of Local Option." 

t See also sections on Tile Permissive Bi" and Comjt1Ua/itm. 
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4.-(a) That the people themselves, in this, as in other 
things, best understand their own wants and wishes. 

(b) That as the question of the liquor trade is of vital 
importance to the inhabitants of each locality, they ought to 
have full control over the issue and renewal of licences, so 
that these may be regulated according to their wants, 
sentiments, and desires. 

5.-(a) That, more especially in the case of a trade so 
pernicious as the liquor trade, they ought, through their 
representative local authority, to have full power of pro
tecting themselves if they so desire. 

(b) That the liquor traffic legally exists for the sake of the 
people, it ought therefore to be under their full control. 

6.-That there are at present far too many licensed 
houses in existence, and public opinion, if allowed expres 
sion, would be in favour of their reduction. 

7.-That each representative Local Authority has already 
large powers of dealing with matters affecting local interests, 
and there would be nothing novel or dangerous in con
ceding to them the further power of licen~ing. 

8.-That the principle of consulting local opinion in the 
matter of licensing is already conceded, from the fact that 
the publican, before applying for a licence, has to give 
public notice in the locality. 

9.-That, . in many parts of England, individual land
owners have exercised their authority, derived from the 
ownership of the soil, to limit the number, or altogether 
to prohibit, public-houses on the estate. That which an 
individual can do for the satisfaction of his own wish, 
should be in the power of each locality to carry out for the 
benefit of the general community. 

lo.-That this popular control should be exercised by the 
ordinary representative Local Authority-the Town Council 
in boroughs, the County Council in counties-and not by a 
special body elected ad hoc. . 

(b) That the question of licensing would be thus 1:nore 
moderately, judicially, and sensibly considered, the election 
would be more orderly and less bitter, than if directed to 
Ime special object only. 

(c) That this progress would be steadily made, and there 
would be no fear of a great reaction in public opinion. 

I I.-That the question of compensation is one for future 
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discussion, and does not affect the principle of the justice 
and expediency of local control over the liquor traffic. 

On the other hand, the principle of Local Option is 
opposed on the grounds :-- . 

l.-(a) That, on the whole, the existing system works 
well; the licensing laws have been admirably administered 
by able and impartial tribunals, sufficiently subject to 
popular opinion and to popular criticism. 

:I.-That to hand over these powers to a Local Authority, 
would lead to the arbitrary extinction of very many public
houses, to the vexation of the legitimate consumer, and to 
the infringement of public liberty. 

3.-(a) That to hand the licensing powers over to popu
larly elected bodies, would be to import into the municipal 
elections a most undesirable element of contention. 

(6) That the elections, instead of turning on the merits. 
or demerits of the different candidates in regard to their 
administrative capabilities, would tum entirely on the liquor 
question. 

4--(a) That the transference of the licensing powers to 
the Local Authority would give them an interest in a trade 
which is injurious and demoralising. 

(b) That, if compensation had to be given on extinction 
of licence, or if extra local taxation of the trade were 
allowed, it would be to the interest of the Local Authority to 
anow the drink trade to continue undiminished. 

5.-That the question of compensation is vital, and, until 
this is settled on a just basis, it would be grossly unfair to 
hand over the liquor interest to the uncontrolled authority 
of the ratepayers. 

THE PERMISSIVE- BILL.t 
Many persons consider that the principle of Local 

Option does not go far enough in the direction of popular 
control and veto of the liquor traffic, and would desire to 

• See also the arguments against Tlte Permissive Bill. and the section on 
Compensation. . 

t In 1879 the Permissive Bill was withdrawn in favour' of .. Loc~l 
Option." As, however, the Permissive Bill expressed, and probably suU 
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give the ratepayers the power, by a direct vote, of pro
hibiting altogether the sale of any intoxicating liquor in 
their district. 

The_ vote of the majority (two-thirds was the number 
proposed in the Bill), whether it sanctioned or prohibited 
the sale of intoxicating liquors in the district, would be 
binding for a definite number of years (three years is the 
term proposed); at the end of that time the policy adopted 
would, by another vote, be either reversed or confirmed for 
a further period. 

The principle of the "Permissive Prohibitory Liquor 
Bill" is upheld on the grounds :-. 

I:-(a) That" whereas the common sale of intoxicating 
_liquors is a fruitful source of crime, immorality, pauperism, 

. disease, insanity, and -premature death, whereby not only 
the individuals who give way to drinking habits are plunged 
into misery, but grievous wrong is done t<.> the persons and 
property of Her Majesty's subjects at large, and the public 
rates and taxes are greatly augmented,"+ the prohibition of 
its sale would be an unmixed good to the pockets, bodies, 
and souls of the people. 

(6) That ninety per cent. of all crimes are the result of 
drink. It is intoxication that fills our gaols and our work
houses, and brings misery, destitution, and crime into 
thousands of homes. . 

2.-That as the common sale does unmixed harm, no 
consideration of public revenue, nor regard for vested in
terests, can justly be urged in opposition to its suppression. 

3.-That the public income would not suffer from the 
extinction of the liquor trade; the people, relieved from its 
thraldom, and from the waste and loss which it caused, 

. would be better able to contribute to the revenue. 
4.-(a) That it is impossible satisfactorily to regulate the 

expresses, the desires of the extreme Tempetance Party, it seems best, in 
discussing this phase of the liquor question, to state the arguments which 
were advanced for and against that Bill. For this see also Local Opti01l, by 
W. S. Caine, M. p" Wm. Hoyle, and Rev. Dawson Burns (Imperial 
Parliament Series). ., . 

• See also the section on Local OpliolO and Co"pensalioll. -
t Preamble to Permissive Prohibitory Liquor BilL 
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sale of alcoholic beverages; and, unless extinguished, its 
evils will continue unabated. State interference (though it 
may have slightly improved public order) has so far been 
powerless to diminish intemperance. 

(6) That every fresh attempt on the part of the· State to 
regulate the trade, gives it· legal protection and sanction; 
raises up further vested interests; and depraves the popular 
standard of morals. 

5.-(0) That this is one of the points on which the 
_ relation of the State to its people should be that of a father 
to his children, not merely guarding their rights, but also 
keeping temptation out of their way. 

(6) That the State should have a sense pf moral right, 
altogether apart from the duty of guarding its subjects from 
being wronged: it is therefore neither right nor politic of 
the State to give legal protection and sanction to a de
moralising trade. 

6.-That the drunkard himself will welcome, and may 
fairly claim, aid in his efforts to avoid temptation. . 

7.-{0) That suppression is quite compatible with legiti
mate free trade and rational freedom. 

(6) That in the case of a harmful trade like that of 
intoxicating liquors, the wishes of ·the many should be 
allowed to outweigh those of the few. 

8.-(0) That as drinking and drunkenness greatly injure 
the inhabitants of a district (in rates as well as otherwise), 

. it is right and expedient to permit them to interfere for their 
own protection, by conferring upon the ratepayers of cities, 
boroughs, parishes, and townships the power to prohibit the 
common sale of intoxicating liquors .. 

(6) That at present they have no voice or influence in 
the licensing decisions; the whole power belongs to non
representative persons, and the liquor traffic is forced upon 
a district against their will. 

9·-(a) That direct popular veto will alone be of value. 
Simply to confer· on the ratepayers the right of voting 
in the election of a body which, among manifold duties, 
would possess that of controlling the liquor trade, would be 
either useless or pernicious. Either the liquor question 
would be sacrificed to other local interests; or, as is more 
probable, these other local interests would be sacrificed to 
the liquor question. Men would be elected on to the local 
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body entirely on account of their opinions on the liquor 
question, and with no regard to their administrative ability. 

(6) That the representative bodies, especially in counties, 
control extensive areas, often including many distinct locali
ties; unless each district possessed the power of popular 
veto, the liquor trade would, in many, cases, still be forced 
on unwilling populations. It is imperative that each separate 
district, however small, should be able to enforce its wishes 
in this important manner, and should be defended against 
the arbitrary domination of even representative licensing 
bodies. ' 

(c) That though the people themselves could administer 
the licensing laws only through their representatives, they 
could express a distinct opinion on the question of "licence" 
or "no licence." 

10.-That the principle of a plebiscite-a direct expression 
of local opinion on a particular point-is already admitted 
in the case of free libraries, &c. The special vote would be 
no reflection on the representative body. 

1 I.-That licences being granted for the public good, and 
not for that of the holder, and annually expiring, the public 
have a perfect right to dispense altogether with the licences, 
without any payment for compensation. 

I2.-(a) That in the United States, and in most of our 
Colonies, the power of prohibition is practically in the 
hands of the ratepayers. 

(6) That in other countries-notably in the State of 
Maine, U.S.A.-the absolute prohibition of the sale or 
possession of intoxicating liquors has worked beneficially. 

(c) That where total prohibition has been tried on certain 
estates in England, it has been followed by eminently 
satisfactory results. 

The principiI;! of the Permissive Bill is opposed on the 
grounds :-* 

• The arguments urged against the' principle of the Permissive Bill 
emanate, on the one hand. from those who object altogether to the idea 
that the ratepayers should have a controlling voice in the question of 
licensing, and, on the other. from those who favour the principle of Local 
Option. as already defined. It is not easy to classify separately these 
arguments; some. indeed. are used by both classl'S of opponents; but the 
reader will easily appreciate for himself the quarter from whence any par
ticular argument has come. ,See also the sections on Loeal OptiOIl and 
Compensation. 
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I.-(a) That it is in no case the province of the State to 
withhold men from follies, but only to guard their rights and· 
protect their persons. That as long as the State takes care 
to punish A, if by his excesses he injures B, it is doing its 
full duty, and should leave A alone to ruin himself if" he 
chooses. 
. (6) That the Sta.te would not be merely omitting to guard, 

but would be itself trespassing on the legitimate freedom of 
the people, in taking a harmless indulgence from Z because 
A finds it hurtful. 

2.-(a) That it would be neither just nor expedient that 
the purchase, and moderate use, of liquor by the majority 
should be prevented, because there are some who abuse it 
to their own hurt, or to that of others. 

(6) That the adoption of the Bill would be a gross in
fringement of the liberty of all for the sake of a few i "it i$ 
better for the people to be free than sober." 

3.-(a) That it saps the force and self-reliance of the 
people for their rulers to do for them that which, by rights, 
they ought to do for themselves. 

(6) That such attempts of the State to outstep its true 
field of work always miss their mark, and do unlooked-for 
mischief. 

(c) That though liberty which leads to abuse may fairly 
be restrained, the abrogation of all liberty in the matter of 
drink would be followed by a sweeping reaction-and more 
harm would in the end be done. 

4.~(a) That as the Bill would prohibit the sale only, and 
not the manufacture, importation, or possession of intoxi
cating liquors, it is unsound in principle, and likely to prove 
mischievous or inoperative in practice. It is not consistent 
for the State to prohibit the sale of an article, while it does 
not prohibit its manufacture, importation, or possession; 
either the article is so dangerous to the people that all 
dealings in it should be prohibited, or it is not sufficiently 
dangerous for the sale to be forbidden. 

(6) That the Bill, 'while professing only to be directed 
against the sale of liquor, would indirectly affect the 
use of all" alcoholic beverages, and so would affect the 
manufacture, importation, and possession of them; and 
the Legislature, while avowedly 'injuring one trade only, 
would injuriously affect others also. 
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5.-(a) That it would be illogical for the State to allow a 
trade to be tolerated in one district and to be prohibited in 
another; the trade is equally harmful or harmless in both. 
If it be pernicious, the State should prohibit it altogether; 
prohibition or toleration should not be left to the chance 
vote of the ratepayers. 

(6) That there is no medium possible under the Bill, it 
would be either prohibition or excess. 

6.-That it would be an, improper delegation of the 
functions of Parliament to give to local bodies the absolute 
power of toleration or prohibition in this matter. 

7.-That if the principle is conceded, that the ratepayers 
in a given district have the right to forbid a trade or calling 
of which they disapprove (though the trade may be perfectly 
lawful elsewhere), logically they could claim a right to forbid 
unpopular places of religious or political resort to be opened, 
-and this could never be conceded. If liberty is sacrificed 
in the matter of alcohol, it will eventually be sacrificed in 
more important matters, to the detriment of civil and re
ligious liberty. 

8.-That the districts in which restrictions are most 
needed, would be those least likely to adopt them. 

9.-(a) That where one district in which the sale" of alco
holic drink had been prohibited, adjoined another where the 
sale was tolerated, the Act would prove inoperative; there 
would be no difficulty in obtaining liquor. 

(6) That where such escape from the letter of the Act 
was difficult or imp9ssible, prohibition would lead to the 
illicit and secret sale and consumption of liquor; abroad, 
where prohibition has been attempted, the prohibitive laws 
are largely evaded 

(c) That clubs would take the place of public-houses, and 
clubs are much more difficult to deal with or'supervise. 

lo.-(a) That if the principle of local option be adopted, 
the inhabitants will, through their representative body, 
possess as full and complete a control.of the liquor trade as 
they can fairly desire. 

(6) That it will always be in the power of the temperance 
party to convert the electors of the existing representative 
body to the belief that the trade shoul4 be suppressed. 

II.-(a) That under the system ,of a plebiscite ad 110(, 
the popular will would only be able to act by ,,:mass vote: a 
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system entirely subversive of, and contrary to, the principles 
of representative Government on which the Constitution is 
based, under which the electors choose out certain trusted 
persons to look after and protect their interests. 

(6) That to give this especial power to a specially elected 
body would be still further to increase the number of the 
local bodies-already too much subdivided. . 

I2.-':That ceaseless agitation and strife would result from 
the (absolutely indispensable}.provision that the adoption of 
the law should be periodically subject to revision by the 
votes of the ratepayers. 

13.-(a) T\lat the institution of a plebiscite would neces
sarily combine together, in resistance to prohibition, the 
moderate drinkers and the drunkards, to the moral deteriora
tion of the former. 

(6) That instead of gradual improvement and diminution 
of licences, there would be violent fluctuations; a great 
reaction of public opinion against the temperance cause 
would take place because of the intemperateness of its 
advocates. 

(c) That there would be too much or too little action 
taken. If the majority voted negatively, nothing in the way 
of restriction of licences would take place. If the majority 
voted affirmatively, all the public-houses would be closed. 

14·-(a} That it would be absolute ruination to the trade 
to be subject to a hasty or passionate vote of the ratepayers. 

(b) That, tenure being less secure, and liable to constant 
fluctuations, through a change in public opinion, the trade 
would be unsettled, and would be given a more speculative 
character, and thus respectable men would be deterred from 
entering the trade. . 

J 5.-( a) That all vested interests which have been allowed 
to grow up in a trade must be protected; and if injured by 
the action of the State, must receive proper compensation. 

(6) And that the. amount of capital which has been 
embarked in the liquor trade is so enormous, that it would 
be imprudent and impracticable for the State to reim-
burse it. . 

16.-That after public-houses had been suppressed, and 
compensation paid, a change in the wishes of the ratepayers 
might. re-open fresh houses, and raise up fresh vested in
terests, again to be compensated if suppressed. 
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. 17.-That drunkenness is gradually confining itself to the 
lowest classes, and will ultimately almost completely dis
appear; there is therefore no need for drastic measures, 
from which unforeseen evils may arise; it is best to leave the 
reform to be brought about by public opinion. 

IS.-That the restrictions proposed would be especially 
unfair on the working man, inasmuch as the public-house is 
his only place of social resort; while he is unable, like the 
wealthier classes, to lay in any store of intoxicating liquor. 

19.-That neither the State nor the taxpayer could afford 
to lose the revenue at present derived from the liquor trade 



" COMPENSATION." --
IF the principle of Local Option .or Local Veto be con
ceded, the further question arises whether the publican is 
entitled to claim Compensation from the representative ;Local 
Authority, in case the renewal of his licence is refused, not 
for any misconduct on his part, but from the desire'to re
duce the number of public-houses. 

It is alleged that, under these circumstances, the publican, 
would be legally entitled to compensation; and that, before 
he control of the trade is handed over to the Local 

Authority, arrangements must be made whereby the amount 
of compensation to be paid in each individual case shall be 
left to be decided by agreement between the parties, or, in 
case of dispute, by some Tribunal other than, the Local 
Authority inte~ested.-

Those who take this view argue :-

I.-(a) That the licence, though nominally only issued 
for one year, practically, by long prescription, attaches to 
the house, and is granted to the individual during good 
behaviour. 

(6) That its continuance year after year encourages' 
the legitimate expectation that it will be renewed, unless its 
suppression be bought up. 

2.-(a) That, even if there be no actual legal estate, the 
pUblican has invested his capital, and ordered his whole life" 

, on the strength of a licence in a lawful business, a trade which 
is under legislative supervision, t and therefore sanction. 

• Under the Local Taxation Bill of 1890 it was proposed to devote 
£440.000 a year, part proceeds of an increased duty on spirits and beer, 
to tbe purcbase of licences. This sum was to be handed over to the 
County and Borough Councils.· and they were to apply the money in 
buying up public·houses by agreement with the owners. The Bill was 
withdrawn. , 

t Not only is there police and excise supervision. but the JustiCes can in· 
sist on certain structural alterations in the building before granting a 
licence. 
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(6) That, apart from the bricks and mortar, the whole value 
of the business depends on the licence, which gives to the 
trade its marketable value, clearly proving that, in pubJic 
opinion, the licensed victualler has a right to expect the 
renewal of his licence. 

(c) That no vested interest would be created that does 
not already exist. 

3.-That ifa trade is permitted and regulated by law, that 
trade has a right to be defended by law. 

4.~That, in estimating for the Death -Duty the estate of 
any person interested in the retail sale of intoxicating 
liquors, the value of the interest is assessed on the assump
tion that the licence will continue to be renewed: a proof 
that a legally recognised vested interest does exist1f 

5.-That the publican has, therefore, a vested interest in 
his licence; which cannot be arbitrarily cancelled without 
the payment of adequate compensation-to do so would be 
sheer robbery. 

6.-(a) That, at the worst, there is a very real and equit
able claim to compensation; and no question for compensa
tion can be justly left to depend on the chance majority of 
a particular district at a particular time, or on the popularity 
or unpopularity of a particular man. Injustice would cer
tainly be done, while the insecurity caused to the trade 
would be ruinous. 

(6) That if the question of compensation were left in the 
hands of the Local Authority, the elections to that Body 
would tllrn chiefly on that question: and would give rise to 
continual local agitation and excitement. 

7.-That where vested interests have been allowed to grow 
up, Parliament,'-witness the freeing of the slaves, the aboli
tion of army purchase, Jhe former ali. immoral, the latter an 
illegal traffic,-has always fairly and liberally compensated 
those interests when, for the general benefit, it has expro
.priated them. 

S.-That it is only authorising Local Authorities to do, in 
the interests of temperance, what they have always been in 
the habit of doing when property, on which a public-house 
may be situated, is acquired for public improvements. 

9.-That it is nothing to the point that there are many 
and various interests in the licence. The different interests 

• See Parliamentary Paper 176 of 1890-
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cannot be in justice distinguished. If compensation is just 
in itself, it matters not. into whose pockets the money may 
eventually go. . 

Io.-(a) That the estimates given of the probable cost of 
compensation are absurd. None expect, and few· desire, 
the total extinction of the trade; the extreme temperance 
party is in a small minority almost everywhere, and would 
never be able to persuade the majoritylo such a tyrannical 
Act. Only a small proportion of the public-houses would .be 
closed; and the total amount of money required for com
pensation would not be great. 

(6) That as no future. vested interests can arise, compen
sation cannot be claimed except on the extinction of existing 
interests. 

II.-(By some.) That it would be possible, by a mode
rate increase of taxation on the remaining publicans, 
to create a fund whereby, without any burden on the rates, 
proper compensation could be provided from the trade 
itself, for those publicans whose houses were suppressed. 

I2.-(a) That limitation of houT$, and Sunday closing, 
when enforced, are applied to the whole trade; the proposal 
now made would apply tei certain individual traders only. 

(6) That, moreover, compensation ought to have been 
given where the trade has been restricted; an injustice then 
does not justify a greater injustice now. . 

13.-That the inequality of treatment would be outrage
ously unjust. Certain individual traders would be deprived 
of their livelihood, while, at the same time, their rivals who 
remained would greatly benefit from their disappearance. 

14.-(a) That the necessity of paying compensation 
would be a valuable check on the indiscriminate or ar
bitrary closing of public-houses by the Local Authority. 

(6) That a gradual, rather than a sudden reduction ot 
licences, would in the end best benefit the temperance 
cause, as being less likely to cause a reaction in public 
opinion. 

Is·-That unless the principle of equitable compensation 
be granted, the number of public-houses will never· be 
diIninished. The public mind would revolt from bringing 
beggary and ruin on innocent persons; and the Licensing· 
Authority would decline to extinguish licences. Compensa
tion is in the interests of temperance. 
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On the other hand, it is argued :-
I.-(a) That the publican's licence is expressly limited to 

one year, and has to be annually renewed; the publican 
thus possesses no vested interest in his licence beyond that· 
period. To admit any legal claim to compensation would 
be to convert a one year's lease into a freehold, a speCUlative 
and artificiaf value into a State endowment; would be to 
give a vested interest in that which had already expired 

(b) That though spoken of as a "renewal of licence," 
there is really no such thing in law; the licence annually 
expires, and a new one is issued. The continuance of the 
licence is specifically not guaranteed by statute, and the 
strict limitation of the term clearly proves that the State 
has always reserved to itself the right of withdrawing the 
permission to sell. 

2.-(a) That the legal liberty to sell intoxicating drink is 
not a right common to all citizens, but a privilege confined 
to a few. 

(b) That· the privilege is not a property. It is granted, 
not for the private beriefit of the individual, but in the 
public interest; ItIld is specifically subject to annual revision 
in the interests of the community. 

3.-That the manifold legislation of the past in regard 
to the liquor trade has been rendered necessary by its 
dangerous nature. To say that these limiting statutes 
legalise the trade, is to misconceive the manifest object 
and intention of the law, which has been to prevent abuse 
and to limit the sale. 

4.-(a) That the value imparted to a public-house by the 
licence, over and above its value as so much building and 
so much accommodation, is purely fictitious, and arises from 
the monopoly derived from the limitation of licences.* This 
monopoly, and therefore the fictitious value. could be de
stroyed, without any claim for compensation arising, by an 
unlimited issue of licences; similarly, compensation cannot 
be claimed on a further limitation of licences. 

(b) That monopolies bar all claim to compensation, since, 
by the advantage they give to the monopolist, they already 
confer that which is equivalent to compensation. To 

* A typical case was quoted by Mr. Gladstone (Rochdale, May 27th, 
1888), in which a public-house which cost, to build, but £2,OJO. on obtain· 
ing its licence, sold for 1:16,000. 
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demand anything further is to' demand that the trader 
shall have all the profits and take none of the risks of a 
monopoly. It is nothing to the point that an individual 
may have given an extravagant price for the speculative 
chance of a continuation of the licence. 

(c) That such pecuniary benefit as is derived from the 
monopoly which the limitation of licences causes, properly 
belongs to the public, and not to the trade. 

5.-That the publican has invested his money with his 
eyes open, on the strength of a licence the renewal of which 
he knew might at any time be refused. 

6.-That, over and over again, Parliament has reduced 
the hours of opening, and in Scotland, Ireland, and Wales, 
has totally closed public-houses on one day out of the seven; 
and this without giving a penny of compensation for the 
serious loss occasioned to the trade. Limitation can be 
logically carried up to total prohibition. 

7.-That the Court of Queen's Bench has decided that the 
Licensing Authority has absolute discretion in regard both 
to the granting of a new, and tg the renewal of an old 
licence, without assigning any reason, an'" without being 
liable to pay compensation. if. 

S.-That to admit that. the publican has a vested in
terest in his licence, would be at ,once to add largely to the 
value of all public-houses; would be to endow and renew 
a decaying trade, and to place it in a financial position that 
it never occupied before. 

9.-(0) That where licences were cancelled, they would be' 
cancelled on the ground that their existence had become 
injurious to the best interests of the community; and, if 
compensation be due, it must be rather to the public which 
has suffered, than to the publican who has inflicted the 
wrong. . 

(b) That it would be grossly unfair to the taxpayer and to 
the ratepayer, who have suffered pecuniarily from the exist
ence of the liquor trade, that they should pay compensation 
to traders who have benefited so much at their expense. 

lo.-{a) That it would be a farce to grant popular 
control over the liquor trade, and then to fetter its exercise 
by insisting at the same time on the legal right of the trade 
to extravagant compensation. 

• Case sharp 'IJ. Wakefield, Court of Queen's Bench. 'April 30th, 1888. 
I 
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(b) That the local representative body should certainly 
. not be placed in a worse pecuniary position, or have less 
absolute power in the matter of the refusal of licences, than 
the present non-representative licensing authority. 

II.-(a) That one principal object in handing over the 
administration of the liquor trade to popular control, is to 
reduce the number of public-houses. But, if the principle 
of a vested interest be admitted, no district will be able to 
afford materially to reduce the liquor traffic in its midst. if. 

(b) That, indeed, local control with compulsory compen
sation would be really less effective in the matter of reduc
tion of licences than is the present system. The principle of 
compensation would be a fatal check to the promotion of 
temperance. 

I2.-(a) That no additional taxation of the remaining 
publicans could possibly provide the amount of compensa
tion required; the rates would have to bear the charge. 

(b) That, in any case, the application of this proposed 
special taxation to the purposes of compensation would close 
to the ratepayers a legitimate field of taxation and revenue. 

I3.-That the withdrawal of a licence would add mate
rially to the value of those outstanding, and would increase 
the amount of compensation that would have to be paid 
for future withdrawals. The Local Body would run up the 
value of public-houses against itself. 

I4.-That the public-houses tha~ the Local Authority 
would primarily desire to extinguish, would be those which 
were the greatest nuisance to the neighbourhood-just those 
cases in which the principle of compensation was the most 
questionable. 

Is.-That, in the majority of cases, the publican is a mere 
caretaker or salaried servant, and the compensation paid 
would go, not to him, but to the rich brewers and distillers. 

I6.-(By some.) That the liquor trade is so injurious to 
the community that no possible claim to compensation can 
be justly advanced. 

I7.-(a) That the twenty millions paid on the emancipa
tion of the slaves was not given by way of compensation, 

• In England and Wales there are between 60,000 and 70,000 public. 
houses; and it is estimated that the total value of these public-houses 
amounts to from £200,000,000 to £1250,000,000: an estimate stated, how
ever, by the licensed victuallers to be .. e:'Caggerated beyond all possibility." 
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but was a compassionate loan (afterwards turned into a free 
gift) in relief of the planters. 

(b) That, moreover, the right of the planter in his slaves 
was permanent, and did not annually expire. 

(c) That in regard to army purchase, the right purchased 
(even if of illegal growth) was the right to pay and pension 
covering a considerable number of years. Moreover, the 
compensation was given for money already paid away by 
the officers, and not for a fictitious value created by com
petition. 

IS.-That, doubtless, the respectable publican has an 
equitable claim to compensation, but he has nothing more. 
If the question were left fully in the hands of the 
Local Authority, it would deal fairly and equitably with the 
question of compensation, and decide each case on its 
merits. Public opinion would never sanction the injustice 
of depriving certain publicans of their licences without any 
compensation, while leaving to others the enjoyment of 
an improved business. 

19.-That no sudden or widespread closing of public
houses would take place. The publicans would have time 
to adapt themselves to altered circumstances j and, as it is 
certain that no additional licences would be granted, their 
trade would be improved. 

[Many persons favour the adoption of a middle course 
whereby a short time limit would be "given j during which 
the licence would be held renewable subject to "good 
conduct." Mter the expiration of the fixed period no claim 
for compensation would be admitted.] 



SUNDAY CLOSING.* 
I::. 

IT is proposed to close all public-houses on Sunday in 
England at the option of the Local Authority. t The law in 
England limits their opening to certain specified hours,t 
while in Scotland, Ireland, and Wales it closes them 
altogether on Sundays. 

The proposal is upheld on the grounds :-

I.-(a) That there is much more drinking, with all its 
attendant evils, on Sunday than on any other day j and with 
the added result, that men often cannot or will not work on 
the Monday. 

(6) That the bulk of the wages are paid on Saturday, and 
practically the only shop open the next day is the public
house j thus a great and special temptation is placed in the 
way of the working classes. 

(c) That the working classes are entitled to demand 
that this special temptation shall be removed. 

2.-That it is inconsistent and unjust that while innocent 
'trades are prohibited on Sunday, this most pernicious trade 
is allowed to be carried on. ~ 

3.-That as the State interferes with and limits the hours 
of Sunday opening, it might with perfect consistency. 
altogether prohibit opening on Sundays. 

4.-(a) That those employed in the sale of drink are 
entitled to be relieved from Sunday labour, the rather that 
they work a larger number of hours during the we.ek than 
the law permits in the Case of many other trades. 

(6) That the publicans themselves would welcome a Com
pulsory Closing Act; without it, competition compels them 
to keep open . 

• Cf. section on Local O}tio ... 
t This proposal was contained in the original Local Government Bill of 

1888, but the clause was withdrawn, along with the other lioensing clauses. 
:r: In the Metropolis the hours of opening are fixed from 1 o'clock to 3 

and from 6 o'clock to 11 p.m. Elsewhere they are from 12.30 to a.30 and 
from 6 to 10 p.rn. 
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s.-That there is no analogy between clubs and public
houses; the latter are, distinctly places of drinking resort, 
which the former are not; nor are clubs more frequented 
on Sunday than on any other day. 

6.-That the question of Sunday closing is particularly a 
matter in which the locality should have a voice through its 
duly elected representatives;- and Local Option would prevent 
any hardship being done to any particular locality. 

7.-That the Sunday Closing Acts in Scotland, Wales, 
and Ireland· have worked well, and have greatly diminished 
drunkenness on that day. 

8.-(By the extreme temperance body.) That the closing 
on Sunday would not only be a good thing in itself, but 
would also tend towards further limitations of sale. 

On the other hand, Sunday closing is opposed on the 
grounds:-

I.-That the hours of opening on Sunday have already 
been greatly curtailed; and to close the public-houses alto
gether would be a gross infringement of the liberty of the 
subject 

2.-That experience shows that total closing leads to 
illicit sale and surreptitious consumption ofliquor-a process 
that cannot fail to lower the morality of the population. 

3.-That it would lead to increased purchases of liquor 
on the Saturday for consumption at home on the Sunday; 
and to excessive drinking on the Monday. 

4.-(a) That while the closing of public-houses on Sunday 
would cause no inconvenience to the richer classes, who 
have their clubs and their cellars, it would be a great hard
ship on the working classes to deprive them of their only 
place of resort and refreshment. 

(b) That to carry out the proposal would create an 
embittered and indignant feeling among' a large majority of 
the public, whose habits and requirements would be 
materially interfered with. 

(c) That it would be class legislation of an objectionable 
character. 

• See Report of Select Committee on the Irish Sunday Dosing Act, 
1888. The Irish Sunday Dosing Act was passed in 1878, and applies to the 
whole of Ireland, with the exception of live large towns. 
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s.-That entirely to close the public-houses would cause 
extreme inconvenience to travellers. 

6.-That to close the public-houses one day in seven 
would involve a very serious loss to the publican; and could 
not justly be permitted without proper compensation. 

7.-That we already have too much paternal legislation. 
S.-That the proposal is an embodiment of teetotal 

tyranny and Sabbatarian severity, and should therefore be 
rather resisted than conceded. 

9.-That as the Scotch and Irish chiefly drink wh~skey, 
which can be kept without deterioration, they do not suffer 
much inconvenience by Sunday closing; while in England, 
where beer is much drunk, a store cannot be laid in without 
the fear of its spoiling. 

lo.-(By some.) That Sunday closing in Scotland and 
Wales, and especially in Ireland, has failed in its object; has 
not diminished drunkenness; has injuriously affected the 
temperance movement, and has done more harm than good. 



AN EIGHT HOURS LAW. -
IT is proposed tha.t Parliament should. enact an Eight 
Hours Law, under which the normal legal period during 
which one man might employ another man, in industries 
where workers labour together or under like conditions, 
should be limited to eight hours a day or forty-eight hours 
a week; "overtime" to be allowed only. under special 
conditions. - It is generally understood that the Act should 
be governed by the principle of "Trade Option," and should 
not apply except to those industries in which_ the over
whelming majority of the workers desired its application. 
The Act would apply to manual work only, i.e., to factories, 
mines, t bench and workshop, railways, etc. 

An Eight Hours Law is supported on the grounds :
I.-(a) That morally, physically, and intellectually, the 

present long hours of labour are injurious. They allow no 
leisure for the duties .or pleasures of fatherhood and citizen
ship; no opportunity for rational recreation, for education, 
(or self-improvement. They tend to crush out all individu
ality, and to degrade human beings into mere machines. 

2.-(a) That eight hours' continuous hard work is enough 
for any man. That especially is this the case when the 
worker has no personal interest in the results of his labour. 

(6) That the processes under which work, especially 
factory work, is now carried on, with its minute sub-division 
of labour, monotonous. and uninteresting but yet requiring 
perpetual attention, with its incessant noise and unhealthy 
atmospheric conditions, involve an ever-increasing strain on 
the nervous system. 

3.-(a) That the health of the nation is being sapped by 
overwork. That, consequently,not only is the physique and 

• See Nos. III and 22 in favour of Eight Hours Law. 
t For discussion of Miners' .. Eight Hours Bill .. see p. 162. 
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health of the present generation being undermined; but the" 
seeds of weakness and debility are being sown for the future. 
Yet the very ~istence of the nation depends on the moral 
and physical soundness of its working classes. 

4.-(By some.) That no industry can, in the true sense of 
the word, be "profitable" which is carried on under 
conditions such as to brutalise and debilitate those engaged 
in it. 

s.-(a) That there is a growing desire on the part of the 
working classes, not only to participate more fairly in the 
wealth produced by their labour, but that, together with 
greater means of enjoyment, they should have greater leisure 
to enjoy. 

(b) That the long hours could, with advantage to every
body concerned and with injury to none, be greatly cur
tailed. 

6.-(a) That practically no one denies that overwork 
exists and that it ought to be minimised. Yet, without 
compulsory legislation, it is hopeless to expect that sub
stantially shorter hours of labour will ever be introduced 
into the great majority of our national industries. 

(b) That legislation constitutes the best, speediest, least 
costly, and most practicable way of attaining the end in 
view. . 

7.-(a) That unrestricted liberty of working causes ex-
cessive hours and starvation wages. : 

(b) That the object in view is, on the one hand, to 
prevent an employer from overworking his men, and, on 
the other, to prevent a worker from selling his labour in 
such a way as to compel his fellows to overwork themselves. 
The individual employer will not be prevented from giving 
employment for as many hours in the day as he likes, nor 
the worker from working as long as he chooses, provided 
that the mode in which the labour is bought or sold does 
not necessitate unreasonable hours of work for others. 

(c) That the only way in which an individual, either 
employer or worker, can secure a sufficient and satisfactory 
guarantee that his comp~titors will follow the same course 
as himself in regard to the hours of labour;" is through 
legislation applied equally to them as to himself. . 

(t!) That the legal endorsement of the will ofthe majority 
of the ma~ters or of the men in a particular trade, is the 
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only way of protecting them from having practically to 
submit to the will of the minority in the matter of the hours 
of labour. .-

8.-{a) That, at present, a few employers anxious to 
maintain long hours, a few workmen willing to oveIWork, 
render nugatory all the efforts of the others-of humane 
employers or intelligent workmen-to curtail the hours of 
labour. The many should be allowed to coerce the few to 
the advantage of al~ instead of, as at present, the few being 
allowed to coerce the many to the disadvantage of all. 

(6) That such a law would be equal and impartial. 
9.-{a) That" freedom of contract" between capital and 

labour does not really exist. The individual working 
man, is, for the most part, not in a position to protect 
himself, or to negotiate on anything like equal terms with 
his employer; and has practically no freedom in regard to 
his hours of labour. 

(6) That" independence" can hardly be said to exist; 
and there is little scope for the development of "self
reliance," in the case of a man who is forced to work twelve, 
fourteen, or even sixteen hours a day. 

lo.-{a) That the best mode by which" independence" 
and "self-reliance" can be developed among working men, 
is by the formation of Trades Unions; and the essence of a 
successful Trades Union is that each worker, for the 
common advantage and for the sake of collective freedom, 
must sink his own "independence" and his individual 
freedom of action. 

(6) That legislative interference has certainly not under
mined the independence or self-reliance of the workers 
in the industries where it has been applied. The workers 
in these trades-cotton trade, mines, etc.-are probably the 
most independent of any in the kingdom. * 

II.-(a) That the old" laissez-faire" argument in regard 
to labour has long since been exploded. 

(6) That modem statesmanship has long since realised 
that "unfettered individual competition is not a principle 
to which the regulation of industry may be safely en-
trusted.". . 

12.-(a) That human labour cannot be regarded simply 
as a marketable commodity. It affects interests greater 

• See also No. SS:(c). 
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than mere pecuniary gains, and must be dealt with on 
grounds higher than those of commerce and economics. 

(b) That it is quite consistent to support the removal of all 
restrictions on trade, and, at the same time, to advocate 
restrictions on labour. The one is traffic in merchandise, 
with freedom of contract; in the other, no freedom of 
contract exists, and the traffic is in "souls of men." 

13.-(a) That it is the business of the State to interfere 
in the affairs of its citizens when such interference can be 
shown to be for the general advantage of the com
munity. 

(b) That where an evil is admitted, it is for Parliament, as 
representing the nation, to find a remedy. Not to attempt 

. a remedy is to abdicate its functions. 
(c) That Parliament represent~ "the collective wisdom and 

experience of the nation, and is competent to deal with 
all questions affecting the condition of the people. 

14.-(a) That no real distinction, moral, physical, or 
economic, can be drawn between interference with the hours 
of labour of adult males and interference with those of 
women. 

(b) That, as a matter of fact, the adult male, if married 
and a father, is as a rule less independent in his negotiations 
with an employer than is the" young person" whose pro
tection the law already recognises as a necessity. The 
latter can far more easily than the former transfer his labour 
to other districts or to other occupations. 

Is.-That, as a matter of fact, Parliament has already 
interfered, both directly and indirectly, to protect grown-up 
men in matters in which they are unable to protect them
selves. 

16.-(a) That the employment of adult labour is already 
practicalIy limited by law to six days out of the seven. 

(b) That every economic argument used against legis
lative interference with the hours of labouD, is equally valid 
against the prohibition of Sunday labour-yet everyone 
admits the benefit of this-prohibition, and no one proposes 
its repeal. 

(c) That if the prohibition of Sunday labour were optional 
and not compulsory, work, under stress of competition, 
would graduaIly become universal on Sunday. 

I7.-That the Bank Holiday Act, by appointing certain 
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special days in the year to be .. kept as close holidays in all 
Banks," interferes directly with adult male labour. 

18.-(0) That, whatever may have bee~ the original 
intention of the Factory Acts, the limitation of the hours of 
labour in factories and workshops brought about by them, 
limits the labour of the men, equally with that of the women _ 
and young persons employed in th(lse industries. 

(6) That adult male labour is directly and specifically 
regulated, controlled, and protected by the Factory Acts, 
Mines Regulation Acts, Merchant Shipping Acts, Employers' 
Liability Acts, Artisans' Dwellings Acts, Building Acts, Acts 
affecting particular trades carried on in shops, etc. etc. * 

(c) That the Truck Acts, and the Act for the Prevention 
of Payment of Wages in Public-houses, constitute direct 
legislative interference with the conditions of adult male 
labour. 

(0) That the Artisans' Dwellings Acts empower the 
Local Authority to build and let lodgings to artisans. 
There is no difference in principle between providing the 
working man with lodgings at a rent fixed by a Public 
Authority, and State regulation of the hours of labour. 

(t) That" a costermonger may not wallop his donkey, or 
a knife-grinder harness his dog, or a publican sell a glass of 
ale, or a milkman sell a pint of milk, or an apothecary sell 
opium, or a cyclist ride without a lamp, or a 'lion comique' 
sing a broad song, or a 'lionne comique' wear a short dress 
or dance a particular jig, without finding the law at hand, 
the policeman alert, and the magistrate inexorable." 

19.-(0) That, thus, there already exists a comprehensive 
code of regulations affecting certain branches of labour, 
introduced for the general advantage of the community, 
which have proved eminently beneficial, and the repeal of 
which none are found to advocate. 

(6) That the proposal made is simply to extend the already 
existing principle of State interference with the conditions 
of labour. Labour, in the matter of hours, requires further 
protection on the grounds of health and of the well-being of 
the community. 

* While these sheets are pAssing through the press. the House of Com
mons (February 3M. 11191) have riccepted. without a division. the appoint
ment of a Committee under the following tenns. vi .. :-" That a Select 
Committee be appointed to inquire whether, and, if so, in what way. the 
hours worked by Railway Servants should be restricted by legislation," 
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2o.-That the difficulties in the way of a further ex
tension of the Factory and other Acts, so as to deal 
directly with the hours of adult male labour, are very much 
exaggerated. These Acts, minute and complicated as they 
are, deal successfully and without friction with hundreds of 
divers trades and interests." It would be less difficult to 
extend them than it was originally to apply them. 

2~.-(a) That the object in view is to obtain the legal 
recognition of the principle that eight hours a day (or forty
eight hours a week) of hard manual labour is, in the view 
of the community at large, the maximum consistent with a 
healthy, profitable, and civilised life. 

(b) That it is not proposed to restrict the hours of 
labour merely in order to do good to the individual workman 
against his will; but mainly in order to prevent his zeal or 
his need from causing injury to his fellow-workers, by 
compelling them to work the same long hours as himself, 
against their will. 

22.-(a) That no one of repute seriously proposes to en
force at one sweep a rigid Eight Hours Law, with entire prohi
bition of any "overtime," to be applied indiscriminately to all 
industries alike. It is recognised that there must be much 
elasticity of working, and that different trades require different 
treatment; that in certain industries, from natural o.r artificial 
causes, there exists a greater pressure of work at one period 
of the year than at another; that, in others, the maximum 
number of hours (which might for certain workers be fixed 
at a higher average than eight a day) must be reckoned not 
by the day, but by the week, or even by the month; that 
provision must be made for accidents and cases of emergency. 
Moreover, it is generally conceded that the limitation of 
hours must not be applied to any particular trade or industry 
except at the expressed desire of those engaged in it. 

(b) That in regard to the difficult question of the cessa
tion of work at a fixed moment, and to the question of 
II overtime," the existing Factory Acts form a good and 
useful precedent. The hours during which women and 
young persons may work are strictly limited, but, without 

• See Factory and Workshop Act, 1878, especially the Schedules. The 
Act is most elaborate and minute, and places most extensive powers in the 
hands of the Home Secretary, powers which have already been extensively 
used. See note to No. 22. 
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infringement of the· principle,considerable elaSticity of 
administration exists;* 

«() That, just as now under the Factory Acts, it would 
be the duty of the employer so to arrange the work as to fall 
within the law. 

23.-That the "impossibility" argument was used against 
the Factory Acts and other labour-regulating Acts, as it is 
used against an Eight Hours law, yet they have all worked 
well and smoothly. 

24.-(a) That the Act would, as in the case of the 
Factory Acts, etc., be enforced by Inspectors. The penalty 
(when incurred) would, as now, fall on the employer. 

(6) That there would be no "class" legislation involved 
in thus penalising the employer. All labour legislation has 
been conducted on those lines, and the object of limiting 
hours is not to prevent a man from working as long as he 
chooses, but to prevent his being employed (to the detri
ment· of his fellows) in one occupation beyond a certain 

. number of hours a day. . 
25.-That a well-marked distinction can be drawn 

between Slate interference in the matter of hours, and 
State interference in the matter of wages. Hours can, if 
thought advisable, be regulated, wages cannot. 

26.-That there is no practical force in the argument 
that to admit the right of Parliament to reduce, would also 

• Under the Factory Acts (Factory and Workshop Act, 1878), "over
time" in certain 1rades, and under certain conditions, may be worked by 
women and young persons on a maximum of forty~ight days in any twelve 
months. The conditions are as follows: (I) Where the material, which 
is the subject of the manufacturing process or handicraft, is liable to be 
spoiled by the weather. (2) Where press of work arises at certain recur
ring'seasons of the year. (3) Where the business is liable to sudden press 
of orders, arising from unforeseen events. (4) Where the factory is driven 
by water-Power, and is liable to be stopped by floods. Again, in the case of 
certain perishable· articles, and in the case of factories driven by water
power, and liable to be stopped by drought, as much as CJ6 days' overtime 
in a twelvemonth is allowed in the case of the former where women 
alone, and in the-Cl!Se of the laUer where young persons are also employed. 
In the case of certain specified processes (Turkey red dyeing and open-air 
bleaching) employment may, for the prevention of accident or loss, con
tinue indefinitely under exceptional circumstances. Further, in regard to 
certain industries (where children, young persons, or women are employed), 
where the process is in an incomplete state at the end of the legal period of 
employment, work may continue for an additional half.hour over the legal 
limit, "provided that such further periods, when added to the total 
number of hours of the period of employment, do not raise that total 
above the number otherwise allowed under the ACL" 
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carry with it the right to increase the hours of manual 
labour j no' responsible Statesman would ever venture to 
propose an increase of hours. 

27.-(By some.) That at leastthe legal limitation of hours 
should be tried experimentally; for instance, in the case of 
mines and Government factories. If the system then proved 
to -be unworkable or disadvantageous, the step could be 
retraced; while, if successful, the principle could be gradu
ally applied to other trades and industries. 

28.-(a) That, under existing conditions, while many men 
are ruining themselves mentally and bodily by overwork, 
many others are suffering from inability to obtain work at all. 

(6) That the existence of these" unemployed" is a source 
of danger and detriment to the State. 

(c) That the reduction of hours, and the abolition of 
systematic" overtime," by leading to the employment of a 
larger number of persons, would greatly reduce the numbers 
of the "unemployed," and would distribute wages more 
evenly. 

29.-(a) That shorter hours would not necessarily or 
probably lead to. any reduction of wages. -

(6) That the rate of remuneration given for piece-work, 
or for work by the hour, varies with that for day-work, and 
would rise or fall accordingly. 

(c) (By some.) That wages would not fall, but would actually 
rise. The cause of low wages is over-competition for employ
ment. A reduction of hours would increase the demand (or 
labour, and labour would be in a better position to como, 
mand higher wages. 

31.1.-(a) That shorter hours, even though not followed 
by any, or a proportionate reduction of wages, would not in 
the end affect profits. 

(6) That during the last thirty or forty years· the hours 
of labour have been shortened, while wages have largely 
risen, and profits have increased. 

(c) That each reduction or curtailment o( hours, whether 
brought about by Factory Acts, or by agreement in a par
ticular industry or business, has been followed by an actual 
increase in the productiveness of individual workers. * 

• It Is asserted that an average factory hand produces far more at a 
lesser cost, working s61 hours a week, than was the case when the working 
hours amounted to 7a a week, 
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(tI) That long hours and low wages almost invariably go 
together. 

(e) That experience has shown that shorter hours mean 
more profitable labour, and more economical working. The 
speed and efficiency of work diminishes as the day advances, 
while the great majority of accidents occur near the close of 
the day's work j weariness makes a man less apt and less 
carefuL 

(f) That an individual worker might, and very likely 
would, produce more in a single day of ten or twelve hours, 
than one working eight hours only j but, by the end of the 
year, the latter would have produced more and better work. 

31.-(a) That there would be a considerable saving in 
the extra payments now made for "overtime" j a system of 
work uneconomical both to employer and employed. 

(6) That, with an eight hours day, there need be but one 
break for meals j and each break adds to the cost of working. 

(c) That where the system of "shifts" could be intro
duced or 'extended, the output would be materially increased, 
at a reduced proportionate cost. 

32.-(a) That the adoption of shorter hours would tend 
still more towards the disappearance of the smaller indus
trial establishments, and their replacement. by larger 
concerns. Thus the work would be carried Qn under more 
favourable physical and economic conditions. 

(6) . That attention would be turned towards the improve
ment of machinery, 'and production would be more rapid and· 
less costly than before. 

33.-That thus, on the whole, the amount of production 
would not be diminished, nor its cost increased. 

34.-That, even if there were a falling off in the 
individual productiveness of the worker, the number of 
workers would be increased j thus, that the present heavy 
burden on the community for the support of the "unem
ployed .. would be greatly reduced; and the new workers, 
being in receipt of regular wages, would become large con
sumers of home products. 

3s·-(a) That English commercial supremacy is no 
doubt greatly due to the adoption of th,e general principle 
of" Free Trade," and of non-interference in trade affairs on 
the part of the Executive. But this general principle has, 
time and again, to the advantage of the community, been 
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modified by innumerable restrictions on free' contract be
tween capital and labour. 

(6) That the restrictions imposed by the Factory Acts, 
the Mines Acts, etc., have not injured but have improved 
the condition of the industries to which they have been 
applied. 

(c) That the prophecies of the ruin that was to result from 
the limitation of hours in factories have all been falsified. 
While the condition of the workers has been greatly bet
tered, the commercial position has been improved, not 
impaired. 

36.-(a) That the question of cheapness of production 
as affectIng foreign competition is no doubt a grave one. 
But it is only in certain branches of our industries and 
trades that profits are in any way' affected by foreign com
petition. The railways, tramways, gasworks, shops, building 
trades, engineering trades, etc. etc., are not dominated by 
it, and here at least a legislative beginning might be made. 

37.-(a) That, even where the question of foreign com
petition does come in, its dangers are greatly exaggerated. 

(6) That long hours and low wages do not give a real 
'advantage in international competition. High wages, short 
hours, and the resulting improved mental and physical 
development, facilitate the introduction of more effective 
methods, and thus reduce the cost of production: 

(c) That, as a matter of fact, the severest competition 
comes from those trades and those countries in which the 
hours of labour are the shortest. The nation that possesses 
the most energetic, intelligent, and capable workmen will 
win in the end. 

(tl) That "general low wages never caused any country to 
undersell its rivals, nor did general high wages ever hinder 
it from doing so."· 

(e) That labour movements in this country are and will 
be ever more and more imitated abroad. Recent events 
have shown this to be the case, and that other nations are 
rapidly approaching our standard. ' 
\ 38.-That the question of working hours is becoming 
more and more an International one j and this is the best 
outlook for the future. 

39.-(a) That the limitation of hours would lead to a 
• Mill. 
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more uniform output year by year" and thus tend to 
diminish the great fluctuations in. trade, those inflations and 
depressions that are so injurious to all classes. 

(6) That the limitation of hours would lead to a more 
steady and equal production over the year, and thus tend to 
diminish the over-pressure at one period of the year, and the 
under-pressure at another. 

40.-(a) That the abolition of systematic "overtime" 
would tend to make work and wages more regular and less 
spasmodic. 

(6) That the existence of .. overtime" is largely due to 
the irregularity and uncertainty of employment. With a 
limitation of hours, these evils would tend to diminish. 

41.-That ifthe extra outlay on labour, due to limitation 
of hours, were not covered by increased production, the loss 
would fallon profits. In other words, there would be a 
somewhat fairer distribution of wealth, in itself an advan
tageous result. 

42'4a) That there is a good and sufficient margin of 
profit-witness the income-tax returns, the produce of the 
death duties, etc.-to bear any additional burden that might 
result from a limitation of hours. 

(6) That the tendency is generally towards a lower rate 
of mterest, and capital will be content in the future with 
lesser profits. 

43.-That while a few minor industries might suffer some
what from the enforced limitation of hours, they would soon 
recover: while, if they disappeared, their places would be 
taken by more indigenous, and consequently more robust 
industries. 

44--(a) That the manifold restrictive legislation already 
in existence has. 4t no way tended to drive capital abroad; 
and further restrictive legislation need not cause alarm. 

(6) That, indeed, capital is not really volatile. Capital 
cannot be easily withdrawn from business, nor can a trade or 
industry be easily transplanted. Many forms of "capital" 
-land, mines, railways, buildings, etc.-could not, in fact, 
possibly be removed from the country. . 

(c) That as legislative restrictions on hours WQuld be 
introduced but gradually, and with some elasticity of work
ing, trade would be able to adapt itself to the changed 
economic conditions. 
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45.-(a) That the chief argument of those who declare 
themselves in favour of shorter hours of work, but against 
legislative interference, is that the desired result can be, 
and should be, obtained by voluntary means, by arrange
ment and negotiation between employers and employec1, 
and especially by means of Trades Unions. 

(6) That by whatever means, voluntary or legislative, an 
eight hours day be obtained, the same economic results would 
ensue. The amount and the cost of production would be 
equally affected. If it is right, proper, and advantageous 
to secure an eight hours day by organisation, an eight hours 
day cannot be mischievous and disadvantageous if brought 
about by legislation. If it is advantageous in the one case, 
it is equally so in the other. 
- 46.-(a) That it may be fully admitted that if the ques
tion of hours could be settled by voluntary agreement, 
legislation would be inexpedient because unnecessary. But, 
under existing conditions, any such volunta.ry arrangement, 
if possible in a few, is impossible ill the vast majority of trades. 

(6) That it is preposterous to suppose that anything 
approaching a universal eight hours -day could ever be 
obtail\ed by the action of Trades Unions. At the best, 
success would be within. the bounds of possibility only 
in those particular trades which were wholly and· strongly 
organised. . 
- (c) That but a tithe of the workers are, as yet, members 
of any Trades Union. Of these Trades Unions, a very few 
only are strong in ~en or money, or powerful enough to 
deal effecti,'ely with the "hours" question. Others are 
weak and struggling, and almost helpless; while, in a vast 
number of trades, Unionism does not exist, and never can 
be effectively introduced or maintained. 

(a) That the object in view is to obtain reasonable hours 
of labour for all. Those who work the longest, and under 
the worst conditions,· require the first attention; yet it is 
just these trades in which the organisation of the workers 
is, as a rule, weak or non-existent, and in which it is hope
less to expect that greatly reduced hours can be obtained by 
voluntary means. 

(e) That to leave the question of hours solely to the 
action of Trades Unions is. to favour the strong at the 
expense of the weak. 
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47.-(By some.) That, though it would be inexpedient to 
interfere by law wIth the hours of work in those trades where 
the workers are well organised, and capable of negotiation· 
with the employers in regard to the conditions of labour, 
it might be expedient to interfere where the workers, work
ing excessive hours, are practically unable to combine, and 
acknowledge their helplessness by appealing to Parliament. 

48.-That, except in those very rare cases where the 
Trades Union comprises all the workers in a particular trade, 
a reduction of hours obtained by its means operates 

. unequally and unjustly, takes force in certain districts, and 
in the case of some of the workers, but not everywhere, nor 
in the case of all the workers in the particular trade. 

4g.-(a) That the Trades Unions have failed to regulate 
- trade matters of less difficulty than the question of hours
i.e., overtime, piecework, apprenticeship, etc. 

(6) That if Trades Unions were as universal and as 
powerful as alleged, they would surely have been left to 
settle by voluntary agreement the manifold other points 
affecting the conditions of labour on which the law has been 
evoked 

50 .-That, even if Trades Unions could impose tbeir own 
terms upon industry, it would be inexpedient, at any rate in 
some industries such as railways, gaswor~s, etc., that tbey 
should be able to do so without some limitation by law on 
their free action. 

SI.-(a) That where restrictions of hours have been 
obtained they have been conceded by the employers only 
under pressure and protest. _ 

(6) That the only effective method by which Trades 
Unions can obtain or retain shorter hours, is by the threat 
of, and, if necessary, recourse to a strike. 

(c) That industrial warfare, a strike with its retaliatory lock
out, involves wide-spread- suffering, loss and demoralisation 
to the men, great cost to the employer, and immense injury 
to the trade and to the community at large. It leads. to 
viol~nce and intimidation, to antagonism between one 
sechon of the workers-the strikers-and another-the 
"blacklegs"-and to the embitterment of the future relations 
between capital and labour. . 

. (tI) That the public deprecate strikes, and will not tolerate 
the intimidation without which a strike cannot be successful j 
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yet, short of legislation, a strike is the only leverage by 
means of which shorter hours can be obtained. Action by 
"voluntary effort" implies the advice, " Unite and strike," 

52 . .-That in many industries, such as railways, tramways, 
waterworks, gasworks, etc., the public interest demands that 
there should be no need to resort to strikes. 

53.-That the strike, after all, may not be ,successful, 
and all its attendant evils will have been undergone for no 
advantage, present or prospective. 

54.-(a) That advantages won by Trades Unions, at 
great cost and with great difficulty even in good times, are 
often lost when bad times come; and the whole battle has 
to be fought over again. 

(b) That, in either case, the struggle to fix a standard 
rate of hours· is certain to lead to constantly recurring 
fights between labour and capitaL . 

S5.-That the" elasticity" of voluntary agreement is just 
that which it is desirable to avoid. The" modifications" 
would be wholly in the interest of the employer. 

s6.-That, if the results desired could be obtained by 
legislation, the gain, econpmically, commercially, and indi
vidually, would be great. 

57.-(a) That it would be very expedient, looking to the 
future relations between capital and labour, if one fruitful 
cause of dispute could be removed. .' .. 

(6) That, moreover, shorter hours, by leading to extended 
education and greater intelligence on the part of the 
workers, would be more likely to result in the settlement of 
future labour disputes by conciliation and arbitration. 

S8.-(a) That the legislative enactment of a maximum 
period of work would not weaken the general position or 
prospects of Trades Unions; but, on the contrary, would 
leave them free to devote their energies to the question of 
wages, and to the settlement of the other conditions of 
employment. All questions in dispute between labour and 
capital would not have disappeared because a maximum 
number of hours had been fixed by. law; while Trades 
Unions would still be required to secure the enforcement of 
the laws relating to labour. . 

(6) That greater leisure would give greater opportunity to· 
the workers to strengthen and perfect their organisation. 

(c) That legislative interference in . the conditions of 
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labour has in no way weakened the position of the Trades 
Unions in those trades to which it has been applied. * 

59.-(a) That Trades Unions are, after al~ only a means to 
an end, and even. if it were true that the legisl;ltive limitation 
of hours would weaken their position, it would be simply 
because one of the chief reasons for their existence had 
disappeared. 

(6) That, again, it must be remembered that only a very 
small proportion of the working population is properly 
organised; and, even if a few Trades Unions were weakened 
by legislative interference, the working classes as a whole 
would have gained in the matter of their hours of 
labour. 

6o.-(By some.) That it is a very suspicious circumstance 
that capitalists and employers, who in the past have always 
denounced Trades Unions as tyrannical and coercive, and 
have done their best to destroy them, now hold them up as 
the salvation of the working classes. They know well that 
no great reduction of the working hours can ever be 
obtained by means of Trades Unions alone. 

6I.-(a) That the proposal is' no more socialistic than 
much of our social legislation. 

(6) That" we are all socialists now." 
6z.-That the argument that a legislative eight hours day 

would soon be reduced to four, or even three, need not be 
considered, inasmuch" as it is not proposed to abrogate, by 
.tfct of Parliament, the common sense of the nation. 

63.-(a) That, in the Australian Colonies, the eight hours 
day prevails and is all but universal. . 

(6) That, though it is not statutory, it has the force of law, 
and works admirably, to the advantage of the whole com
munity. 

. (c) That "In Australia the effect of the Eight Hour, 
and in the Cape the Nine Hour day, is socially conserva
tive-that is to say, the 'comfort conferred by it, upon 
the working classes, prevents agitation for revolutionary 
change."t 

64-That it is not a fact that similar laws in the United 
States have failed. Those laws fixed a "normal" day, in 
the abse.nce o~ agreement to the contrary, and did not, 

• See also No. 10 (6), 
t Dilke's .. Problems of Greater Britain," 
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as is proposed here, fix a maximum day, any a"areemeIit to 
the contrary notwithstanding .. 

On the other hand, it is contended :-

I.-(a) That while a reduction in the hours of labour is' 
no doubt expedient and desirable, this object can only 
be satisfactorily and advantageously attained by voluntary 
effort. . 

(b) That public opinion is strongly set in favour of shorter 
hours, and is gradually making itself felt in that direction. 
That the best guarantees for the improvement of' the con
ditiop.s of labour lie in temperance, education, co-operation, 
Boards of Conciliation, etc. 

(c) That, as a matter of ' fact, the hours of labour on the 
average are being gradually shortened. 

(d) That neither poverty nor mortality is increasing, but 
they are, on 'the contrary, diminishing in proportion to the 
popUlation. 

2.-(a) That it is not possible to say what should be the, 
ultimate maximum hours of labour in any particular 
industry, and it is unreasonable to allege that all trades 
could or should be treated alike, in respect of the hours of 
work. 

(b) (By some.) That greater leisure would only mean to 
many workers a greater temptation to drinking and ex
travagance, and be therefore more of a curse than a blessin~ 
both to the men and to their families. ' 

3.-(a) That Parliament cannot provide a remedy for all 
the many ills which arise from the struggle for exist-
ence. ' 

(b) That Parliament ought not to be called upon to inter
fere in matters in which the people are, or reasonably ought 
to be, able to protect themselves. 

(c) That Parliament should not attempt to regulate the 
relations between employer and employed, except for the 
purpose of preventing fraud, preserving health, or securing 
safety to life and limb. 

(d) That Parliament is not competent to deal with the 
delicate relations of labour, capital, trade, and commerce; 
ignorant interference is certain to work mischief. 

4,-That freedom, of contract, and individual liberty, 
should be left unfettered by law. 
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5.-(a) That each man has an absolute ownership in his 
own muscles and his own brain, which must not be in-
Cringed. . 

(b) That his labour is to a working man his only capital; 
and to interfere with his right to use this capital to the best 
advantage amounts to confiscation. . 

(c) That many workers would rather work twelve hours 
a day than eight; and it would be tyranny to compel them 
against their will to reduce their hours. 

6.-That to treat grown-up men as incapable of pro
tecting their own interests, 'would be an aspersion on the 
working classes; would disastrously weaken their self
reliance and manly independence, and would seriously 
re-act on the national character. -

7.-That no one advocates unrestricted lat'ssez fat're. The 
question oC legislative interference is one oC degree, inter
ference is justified only for the prevention of widespread 
misuse or mischief. 

8.-That all recent legislation in regard to labour has 
been in the direction of extending, nof of contracting, the 
liberty of the working classes. 

9.-(a) That the Factory and similar Acts have been 
dictated by motives of health ana humanity; not with. a 
view to interCere . with freedom of con'tract and individual 
liberty. 

(b) That the Factory Acts apply directly only to women, 
yOllng persons, and children-to those persons, namely, who 
are not in a position to protect themselves. _ 

(c) That the Truck Act is directed against fraud, and is 
. in no way an attempt to regulate the ordinary relations 
of labour and capital 

lo.-That in regard to Sunday labour, trade, in deveiop-
. ing, has adopted itself to the immemorial usage of preter

mitting work on the seventh day. If Sunday labour were 
customary, a sudden stoppage of such work would' be 
attended with all the evils that would follow the introduc
tion of an universal Eight Hours Law. • 

n.-That, as yet, we have no authoritative definition as 
to what is meant by an Eight Hours Law, or how it is' to 
be carried out. (i,) Is the limit of work to be eight hours 
each day, or 48 hours each week? If the latter, is the worker 
or the employer free to apportion the time over the week 1 
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(ii.) Are the eight hours to constitute an absolute maximum; 
or is "overtime" to be allowed; and, if so, 'under what 
conditions? (iii.) Are the eight hours to include the time 
of actual work only, <,>r the intervals when the men may be 
going to their work or "standing by" ? (iv.) Are the hours 
necessarily to be consecutive? (v.) Are meal-times to be 
included? (vi.) Are "shifts" to be allowed? (vii.) What 
arrangements will be made, and how, for overtime in case 
of accidents, emergency, or exceptional pressure? (viii.) 
How is it going to be applied in the case of those trades in 
which the pressure of work is greater at some periods of the 
year than at others? (ix.) Is the Act to be applied to those 
working at home, as well as to those working in factories and 
workshops? (x.) Is it to apply equally to those employed 
in arduous, trying, and dangerous work, and to those 
employed in light and healthy work? (xi.) Is it to be 
confined to manual workers; and, if so, why are brain
workers to be excluded from the benefits of the Act? 

I2.-(a) That it is probable that no Eight Hours Law 
could be enforced in regard to any particular trade, and 
it is certain that it could not be universally applied. 

(b) That, unless the Act were universally applied, it would 
be grossly inequitable. . 

I3.-(a) That to make the Act operative at all; so many' 
exceptions and exemptions, and so much, elasticity of 
working would have to be introduced, that the principle 
would be destroyed, and the supposed advantages rendered 
nugatory. ' 

(b) (By some.) That no amount of elasticity would. render 
such an Act practicably workable in any trade. 

14.-(a) That it would be absurd and unfair to attempt 
to apply one uniform standard of hours to different indus
tries; or, under varying circumstances, at different places, 
and at different times, to the same industries. 

(b) That there is no particular virtue in II eight hours" ; 
some manual labour is light, other arduous; some occupa
tions are healthy, others unhealthy; some labour is purely 
mechanical, other involves. the continual application of 
thought and attention. An eight hours day might be too 
long in one industry, and far too short in another. 

Is.-(a) That, in one industry, a sufficient wage might be 
earned with the working day limited to eight hours; while, in 
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many others, the worker would find it impossible, under 
such a restriction, to earn even a bare subsistence wage: 

(b) That the weaker and less experienced worker, who 
now, by working longer hours, is able to earn decent wages, 
would be prevented froin so doing. • 

(c) That in many industries, indeed in most, there is 
necessarily and unavoidably much greater activity at certain 
periods of the year than at others. The application of a 
rigid eight hours day over the whole year would cripple or 
destroy such trades. 

(d) That, similarly, in other industries, trade is busiest on 
certain days in the week or month, and a uniform eight 
hours day could not be applied. 

(e) That in. some industries (mines especially) it is not 
possible to continue output in anticipation of a demand. 
Thus work is often at a standstil~ in consequence of a tem
porary Qr accidental faI1ing-o~ in the demand. Under a 
legal limitation of hours,. neither the employer nor the 
worker would be able, when the orders came, to make up 
the deficiency of output. and the loss of profits and wages, 
due to the period of enforced idleness. 

(f) That, in the nature of things, the workers in many 
trades have, after reporting themselves, to go some distance 
to their work; while, in others, through.no fault of their own 
or of their employer, they have constantly to "stand off" 
for considerable periods in the day. Not to allow them to 
make up the time thus lost, would involve great hardship 
and inequality. 

(g) That in the case of many classes of workers-for 
iristance, sailors, engine-drivers, etc.-an eight hours day 
could not possibly be applied. 

16.-That it would be a gross injustice to forbid a man 
from doing his best to earn all he could for himself, his wife 
and family, because his neighbour had less energy or fewer 
wants. • 

17.-{a) That public opinion would never permit such 
an extension of the criminal law as to make it a penal 
offence for an adult man to work after the clock had struck 
a certain hour. 

(b) That humanity would revolt from the idea of a man's 
being punished because he attempted to work additional 
hours in order to earn something extra to make up the 
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deficiency caused by sickness, accident, or previous slackness 
of work. . 

IS.-That, even in those trades in which, under ordinary 
circumstances,an eight, hours day might constitute a proper 
limit, a legal restriction would, in times of depression or in 
times of activity, be totally at variance with the interests 
both of men and masters. 

I9.-(a) That such an exasperating law would be con
stantly evaded by collusion between masters and men. It 
would either become a dead letter, or, in order to meet the 
constant efforts at evasion that would be. made, have to be 
made ever stricter and more penal. -

(b) That it would be quite impossible to prevent" over
time," at an increased rate of wages, from being worked. 

(c) That the existing Factory and other similar Acts are 
not easily administered, yet they apply simply to female and 
infant labour, and to that onty where- congregated together 
and easily supervised and inspected. The difficulties of 
enforcing a still more stringent- law, of applying it to adult 
male labour, and of extending it to all classes of workers 
would be insuperable. 

20.-That in order to carry out the great extension of the 
Factory Acts proposed, a very heavy administrative cost 
would be involved to the community. 

2I.-(a) That to make the employer only, and riot the 
employed, liable for a breach of the law, would be class 
legislation of the worst description. 

(b) That the existing Factory Acts were passed for the 
protection of women and infants; the assumption being 
that the employer was the stronger party, p.nd") should 
therefore be made liable for any breach of law. 

22.-(a) That, if Parliament once interfered with the 
hours of adult labour, it would be called upon to interfere 
with wages and prices. It could not leave a man to starve 
on four days in the week, while it protected him from over· 
exertion on the other two. It could not . logically prohibit 
an employer from giving nine hours' employment one day, 
yet allow him to close his works altogether _ on the 
next. 

(b) That thus, logically and inevitably, interference with 
the hours of work would lead to the adoption and appli
cation of the socialistic idea that the State should nationalise 
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the materials of production, and contIol the industrial and 
commercial interests of the country. 

23.-(a) That the whole question is really a wages 
question. The demand for a legal e,ight hours day is simply 
at bottom a demand for further and better pay for" over
time." The working classes do not object to overtime work 
if they are paid extra for it. 

(6) That if overtime were prohibited, the employer and 
employed would continue to evade the Act j if it were 
allowed, the State would then have to decide at what 
additional rate .. overtime" should be paid, otherwise the 
proposed limitation of hours would be rendered nugatory, 
for men would be compelled to work additional hours at the 
ordinary rate of wages. 

24--(a) That any attempt radically -to interfere with the 
relations between employer and employed, and to intIoduce 
a east-irOn limitation of hours, would be economically 
disastrous. It would involve, a reduction in wages, a 
diminution in profits, an inorease in the cost of production j 
and would constitute a serious blow to trade and commerce. 

(6) That the first to suffer would be the working classes 
themselves. Industries would be ruined, capital would be 
driven away, manufacturers would transfer their business 
and plant abroad, while the workers would still have to 
remain in the country. State interference would increase 
the distress it was intended to relieve. 

2s.-That the position of England as a manufacturing 
nation, and her commercial supremacy, is due to the fact, 
that Parliament has refrained from meddling with the re
lations of trade or commerce, and has left private enterprise 
unfettered. 

26.-(0) That foreign competition dominates all labour 
questions. . 

(6) That England is not a self-supporting and self
supplying nation. She depends largely for her existence on 
her foreign and shipping tIade j. and that trade depends for its 
existen~e on the cheapness and quality of production, on the 
enterpnse of traders, and on a large available supply of capital. 

(c) That a legal limitation of the hours of labour would 

• Annual Foreign Trade. 1889: Exports, 1.315.000:000; Imports. 
£4.8•000•000 ; Total. £743.000.000. Number of British Ships, 17.550; 
Tonnage, 1,641,000. .. 
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increase the cost of production, impede the course of trade, 
and discourage the investment of capital at home. 

27.-(a) That our traders have to meet ever-increasing 
foreign competition; and we cannot afford to run any risks 
of losing our hold over those foreign markets which we still 
supply with goods. . 

(6) That, already, British labour has to compete with 
foreign labour working a larger average number of hours 
at a lesser average wage; the inequality cannot safely be 
increased 

(c) That the cotton trade especially has, of late years, 
become subject to the severe competition of Indian opera
tives working enormously long hours at very low wages; 
further to restrict the hours in England would be disastrous 
to this trade. 

28.-That the trade of the country is so inextricably 
interdependent, that it is not possible to distinguish between 
those industries into which an element of foreign competition 
enters and those entirely free from it. To apply a limitation 
of hours to any industry would react on all, 

29.-(a) That competition, both at home and abroad, 
has already cut down profits on the . average to the lowest 
possible point; there is no margin for a further reduction. 

(6) That capital is very sensitive and easily driven from 
one industry into another, or transferred from one country 
to another. 

(c) That, from national and patriotic motives, many capital
ists and traders are content to receive a lesser interest on 
their money invested at home than they could obtain with 
equal security if it were invested abroad: a further rcrduction 
in profits would counteract this tendency and drive capital 
abroad. '. 

(d) That, thus, while industries at home would be starved 
or ruined, competing industries abroad would be stimulated 
and encouraged; and English trade would be doubly 
affected •. 

(e) (By some.) That, already, large amounts of manu
factured goods, which could and should be made at home, 
come into this country from abroad. To increase the cost 
of production here would give the foreigner a complete 
control over the home, as well as over the neutral markets. 

30.-(a) That reduced hours would mean a proportional 
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reduction in wages. In many cases, where the reduction of 
hours brought about was very great~;.e., from twelve or 
fourteen to eight-the wages earned would not be sufficient 
to keep body and soul together. 

(6) That as labour is to a large extent paid, not by the 
week or by the day, but by the hour or under a system of 
piecework, a reduction of hours would, in these cases, be 
equivalent to a reduction of wages. . 

(c) That the abolition of "overtime," which is usually 
paid at a higher rate, would mean a considerable reduction 
in the wages ·of many workers, especially affecting the best 
and most skilled. 

3I.-(a) That, if a reduction of hours .involved a pro
portionate reduction of wages, and the present amount of 
wages were merely to be spread over a larger number of 
persons, the workers, as a whole, would be worse off than 
before. There would be a larger number working at starva
tion wages j there would a general lessening of the pur
chasing power, and of the standard of living of the working 
classes, . 

(6) 'That (this being so) the assumption on which the 
proposal for eight hours is founded, is that the individual 
wages would remain the same as before, or be but very 
slightly reduced, and that a larger number of persons 
would be employed, thus considerably increasing the total 
wages paid ! 

32.-That, if wages are not to be proportionately 
diminished, and if a greater number of persons are to be 
employed, the output must be proportionately enla,rged, or 
else the cost of production would be largely increased. 

33.-(a) That it is impossible that the output could be 
increased proportionately to the increased cost. In certain 
arduous, unhealthy, or trying industries, the productive 
power of labour is doubtless not diminished and may be 
even increased by the shortening of hours j but this "profit
able point has already, for the most part or altogether, been 
reached j and there is little scope for the further economical 
reduction of hours. . 

(6) That, if it were true that shortened hours of labour 
were not inconsistent with, or would even bring about 
increased production, such a result would speedily be 
attained by mutual agreement. Reduction of hours would 
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take place through the free -play of the opposing forces of 
employer and employed. 

(c) That many industries are of such a nature, or the sub
division of labour in them has been carried so far, that long 
hours of labour do not seriously affect the efficiency of the 
worker. 

(d) That, in the past, much of the cost resulting from the 
gradual reduction of hours and increase of wages, has been 
met by improvement in machinery, better organisation, 
greater sub-division of labour, greater combination of 
capital, etc. These - reforms have been carried to such 
perfection that there is little scope for further economy in 
that direction. 

34.-(a) Thatthe probabilities are that there would be an 
actual diminution of output. A system of shifts is only 
possible in a few industries; and even where possible it is 
not desirable, involving as it does unnatural hours of labour. 

(6) That where shifts were not or could not be worked, 
-it would seldom or ever be possible· to maintain the 
present hours of work in a particular industry, by the em
ployment of additional labour to complete the normal- time 
in excess of eight hours. The hours of work would have 
to be reduced to eight all round, involving considerable 
additiol1al expense in working. 

35.~Thal, even if there were an increased output, profits 
could not be maintained. Neither at home nor abroad 
can the demand for goods be arbitrarily stimulated. A 
largely increased demand could only follow (though it 
would not necessarily do so) on a substantial reduction 
of prices; and a reduction of prices would deprive the 
capitalist of the profit it was necessary for him to receive 
on his whole output, in order to compensate him} for his 
heavier labour bill 

36.-That thus, in eyery way, the cost of production 
would be greatly increased. 

37.-That the increase in the cost of production, besides 
injuring the foreign trade of the country, would raise the 
price of all articles of consumption at home. Thus, the 
purchasing power of income and of wages would be 
reduced, conslimption would be checked, and the demand 
for goods diminished; a lessened demand for labour would 
ensue, and would be followed by a fall in wages. _ 
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38.-(a) That if production were diminished, there would 
be fewer, not more, openings for the "unemployed." 

(6) That if production remained the same, the employ
ment of the unemployed would imply either the division 
amongst them of a portion of the present wage fund, or an 
increase in the cost of production, consequent on !In 
increase in the total amount of wages paid. 

(c) That room for the unemployed could only be found 
by increasing production. An increase of production, side 
by side with the limitation of the hours of the individual, 
would involve a considerabl~ increase in the cost of pro
duction, which would, as before, reduce the demand for 
goods, and seriously affect trade and commerce. 

39.-That a forced limitation of hours would tend to the 
adoption of still more efficient labour~saving machines, and 
thus, in the end, less, not more, labour would be employed. 

40.-That, in any case, there would be but little opening 
for the "unemployed." So far as these are workers at all, 
they consist mostly of unskilled labourers; whereas it is in 
the skilled industries especially that a limitation {)f hours 
would tend to increase the demand for labour. 

4I.-That, with hours limited by law, it would be neces
sary, in time of emergency or pressure, partly to employ 
outsiders; these men would be unaccustomed to the work, 
and in many industries their sudden introduction would be 
both difficult and dangerous. 

42.-(a) That limitation of hours, by the employment of 
a larger nnmber of persons, would tend enormously to 
increase production in times of activity; and the dismissal 
of these persons in times of depression would intensify the 
depression and distress. Instead of trade being steadied, 
fluctuations would be increased. 

(6) That a mere reduction of hours would not tend to 
regularise output; while it would constantly prevent urgent 
orders from being accepted or executed. . 

43.-That pressure of work at certain periods of the 
year would involve, with limited hours, the influx of 
additional population into certain centres at the busy 
times. When the slack period came, these families would 
have again either to migrate, or to be maintained from the 
rates. In either case, distress and destitution would ensue .. 

44--(a) That all questions of hours should be left to be 
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settled by voluntary effort and private arrangement. Thus, 
alone, can proper elastiCity of working be assured, labour 
obtain its proper reward, capital its fair profit, and trade 
continue in its natural course. Thus, alone, will the 
advantages arising from shortened hours be secured, and 
the evils arising from a cast-iron system be avoided. 

(b) That there is all the difference in the world between 
the economic effect of a change in the relations of labour 
and capital brought about by voluntary agreement, and that 
brought about by legislation. 

(c) That, in the former case, if experience showed that . 
the action taken was injurious, the step could be easily 
retraced. To repeal an Act is always difficult; and while 
commercially necessary, it might be politically impossible. 

45.-(a) That when trade is exceptionally brisk or ex
ceptionally depressed, the hours of labour require to be 
modified by, and adapted to, the varying conditions of trade. 

(b) That the reduction of hours obtained by the efforts of 
Trade Unions 'would not be in jeopardy at times of de
pression. Output is then, as a rule, restricted, not increased, 
and half-time, not overtime, is worked. The shorter hours 
would be more in jeopardy in times when trade was good 
and wages high; and a legal limitation of hours would 
prevent the working classes from reaping a rich and legiti-
mate harvest. .. .. 

46.-(a) That all impediments in the way ·of .'the com
bination of labour have been removed. The working 
classes, by means of their Trades Unions, have already done 
much to improve the conditions of labour. Trades Unions 
are rapidly increasing in numbers and in influence, and the 
question of a reduction of hours of labour is best left in 
their hands to be obtained by negotiation with the em-
ployer. . 

(b) That it does not follow because Trades Unions have 
not still further succeeded in reducing the hours of labour, 
that they cannot do so. The workers appreCiate that, 
without disturbance and injury to trade, a reduction of hours 
can only take place gradually, and cannot with advantage 
proceed beyond a certain point. 

47.-That the maximum tends to become a minimum, 
and it would be unfair to the working men-miners for 
instance-who had already. by their own exertions, obtained 
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a reduction of hours below eight, to enact an eight hours 
day. 

48.-(a) That the danger of an universal strike is mythical. 
That, at the worst, an universal strike would be a lesser evil 
than an ubiquitous inspector. . 

(b) That the tendency of the time is towards a settlement 
of disputes between labour and capital by peaceful means 
rather than by industrial warfare. 

49.-(a) That Trades Unions are of great advantage to 
the workmen and to the cause of labour generally, and 
anything that would tend to weaken their position, extension, . 
and influence, would be very disadvantageous. 

(b) That the passing of an Eight Hours Law, by removing 
one. of the principal incentives to their formation and 
support, and by making the working classes less self-reliant, 
would do much to weaken the desire for, and the efficiency 
of Trades Unions. 

(c) That where Trades Unions are strong, it has been in 
spite, not in consequence, of legislative interference with 
trade; their strength is due to increased education and 
intelligence, improved earnings, shorter hours, industrial 
freedom, and political power. 

so.-(a)· That to admit the right of Parliament to reduce 
the hours of labour would be to admit its right to increase· 
them. 

(b) (By some.f That it would establish the right of 
Parliament to interfere with the ordinary relations between 
employer and employed. 

Sl.-That if the State interfered to curtail the hours of 
labour, an irresistible demand would be advanced by the 
employer and the capitalist for protection against his foreign 
rivals. 

S2.-(a) That the eight hours day in Australia, where 
alone it prevails, is founded on custom, not on law. 

(b) That, even there, " overtime" to a large extent 
prevails. 

(c) That the conditions under which an eight hours day 
is worked are wholly different to those existing in England. 
Labour is not abundant, pr.otectiori for the most part 
prevails, trade and competition, especially foreign com· 
petition, are limited. 

. (d) That, even in Australia, the problem of the "un· 
K 
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employed" has in no way been solved by the, introduction 
of an eight hours day. 

53.-(a) That in those continental countries where at
tempts have been made to limit the hours of labour, the 
hours allowed by law are very long;* while the Executive 
has the power, which is freely exercised, of allowing a 
prolongation even of these hours. , 

(b) Thatwhile laws to limit hours have been adopted in 
some of the States of the United States of America, they 
are either a dead letter, or evaded and rendered nugatory 
by unlimited" overtime." 

54.-That the principle of an eight hours day once con
ceded, a demand would immediately spring up to reduce 
the working day by legislation to seven, six, or even a lesser 
number of hours. 

55.-(By some.) That it is a socialistic idea, and on that 
ground should be resisted. .. 

56.-That any reduction or hours of labour is at the best 
but a palliative. The real problem to be faced is the 
problem of over-population. 

AN EIGHT ,HOURS LAW FOR MINERS. 

The Eight Hours Bill for Minerst is also specifically sup
ported on the grounds ~ :-

I.-That miners work under exceptionally unfavourable 
conditions, and coal-mining forms a class of work apart by 
itself. 

2.-(a) That eight hours of such arduous, perilous, and 
* Australia, 12 hours; France, 12 hours; Switzerland, II hours. 
tThe Bill (introduced by Mr. William Abraham, and" backed" by 

Messrs. Pickard, Randall, Cremer, etc.) contains two operative clauses 
only, as follows :- , 

2. A person shall not, in anyone day of twenty-four hours, be' employed 
underground in any mine for a period exceeding eight hours, from the time 
of his leaving the surface of the ground to the time of his ascent thereto, 
except iti case of accident. , 

3. Any employer, or the agent of any employer, employing or permitting 
to be employed any person in ~ontravention of this enactment, shall be 
liable to a penalty not exceeding forty sllillings for each offence, to be 
recovered in the same manner in which any penalty under the Acts relating 
to factories and workshops is recoverable. 

:I: See. in addition, most of the arguments already given in favour of a 
general Eight Hours Bill, which will not be repeated. ' 
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unhealthy work as that of coal-mining underground is quite 
enough, if not too much, for any man. 

(6) That, though in a considerable number of cases the 
miners work less, the bulk of them work more than eight 
hours a day.-

3.-That most of the arguments effective against a 
general Eight Hours Law, are entirely beside the inark in 
regard to miners; the bulk of them already work on the 
average but little more than eight hours a day. t 

4.-That as a very large proportion of miners already 
work but little more than eight hours, and many of them 
less, a legal limitation of hours would in their case involve 
the minimum of disturbance. 
, 5.-That the principle of legislative interference with the 

working of mines is already admitted, inasmuch as the 
mining industry is regulated in every detail. To extend 
these regulations so as to include the question of hours, 
would be to carry interference but one step further. 

6.-That mines can with facility be inspected and 
supervised; regulations affecting them can therefore be 
easily and effectively carried out. 

7.-(a) That the reduction of output (if any) would be 
very slight, seeing tbat the average hours of work are in 
fact already but little over eight. 

(6) That there would be no difference in the effect on the 
public and on the price, whether an eight hours day were 
obtained by legislation ~r by the action of Trades Unions; 

• An elaborate Parliamentary Return (No, 284 of 18go) gIves tbe number 
of hours and days worked by all classes of workers employed in mines, 
stated by counties and groups of counties. The return cannot be properly 
analysed in a short note, Taking the number of hours worked at the 
face in coal-mines, it appears that the longest average number of hours per· 
day actually worked is 8'40 in Leict'stersbire, and tbe sbortest 5'66 in 
Durbam. The average number of hours per day from bank to bank are 
respectively 9'58 and 1'23, and this on 4'81 <'ays per week in the former 
case, and 5''16 in the latter. 

An interesting return issued by the Miners' Federation (November, .8go) 
gives particulars of 679 collieries, with the following results, as obtained by 
the check-weighers and lodge secretaries :-

Colliers' hours at face. " • 8 h. 2S! m. 
]~oys' n tI • • • • 8 h. 48 m. 
Labourers' ., J, • . • • • 8 h. 49 m. 

In addition, the average time spent in travelling underground was 39 minutes. 
On these figures the net average reduction in the length of the working day, 
if the Eight Hours Bill for Miners became law, would be 65 minutes, or 
12\ per cent. 

t See previous note. 
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yet it is almost universally admitted that an eight hours day 
obtained by voluntary means would be· advantageous. 

(c) That, carried to its logical conclusion, the diminution 
of output argument would justify any possible prolongation 
of working hours in mines. 

8.-(By some.) That our supplies of coal are limited, 
and anything that would tend to limit output, while at the 
same time improving the condition of the miners, would be 
advantageous. 

9.-That experience has already shown that coal-mining 
would not cease to be profitable under an eight hours day. 

Io.-(a) That the vast majority of miners are in favour 
of a legislative eight hours day. 

(b) That, knowing the conditions under which it is worked, 
they believe that the mining industry could be everywhere 
practically and profitably carried on under an eight hours 
system. 

II.-That the supposed difficulties 01 organising the 
work above ground and below ground, if a legal limitation· 
of hours were applied to those working underground, would 
disappear if the law were passed. The work would be 
so arranged (as is already the case in many mines) that 
the different classes of labour could .be fairly and fully 
employed. . 

12.-That practically coercion would be necessary in 
the case of very few of the owners; they would, for the most 
part, gladly fall in with the limitation, if their competitors 
were equally affected. 

J3.-That the only way, other than by Parliamentary 
interference, in which miners can obtain a universal eight 
hours day, is by a universal strike. Such a strike is already 
threatened, and would mean the serious dislocation of every 
industry and trade in the kingdom. Peaceful legislation 
would be more expedient and more effective than such 
industrial warfare. 

14.-That, even during the last fifty years, the miners 
.have been more and more protected, and their work regu
lated; yet they are certainly not less independent and 
self-reliant than any other workers; and their Trades 
Unions have ever increased and flourished. 

Is.-(a) That the legal enactment of a ma.'timum 
number of hours of labour could not conceivably lead to 
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its adoption also as a minimum where already a lesser 
number of hours were worked. The tendency would, on 
the contrary. be still further to reduce the hours all round. 

(6) That the shorter hours worked in certain mines have 
not prevented their successful competition with other mines. 
If the working day elsewhere were compulsorily limited, the 
reduction of hours in these mines could be carried still 
further. 

16.-(By some.) That the peculiar position of the-mining 
industry, and the fact that a legislative restriction of hours -
could be there applied with the minimum of disturbance, 
makes it a suitable subject for an experiment, with a view 
to seeing whether the principle of legislative interference 
with the hours of adult male labour could be safely and 
satisfactorily introduced. 

On the other hand, it is contended * :-
r.-(a} That, already, the miners actually work on the 

average but little over eight hours a day; while very many 
work less than eight hours. 

(6) That if it be inexpedient to put in motion the vast 
machinery of compulsory legislation for the benefit of those 
working long hours, still less should it be invoked for the 
sake of a reduction of but a few minutes of labour a day in 
a particular industry. 

2.-(a) That the miners have already, by voluntary effort, 
reduced their hours of labour almost to, in some cases 
below, the limit suggested;. the further reduction required 
would be best effected by their Trades Unions. 

(6) That the Miners' Trade Unions are the most power
ful in the kingdom, and if they can show that. a universal 
reduction of hours to eight, in all mine~, would benefit the 
workers, and not seriously injure the owners, they can 
obtain further reduction by the pressure of their Associa
tions. 

3.-(a) That mines vary enormously in ease of working, 
depth of shaft, proximity of coal to shaft, unhealthiness, 
danger, heat, etc., and no cast-iron rule of hours can be 
uni\"er~al1y applied. 

(6) That, in the invividual mine, the work of some men 
• See, in addition, most of the arguments already given against a general 

Eight Hours Bill, whicl. will no~ be repealed. 
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is easier than that of others, while some are employed much 
nearer the pit-shaft than others; an Eight Hours Law 
reckoned from bank to bank, and applied equally to all 
underground work, would act most unequally and un
justly. 

(c) That the deeper mines, and those more difficult and 
expensive to work, can only be profitably worked by the 
employment of the men for a longer period than in the case 
of mines more favourably circumstanced. 

4.-(a) That the term" miners" does not cover nearly the 
whole of those employed. Besides the hewers, there are 
many other workers employed below ground, and many 
others above ground, whose daily task and wage is de
pendent on the output of the hewers. All of these would 
be seriously and adversely affected by any limitation of 
the hours of the hewers. 

(b) That in consequence of the diversity and inter
dependence of the work, the same number of hours cannot 
be worked by all the different classes of labour employed 
in mines. A limitation of eight hours, for instance, iQ. the 
case of the drawers, who work underground, would involve 
a lesser number of hours than eight on the part of the 
hewers. It would be impossible, under an Eight Hours 
Law, so to organise the work of the mine that each class 
of labour above and below ground should be fully and fairly 
~~~d . 

s.-(a) That, in practice, the difficulties of introducing 
a system of additional shifts would be enormous. The 
cost, also, would be very great; more men would be 
required to do a given quantity of work. The system of 
shifts is in itself u.ndesirable, as involving night work. 

(b) That, in many places, the short hours worked by the 
miners are simply due to the existence of a double shift. 
If shifts were forbidden, or if these men were expected to 
work longer hours, the double shift would be abolished, and 
thousands of men would be thrown out of work. 

6.-That, in consequence of a temporary and accidental 
falling-off in the demand, collieries are often for days 
together laid idle. The best coal cannot, without de
terioration, be worked and stacked in contemplation of 
a demand; and, under a legal limitation of hours, neither 
owners nor men would be. able to make lip a temporary 
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deficiency of output or loss of wages caused by enforced 
idleness. 

7.~That a system of piece-work generally prevails in 
mines; and thus, under a legal limitation of hours, the 
men, being forced to work a shorter time, would be able to 
earn less wages. 
8.~ That, under the Mines Regulation' Acts, a miner must 

make his working-place safe before he leaves it, and the 
coal must not be so left that it impedes the air course. If 
this necessary work is included within the legal limit, the 
operation of the law will fall very unequally on different 
workers; if not, it would give opportunity for evasion of 
the law. . 

9.-(a) That either the miners working shorter hours 
would produce less coal, and so increase the cost of pro
duction ; or it would be necessary to introduce a system of 
increased shifts, and to b~ing in additional workers. 

(b) That, in the former case, the public would suffer by 
an increase in the price of coal; in the latter, the miners 
themselves, especially in times of depression, would suffer 
from the great overstocking of the labour market that would 
ensue. 

lo.-That the mine· owners; having to pay the Jame or 
larger fixed charges on a smaller output, would have their 
profits greatly curtai~d or altogether destroyed, and many 
mines would be closed. 

II.-(a) That th~ public at large, and the working 
classes especially, would suffer greatly from the rise that 
would take place in the price of coal, caused by the 
restriction of the output. 

(b) That coal and coal-mining lie at the heart and root 
of our commercial and industrial supremacy; and the trade 
of the country would suffer severely from the general 
increase that would ensue in the cost Qf pro<;luction through 
any restriction of output. 

Il!.-That an eight hours maximum would tend to 
become an eight hours minimum; and the hours of those' 
miners who now work less than eight 'hours a day would 
tend to increase. 

I3.-That very many miners are opposed to legislative 
.interference in the matter of hours, and it would be unjust 
to coerce them. . 
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14.-That the reduction of hours that has taken place in 
the case of miners has been due to a desire to limit output, 
and not from a desire to reduce the hours of work. 

15.-That the principle of legislative interference with 
the hours of work of adult male labour once admitted 
in the casl< of miners, wodd be extendc;d and applied else
where. 

THE END. 
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Dare Don Quixote, The. With about 400 IlIu~trations by GUSTAva 

DORE. C"~ap Edill'tm. Bevelled boards, gilt edges, lOS. 6d. 
Dort! Gallery, The. With 250 Illustrations by DORE. -.to.42S. 
Dore's Dante's Inferno. Illustrated by GUSTAVE DORa. With Preface 

br A. J. BUTLER. Cloth gilt or buckram, 7S. 6d. 
Don~ s Dante's Purgatory and Paradise. Illustrated by GUSTAva 

DoRl!. Clu,,~ lid,t;.". 7s. 6d. 
Dore's Milton's Paradise Lost. Illustrated by DORIt. 4to, lIS • . Po/Hiar 

.Edition. Cloth gilt .or buckram gilt, 7s. 6d. 



Dorset, Old. Chapter. in tbe History oftbe County. By H. J. MOULE, 

Dre!!~akil;:-, ~odern, The Elements of. By JBANNETTB E. DAVIS. 

EaJ~US~~~'a':' ita Story. By Dr. ROBERT BROWN, F.L.S. With 
Coioured Plates and numerous Wood Engravings. Three Vols. gSa each. 

Edinburgh, Old and New. With 600 Illustrations. l.'hree Vols. gs. each. 
Egypt: Descriptive, Historical, and Picturesque. By Prof. G. EBERS. 

With 800 Original Engravings. PDpu/ar Edttion. In Two Vols. 429 • 

Electric Current, The. How Produced and How Used. By R. 
MULLlNKUX WALMSLKY, D.Se., etc. Illustrated. 108. tid. 

Electricity in the Service of Man. Illustrated. New IUUl Revised 

Ele~~~~;;: ;::~t~;"l. By Prof. W. E. AYRTON. 7s. fid. 
Encyclopaedic Dictionary, The. In Fourteen DivIsional Vois., los.6d. 

each' or Seven Vois., half-morocco, 2:18. each; half-russia, 258. 
England, Cassell's Illustrated History of. With 2,000 Illustrations. 

Ten Vois., ga. each. RnJised Edition. Vols. I. to VII. ga. each. 
English Dictionary, Cassell's. Giving defioilions of more thaD 100,000 

Words and Phrases. SfljJerior Editi"", SSe CluaJ Edition, 3S. 6d. 
English History, The Dictionary of. Cltea~ Edition. los.6d. 
En~lish Literature, Library of. By Prof. HENRY MORLEY. Complete 

tn Five Vols., '78. 6d. each. 
Englisb Literature. Morley's First Sketch of. Rroisetl Etlilillll.1s.6d. 
Englisb Literature. The Story of. By ANNA BUCKLAND. 3S. 6d. 
English Writers. By Prof. HENRY MORLItY. Vols.l. to XI. 55. each. 

EtiLAe:;ec!!r:C~~p~:~~tY;8. fclot:'~':~6d. Edited and Revised by 
Europeaa Pictures of the Year. Reproductions of Cootinental Pictures 

of 18Q4. Paper covers, 28. tid. Cloth, 48. 
Pairway Island. By HORACE HUTCHINSON'. CluajJ Edz"ti01J. 3S. 6d. 

!am~~ !.!:l;::;:; E~~t~;",. BCio~~~~:~ti t:;:;:'S2;:.d SURGIWN5. 

Fiction, Cassell's Popu1ar Library of. 3s. tid. each. • 
THE MEOlCINE LADY. B, I- T'I LEONA. By Mrs. MOLESWORTH. 
our~:I~'iiB JAWS OP DUTH. B FOURTEEN TO ONB, ETC. By ELIZA •. 

FRAJIIK BARRt!TT. Y BBTH STUART PHELPS. 
TIlB SNARE OP THB FOWLS&. By I FATHER STAPPORD. By ANTHONY 

Mrs. ALBXANDER. HOPB • 

.. ~c~'i;'~~·~A~~B.OTHaRS. By DRj6~~~.(NY"S WHIR. By MAURUS 
Pield N aturalist·s Handbook, Tbe. By the Revs. J. G. Woon and 

Fi~:~~Dp~~U'r~OSCi;:tiftc W!~':. 2~i~~'SeveraI Hundred Illustra-
tions io each. Newly Revised and Corrected. 3S. 6d. each. 

THB HUMAN RACK. MAIiMALlA. OCEAN WORLD. TH8 INSECT WORLD. REPTILES AND BIRDS. 
WORLD BEFORB THB DELUG& THB VEGETABLE WORLD 

Plora's Feast. A Masque of Flowers. Penned and Pictured by WALTER 
CRANH. With 40 Pages in Colours. ca, 

Pootball, Tbe Rugby Union Game. Edited by REv. F. MAIlSHALL. 
lUustrated. New alld E"t"1?[ed Eaitioll. lB. 6d. 

Franco .. ~e.rman War, Cassell's History 0 the. Nt:'W /SSIIe. Vol. I. 
Coolalnmg about ::ISO Illustrations. gs. -

Fraser,. Job.D Drummond. By PHJLALETHES. A Story of Jesuit 
Intngue 10 the Church.o..f England. CJua, Edition. IS. 6d. 

Garden F10wers. Famlhar. By SHIRLEY HIBBERD. With Coloured 
Plat-:s by F. E. HpLMB, F.L.S. Complete in Five Series. I2s.6d.each. 

Gardemng, Cassell s Popular. Illustrated. Four VoJs. SSe each. 
Guetteer of Great Britain and Ireland, Cassell's. Illustrated. 

Vol. I. 18.6d. 
Gladstone, William Ewart, The People's Life of. Illustrated. .s. 



s.k&tioru.from ClZJsell f Comjatl,'S PufJlit:lJtiotll. 

Gleanings from Popular Authors. Two Vots. With Original IIl\l9o 
trations. 4to, g8. each. Two Vols. in One. 15S. 

Gulliver's Travels. With 88 Engravings by MORT&>;. Clua} Editi_ 

GunC~o~ 1~~ 6~-';v~1~~J;~~t~8The. By W. W. GREENER. With SO<> 
Illustrations. lOS. 6d. 

Heavens, The Story of the. By Sir ROBIlRT STAWELL BALL, LLD .• 
F.R.S., F. R.A.S. With Coloured Plates. PO/>Nla .. Edih..... ,"s.6d. 

Heroes of Britain in Peace and War. With 300 Original Illus-
trations. Two Vols .• 3S. 6d. each; or One Vol., 7s. 6d. 

Highway of Sorrow, The. By HESBA STRBTTON and ••••••••. 6s. 
Historic Houses of the United Kingdom. Profusely Illustrated. 105. 6d. 
History, A Foot-note to. Eight Years of Trouble in Samoa. By 

ROBBRT LouIs STBVENSON. 68, 
. Home Life of the Ancient Greeks, The. Translated by ALICR 

ZIMMERN. Illustrated. 7s. &d. 
Horse, The Book of the. By SAMUEL SIDNBV. With 17 Full.page 

~~~78:s:~~:s. of C~:~b~~~~d HOBeS of the Day, and numerous 
Houghton, Lord: The Life, ~tters. and Friendships of Richard 

Monckton Milnes, First Lord Houghton, By Sir WIIBYSS 
REID. In Two Vols., with Two Portraits. sos. 

Household, CasseU's Book oflhe. Complete in FourVols. 5s. each. 
Four Vols. in Two half-morocco, 258. 

Hy,pene and Public Health. By B. ARTHUR WHITIILBGGB, M.D. ,..6d. 
Ind,a, CasseU's History of. By JAMBS GRANT. With about 400 

Illustrations. Two Vols., gs. each. One Vol'l 15S. 
In-door Amusements, Card Games, and FIreside Fun. Cassell's 

Book of. Clual Editi.... • •• 
Into the Unknown: A Romance of South Africa. By LA WRltHCB 

FLIITCHIlR. Clual Editio". 38. 6d. 
Iron Pirate, The. A Plain Tale of Strange Happenings on the Sen. By 

MAX PEMBERTON. Illustrated. 55. 
Island Nights' Entertainments. By R. L STEYIINSON. lllustrated.6s. 
Kennel Guide, The Practical. By Dr. GORDON STABLES. IS. 
Kine-'s Hussar, A. Edited by HERBHRT COMPTON. 6s. 
Ladles' Physician, The. Bya London Physician. 6s. 
Lady Biddy Fane, The Admirable. By FRANK BARRBTT. Ntw 

EJih'{1IJ. With 1:1 Full-page Illustrations. 6s. 

LadS;~~~eb;iL~::C'::~1!~~M:ar:~~at~.fl6: the French of BARONESS 

Letters, the Highway of, and its Echoes of Famous Footsteps. 
By THOMAS ARCHER. lliustrnted. JOs. 6d. _ --

Letts'8 Diaries and other Time-saving Publications published 
exclusively by CAssRr4L & COMPANY. (A listfrlltlllaP.1licatt'(1N.) 

ii~~~;!~Lr!fs:':~ I BlyLw.C~~~R~SS~Ln~ V~~e ~~I. 6s. 
Little Minister, The. BV,' M. BARRIIL II/ustnded EditiOJl. 6s. 

t:~l~:n~f::;ffL~~rids~~he~·B~~~t~L~L~:~~~~!"Fp~s~~·cloth.ls. 
Lobenilula, Three Years With, and Experiences in South Africa. 

By J. COOPBR-CHADWICK. 3s. 6d. 
Locomotive Engine. The Biography of a. By HENRY FRITH. 3s.6d. 
Loftus, Lord. A u~stus. The Diplomatic Reminiscences of. First 

and Second Senes. Two Vols., each with Portrait, 32S. each Series. 
London, Greater. By EDWARD WALFORD. Two Vols. With about 

400 Illustrations. gs. each. 
London, Old and New. Siz Vols., each containing about ItOO 

Illustrations and Maps. Cloth, gs. each. 
Lost on Du Corrig; or, 'Twixt Earth and Ocean. By STANDISH 

O'GRADY. With 8 Full-page Illustrations. so. 



SeleetiolU /1'0'" Cultll f Company' $ Pub/ieatiolU. 

Man in Black, The. By STANLEY WBYMAN. With I' Full'page 
Illustrations. 35. 6cI. 

Medicine. Manual. for Students of. (A List ,1WWI%"ded Io,t/ne.) 
Modern Europe. A History of. By C. A. FvPP'E, M.A. Complete iD 

Three Vols.. with fuU.page Illustrations, 78. 6d. each. 
Mount Desolation. An Australian Romance. By W. CARLTONDAWB. 

Mu~::a(II~~~~::;d 3~i::~ry of. By EMIL NAUMANN. Edited by the 
Rev. Sir F. A. GoRB OUSKLBY, BarL Illustrated. Two Vol •• 3Is.6d. 

National Library, Cassell's. In Volumes. Paper covers, 3d.; cloth, 
6d. (A Complet. List oftlu Vol,,,, .. , pOlt/ree "" 4Nlic4ti""., 

Nat:~1 ~l~~t:L.l§~B8~1:: se~c::ii~~nd~~ 1~~:ti~AL7~6d~HT, 
Natural History, Cassell's New. Edited by Prof. P. MARTIN 

DUNCAN, M.B., F.R.S., F.G.S. Complete in Siz Vols. With about 

Na~~. W:!:'d~:WO£:~: by K:~B R. LoVBLL. Illustrated. 38.6d. 
New England Boyhood. A. By EDWARD E. HALK. 38.6d. 
Nursing for the Home and for the Hospital, A Handbook of. 

By CATHERINB 1. WOOD. Clua/J Edition. IS. 6d.; cloth, :IiIS. 
Nursing of Sick Children, A Handbook for the. By CATHERlNB 

1. WOOD. 28. M. . 
O'I5riscoU's Weird, and other Stories. By A. WBRNBR. 5s. 
Ohio, The New. A Story of East and West. Bv EDWARD E. HALK, 68. 
Oil Painting, A Manual of. By the Hon. JOHN CoLLlBR. 28.6d. 
Our Own Country. SiJr: Vols. With 1,200 Illustrations. 7S.6d. each. 
Painting, The English School of. CIu,,~ Edi""", 38. 6d. 
Painting, Practical Guides to. With Coloured. Plates:-

MARINa PAINTING. sa. TREE PAINTING. SSe 
ANIMAL PAINTING. sa. WATER-COLOUR PAINTING. ,sa.. 

. CHINA PAIJrlTlNG. 58. NBUTR~L TINT. 58. 

FICUaa PAINTING. 78.6d. SaPli!, O~;V:I~~::' 3S. each; or 
ELBMBNTARY FLOWBR PAINT- FLOWER ... AND How TO PAINT 

UtG. 38. THBM. 5S. 
Paria, Old and New. A Narrative of its History. its Peop1e. and its 

Places. By H. SUTH~RLAND EDWARDS. Profusely IlJustrated. 
Complete in Two Vols .• 99. each: or gilt edges, los. 6d. each. 

Patw~s~aVoi. I.e P~~cec::n~~e81 Gleanings from. By W. LLOYD 

Peoples of the World, The. In Siz Vol .. By Dr. ROBERT BRaWl(. 
Illustrated. ,a. 6d. each. 

Perfect Gentleman, The. By the Rev. A. SMYTHB-PALMER. D.D. 38i.6d. 
Photography for Amateura. By T. C. HEPWORTH. Enlarged IUId 

Jleflued Edit;tI"- Illustrated. IS.; or cloth, IS. 6d. 
Pbrase and Fable, Dictionary of. By the Rev. Dr. BowsR. Cloth, 

38. 6d.; or with leather back, 48. 6d. 
Picturesque America. Complete in Four Vols., with 48 Exquisite Steel 

Plates and about 800 Original Wood Engravings. £2 as. each. 
Popula.r Edititm. Vol. I., 18s. 

Pic~~~e~~e Canada. With 600 Original Illustrations. Two Vols. £6 6s. 

Picturesque Europe. Complete in Five Vols. Each containing 
13 Exquisite Steel Plates, from Original Drawings and nearly 200 
Original Illustrations. Cloth, £21; half.morocco, £31 lOS.; morocco 
gilt. £52108. POPULAR EDITION. In Five Vols .• 18s. each. 

Picturesque ~editer:ranean, The. Wilh Magnificent Original Illustrations 
by the leadmg Arustsof the Day. Complete in Two Vols. £228. each. 

Pigeon Keeper, The Practical. By LawlS WRIGHT. Illustrated. 3B. 6d. 
Pigeons, The Book of. By ROBERT FULTON. Edited and Arranged by 

1.. WaIGHT. With SO Coloured Plates, 31a. 6d. i half·morocco, £ •• s. 



Selt!CNons from Cassell f Company' $ Pu6lications. 

Pity and of Death, The Book of. By PII.RRB LoTI. Translated by 
T. P. O'CONNOR, M.P. 5S. 

Planet. The Story of Our. By T. G. BONNEY, D.Se., LL.D., F.R.S., 
F.S.A., F.G.S. With Coloured Plates and Maps and about 100 
Illustrations. 3IS.6d. 

Playthin~s and Parodies. Short Stories by BARRY PAIN. ss. 
Poems, Aubrey de Vere's. A Selection. Edited by J. DENNIS. 3s.6d. 
Poetry, The Nature and Elements of. By E. C. STEDMAN. 60. 
Poets, Cassell's Miniature Library of the. Price IS. each Vol. 
Pomona's Travels. By FRANK. R. STOCKTON. Illustrated. 58. 
Portrait Gallery, The Cabinet. Complete in )"ive Series, each containing 

36 Cabinet Photographs of Eminent Men and Women. With Bioa 
graphical Sketches. ISS, each. 

Poultry Keeper, The Practical. By L. WRIGHT. Illustrated. 3S.6d. 
Poultry, The Book of. By LEWIS WRIGHT. PD/*lar EdititJIJ. los.6d. 
Poultry, The Illustrated Book of. By LEWIS WRIGHT. With Fifty 

Coloured Plates. Nrw alld Rft1iseti Emho". Cloth, 31S. 6d. 
Prison Princess, A. A Romance of Millbank Penitentiary. By Major 

ARTHUR GRIFFITHS. 6,. 
Q's Works, Uniform Edition of. 58. each. 

Dead Man's Rock. I The Astonishing History of Troy Town. 
Tbe Splenrtid Spur. .. I Saw Three Ships." and otber Winter's Tales. 
The Blue PaVilions. :Noughts and Crosses. 

Quep:g~::,r~:~~: i;~:l~~:'srbi vJ ;~;B~ilCRa::~e :s~e. With Forty 
Queen Victoria, The Life and Times of. By ROBERT WILSON. Com

plete in Two Vois. _ With numerous Illustrations. 9S. each. 
Quickening of Cali ban, The. A Modern Story of Evolution. By J, 

COMPTON RICKBTT. CJuap Edition. 3s.6d. 
Rabbit-Keeper, The Practical. By CUNICULUS. Illustrated. 3S. 6d. 
Raffles Haw, The Doings of. By A. CONAN DOYLE. New Edition. 5s. 
Railways, Our. Their Origin, Development. Incident, and Romance.. 

By JOHtf PBNDLETON. Illustrated. • Vols.. 245. 
Railway Guides, Official Illustrated. With Illustrations, Maps, &c. 

Price IS. each; or in cloth, as. each. 
LoNDON AND NORTH·WBSTBRK GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY. 

RAILWAY. LoNDON AND SOUTH~WESTBRN 

GRBAT WESTBRN RAILWAY. LoN!~~~WB:;GHTON AND SOU1'H 
MIDLAND RAILWAY. COAST RAILWAY. 
GRBAT NORTHKRN RAILWAY. SOUTH~EASTBRN RAILWAY. 

Rovings of a Restless Boy, The. By KATHARINE B. FOOT. Illus
trat~d. 5S. 

Rivers or Great Britain: Descriptive, Historical, Pictorial. 
THE ROYAL RIVER: The Thames, from Source to Sea. PopHltar 

EditiOH. 16s. 
R,VER. OF THE EAST COAST. With highly finished Engravings. 

Popular Edition. 16s. 
Robinson Crusoe, Cassell's New Fine-Art Edition of. With 

upwards or 100 Original Illustrations. 7s. 6d. 
Romance, The World of. lIIuslrated. Cloth, ga. 
Royal Academy Pictures,IB94. ,s. 6d. 
Russo-Turkish War, Cassell's History of •. With about 500 III..,. 

trations. Two Vols. ~. each. 
Sal~~ ~';'~~ot..~~~!;'U~~o, ~io~:f;.:~d Adventures of. By Himself. 

Saturday Journal. Cassell's. Yearly Volume, cloth, 7S. 6d. 
Scarabseus. The Story of an African Beetle. Jly the MARQUISB CLARA 

LANZA and JAMIIS CLARBNCE HARVEY. CIl,al Edilio,," 3s.6d. 



S.IIt:IiMU from Cassell' CIJIII!any's P,,6Iieanons. 

RaiJway Library, Cassell's. Crown 8vo, boards, 2S. each. 
M~~~:~.~~~KER. By KATH- JAC~~::'ON'188~Jnc:: :::~ 
DAVID TOO;" By DAVID MACLURB, TH:g~I::ONn Btrn'ON. ByBAllCLAY 

COMF~~~?RB JLJHX. ByG. MANVILLR A~~~~S CRnlE., By JULIAN HAW-

ST. CUTHBERT'S TOWEL By FLOR· TH:H$~:- OP THB THORAH. BJ 
bell WARDaN. SIDNEY LUSKA. . .... 

TH~t!~N N6~~-:'.A THUMB. By BAa- WH~~~J~~~~~~' By CHARLES 

BY RICHT HOT LAW. By R. THE TRAGEDY OF BRtNKwA1"BJt,; By 
SHERARD. MARTHA L. MOOnEY. . 

WITHIN SOUND OP 1'HB WHIR. By AN AMERICAN PENM.AN. By JULIAN 
THOMAS ST. E. HAKB. HAWTHORN&. 

UNDJ!:R A STRANGE MASK. By FRANK SE.CTION 658; or, THE FATAL LB'rrBR. 

TH:t~~~~1'RERROW MYSTBIlY. By TH:~~'b~NS~:J~~~~BY_W: H. 
'AMES COLWALL. BISHOP. . 

A QUI!E.R RACa. By W. WBSTALL. A TRAGIC MYS'rBRY. By JULIAN 
CAPTAIN TRAPALGAR. By WESTALL HAWTHORNS. .• 

and LAURIB. THB GREAT BANK ROBBERY. By 

l:~~~~: ~w.. Bk'dft!d~yA~r. OBB~~LlS:0~~:"H;='4 Editi .. 
Illustrated. Five Vols. gSa each. 

Sea Wolves. The. By MAX PaMBERToN. Illustrated. ·68. ". 

~~~d~:~~·. o~!a~T~~e. A IN!~I~fOI~Oy C::I~dH ::LEY. 5s• 
Shaftesbury. The leventh Earl of. K.G •• The Life and Work of. B, 

EDWIN HODDER. CltlGI EeliHtm. 1s.6d. 
Sha~~:i:t-:ln ~~irt!:I:V~I:.~· cl~~:t:IS.~Yh:'r~::o~ci:thYsi:~R~~~~ 
Shakes'peare. Cassell's Quarto Edition. Containing about 600 Illus. 

Sha~r:tl~~:.b>r~ f';t~~~~~n!i~m~;~;: ~L~!~ls., cloth gilt. £3 3s •. 
.. Jrin~ Henry VIII." Illustrated by S,R JAMBS LINTON, P.R.I. 

f Pnce "" aPllicalitM.) . -
.. OtheUo.· Illustrated by FRANK DIClCSEB, R.A. £3 lOS • 
•• King Henry IV.M Illustrated by .:EDUARD GROTZNER. £3 lOS • 
.. As You Like It.M Illustrated by EMILB BAYARD. £3 lOS. 

Shakspere, The Leopold. With 400 Illustrations. elu"; Editi .... 
38. 6d. Cloth ~lt, gilt edges, ss.; Roxburgh, 7s. 6d. 

Shakspere. The Royal. With SMI Plates and Wood Engravings. 

SkePch::.V~~e Il'ri e~f'Maklng and Using. From the French at 
G. FRAtPt"lMT. By CLARA. BELL. With ~ Illustrations. 2S. 6d. 

Smuggling Days and Smuggling Ways. By Commander the Hon. 
HEMRY N. SHORB, R.N. With numerous Illustratioos. 79.6d. 

Social England. A Record of the Progress of the People. By various 
writers. Edited by H. D. TRAILL, D.C.L. Vols. I. and II. 15S. each. 

Social Welfare, Subjects of. By Rt. Hon. LoRD PLAYFAIR. K.C.B.1s.6d. 
Sports and Pastimes, Cassell's Complete Book of. Cluap Edititl1lo 

~ith more than QOO Illustrations. Medium 8vo, QQ2 pages, cloth,3s. 6d. 
Squire. The. By Mt'S. PARR. ptJpula,. EditiOll. 65. 
StaT,!!:hVo~~ ':li:.h Acre, The. A NoveL By GILBERT SHELDON. 

Star-Land. By Sir R. S. BALL. LL.D., &0. Illustrated. 6s. 
Statesmen, Past and Future. 6s. 
Sto~house of {jeneral Information, Cassen's. With Wood Engrav-

IOgs1 Maps, and Coloured Plates. Complete in Eight Vols 58. each 
Story ot Francis Cludde, The. By STAMLEY J. WEYMAN. &:. . . 
Story Poem.. For Young and Old. Edited by E. DAVENPORT. 3S:6d. 
Successful Life •• The. By AN ELDER BROTHER. 3&. 6d. 
Sun, ";fhe.. By Sir ROBERT STAWELL BALL, LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.A.s. 

WI~h Eight. Coloured Plates and oth~r Illustrations. 218. 
SunshlDe Senes. Cauell'.. Monthly Volumes. IL each. 



Selections from Cas .. 11 ~ Company' I Pu6iit:tJtiolU. 

(A Lut 'If flu Vo/r"''''l.u6Iislud post /'" .,. applicati.,..) 
Sybil Knox: a Story of To- ay. By EDWARD E. HALE. 6s. 
Thackeray in America, With. By EYRE CROWE, A.R.A. lll. 108.6d. 
The U Short Storytl Library. 

otto the Knight, &0. By OC·fAVB I A Bingen Wife. By Miss FANNY 
THANET. 6a. MURFREE. 69. 

meven P"ssible casea. ByVarlous The Poet's Audienoe. ani Delllab. 
Authors. 6a. By CLARA SAVILE CLARK&. 69. 

The II 'Creasure Island" Series. CIleIJ,P IUustr"ted Edititms. Cloth~ 
3S. 6d. each. 

"K.idnl\PP8d.n BfR.L STEVENSON'I The Blaok Arrow. By ROBERT 
'l're~'lft~ s;'~~~~SON~)' ROBERT LOUIS STRV~NSOH. 
The Master of BaUantrAe. By Xing Solomon a Kines. By H. 

ROBERT LoUIS STEVENSON. RIDER HAGGARD. 
They Met in Heaven. By G. H HEPWORTH. 28.6d. 
Things I have Seen and People I have Known. By G. A. SALA. 

With Portrait and Autograph. • Vols. 218. 
Tidal Thames, The. By GRANT ALLEN. With India Proof Impres

sions of TwentTt magnificent Full.page Photogravure Plates, and with 

wa.:'l. ~~iLJ~~ A~R~!\.ns J~lrt~~r!:,~ 2~t~~S.°6~~nal Drawings by 
Tiny Luttrell. By E. W. HORNUNG. popula .. Editi.... 6&. 
Toy Traeedy. A. By Mrs. HENRY DB LA PASTURE. 18. 
To Punish the Czar: a Story of the Crimea. By HORACE 

Tre~~~:~~~Oh~ y~~~~tB~~ or.sio~diSgs. A Critical Review ror Prac-
titioners of Medicine and Surgery. EkrM"t4 Yt'4f" t!/ [Sst". 7s. 6d. 

Trees, Familiar. By G. S. BOULGER. F.L.S. Two Series. With 40 
full-page Coloured Plates by W. H. J. BOOT. lOS. 6d. each . 

.. Unicode": the Universal Telegraphic Phrase Book. DIsk til" 
Pock.1 Editi.... 28. 6d. 

United States, Cassell's History of the. By EDMUND OLLIER. 
With 600 Illustrations. Three Vols. gs. each. 

Universal History, Cassell's Illustrated. Four Vols. 98. each. 
Vision of Saints, A. By LEWIS MORRIS. With .. Full-page Illustra

tions. Crown 4to, cloth, lOS. 6d. 
Wild Birds, Familiar. By W. SWAYSLAND. Four Series. With 40 

Coloured Plates in each. us. 6d. each. 
Wild Flowers, Familiar. By F. E. HULME, F.L.S., F.S.A. Five 

Series. With 40 Coloured Plates in each. I~S. 6d. each. 
Wood, Rev. J. G., Life of the. By the Rev. THEODORE WOOD. 

Extra crown Bvo, cloth. Clt"'.1 EdititJlt. 38. 6d. 
Work. The lIIustrated Weekly Journal for Mechanics. Vearly Volumes, 

11. and III., 7s. 6d. each. Vol. IV., 6s. 6d.; Half-Yearly Volume 
VII.,4s• 

It Work ,. Handbooks. Practical Manuals prepared flMwtlu dinch;", 
tifPAUL N. HASLUCK, Editor of Work. Illustrated. IS. each. 

World of Wit and Humour, The. With 400 Illustrations. 78. fid. 

~:~~e~: Tv::.n~~r~. L~S~E~:~~ON~~~ tooJ!~~r:~:.nill:t!~d~a~ 
Yule Tide. Cassell's Christmas Annual. IS. 

ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINES. 
The Q .. ,,,e... ENLARGED SBRI.... Monthl}·, 6d. 
Ca.6eU'. Fatnily Maua.'taB. Monthly,6d . 
.. rAttle Folka II Maga.ine. Monthly, 6d. 
The Mafla •• ne Of A .. t. Monthly, IS. 4d • 
.. Chu ...... " Illustrated Paper for Boys. Weekly, Id. : Monthly, 6d. 
CfJ.Iselt'. Saturdll!l ,To",."al. Weekly, Id. i Monthly. 6d. 
Wo .. k. Weekly, Id.; Monthly.6d. 
Cottafl8 G .... deninfl. Weekly, ~d.; Monthly, 3d. 

CASSELL &: COMPANY, LIMITED, L .. ~ .. ,. Hill, LIIII4ott. 



S.leetWnI from Casllil do Company' I Pu6licationl, 

~iblt.S anb lttlilJiDUlS 'fIIIDrklS, 
Bibl~~oHf';~~:;'o.!.~u:~r:tj~;'h::: 6ff; ~c~~ •. J. TI!LFORD. 

The Story ot the Judges. By tbe Rev. J. WYCLJPFB GEDGB. i:: ::g : ~:~~l tn~h:R~~. J~V/~D~ev. D. C. TOVBY. 
The Btory ot J osepb. Its t:SODS for To-Day. By the Rev. GaOKGR BAINTON. 
The tir.or;y of Jesus. In Verse. By J. R. MACllUFF, D.D. 

Bible, Cassen'.lIIustrated Family. With goo Illustrations. Leather, 

Bibf~lk:u~e:io1,~T::·. Edited by the Ver, Rev. Dean PLUMPTRB, D.D., 
With Illustrations, Maps, &c. Four Vols., cloth. 68. each.. 

Bible Manual, Cassell's Illustrated. Bytbe Rev. ROBERT HUNTBR, 
LL.D. [1I ... trated. 78.6d. 

Bible Student iD the British Museum, The. By the Rey. J. G. 
KITCHIN, M.A. New and Reui's,d Edltim. 18.4d. 

Biblewomen and Nurses. Yearly Volume. Illustrated. 3S. 
Bunyan, Cassell's Illustrated. With 200 OriginallUustrations. Chap 

Editi.... 7 •• 6d. 
Bunyan'. Pilgrim's Progres.. Illustrated throughout. Cloth, 39. 6d.; 

ChifJ~~h &~\:.tI~h~~es'~i~h 200 Illustrations. 150/4 T40usatui. 7s. 6d. 
Child's Life of Christ, The. With 200 Illustrations. 7S. M. 
II Come, ye Children." Illustrated. Bl Rev. BENJAMIN WAUGH. 3S. 6d. 

f>~~2Bi~re.Of ~?th ~3~Oil~t~~~:=:h; Gu!!:lv~o8~RlS' s::li folio, best 
morocco, gilt edges, £15. Poluia.r Edition. With 200 Illustrations. ISS. 

EarB:~;~~R~~. Ct~:!~Rn;\r~J~::'~. ~w~hV~~~~·:::~<!:::::' A;:::: 
POPULAR EDITION. Complete in One Volume, cloth, 68.; cloth, gilt 

Pa~l~SP~:y:~:~::k,ia';b~~roEd~:dSb:dR~:'~C:~~ ~:'aBBTT, M.A., 
and Rev. S. MARTIN. With Full page Illustrations. New Editi01Jo 
Cloth, 7s. 6d. 

Gleamngs after Harvest. Studies and Sketches by the Rev. JOHN R. 
VERNON, M.A. Illustrated. 6s. 

II Graven in the Rock." By the Rev. Dr. SAMUEL KINKS, F.R.A.S •• 
Author of It Moses and Geology." Illustrated. 129.6d. 

I. Heart Chords." A Series of Works by Eminent Divines. ... Bound in 
cloth, red edges, One Shilling each. 

Mv BIRL&. By the Right Rey. W. BoVD MY GROWTH IN DIVINB LJFI!. By the 
Mv ).~~~lh~!e°l~h~'K:: ASH. Rev. Preb. RBYNOLDS. M.A. 
~~ OXENDEH.late BlShop orMont.. Mv ~?lL. By the Rcva P. B. POWER, 

My WORK FOR. GOD. By the Right Mv HEREAFTER. By the Very Rcv. 
ReV'. Bishop COlTERILL Dean BICKERSTBTlL 

MV A~:J:e~o~~ Air::a.. xfb.*he Ven. My R'::1,~~~~ggMB:~. the Very 

Mv M~;.'"~~6~~~b:BY the Rev. G. Mv AIDS TO THB DIVINR LIFE. By 
My EMOTIONAL LIFB. By the lle'v. the Vezy kev. Dean !lOVLI!. 

Prell. CHADWICK. D.D. Mv SOURCES OF STRENGTH'. By the 
My B~~:iB.BJ.i,~e ReY. PrOf. W. G. :rw!i!i:kE:c~:D:y~~c~:t~etary 
Helps to Belief. A Series of Hel~ful Manuals on the Rebgious 

Difficulties of the Day. Edited by the Rev. TEIGHMOUTH SHORB, M.A., 
Canon of Worcester. Cloth, 18. each. 

CRBATION. By Harvey Goodwin, D.O •• I MIRACLES. By the Rev. Brownlow 
late Bishop of Carlisle. Maitland. M.A. 

THB DIVINtlY OP OUR Loan. By hAVBR. By the Rev. T. Teipmouth 

TH:M~:r!~;:~p °i~~6i.D TESTA- TH:'A~N~·~BNT. By WUllam Connor ::;J;. D.~~ the RoY. Newman ~::L~I D.D. Late Archbiihop oJ 
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S.kelWm from Cas$tli f Com~"YI Pu6liealWnI • 
• 

Holy Land and the Bible, The. By the Rev. C. GIUKIB, D.D., LL.D. 
(Edin.). Two Vols., "4s. lilrutrated EtlitiOt<, One Vol., 21S. 

Life of Christ, The. By the Ven. Archdeacon FARRAR, D.D., F.R.S. 
LIBRARY EDITION. Two Vols. Cloth, 248.; morocco, 428. CHBAP 
ILLUSTRATBD EDITION. Cloth, 7s. 6d.; cloth, full gilt, gilt edges, 
los.6d. POPULAR EDITION (Revisnl turd E"la~ed), Bvo, cloth, gilt 
edges, 7s. 6d. ; Persian morocco, gilt edges, lOS. 6d. i tree-calf, ISS. 

Moses and Geology; or, The Harmony of the Bible with Science. 
By the Rev. SAMUEL KINNS, Ph.D., F.R.A.S. Illustrated. N"" 
Edititlll on Larger and Superior Paper. 8s. 6d. 

New Light on the Bible and the Holy Land. By B. T. A. E'lIITTS, 
M.A. lIlustrated. 21S. 

New Testament Commentary for English Readers, The. Edited 
by Bishop ELLICOTT. In Three Volumes. 218. each. Vol. I.-·fhe Four 
Gospels. Vol. II.-The Acts, Romans. Corinthians, Galatians. Vol. 
III.-The remaining Books of the New Testament. 

New Testament Commentary. Edited by Bishop ELLICOTT. Handy 
Voiume Edition. St. Matthew, 3s. 6d. St. Mark,3s. St. Luke. 
38. 6d. SI. John, 3S. 6d. The Acts of the Apostles, 3s. 6d. Romans, 
!J8. 6d. Corinthians I. and II., 3S .. Galatians, Ephesians, and Phili~ 
pians, 39. Colossians, Thessalonians, and Tlmothy, 3S. Titus, 
Philemon, Hebrews, and James, 3S. Peter. Jude, and John, 3S. 
1."he Revelation, 3S. An Introduction to the New Testament. 3S. 6d. 

Old Testament Commenta:;r. for English Readers, The. Edited 

~! ~i~::e!LLt~~lTiI~~b~~t!~~:':Ot~' ~~~:Ihil:ol.~~l~i~~~ 
Kings I. to Esther. Vol. IV.-Job to Isaiah. Vol. V.-Jeremiah to 
Malachi. 

Old Testament Commentary. Edited by Bishop ELLICOTT. Handy 
Volume Edition. Genesis. 3s. 6d. Exodus. 3s. Leviticus., 3S. 
Numbers, liS. 6d. Deuteronomy, 18. 6d. . 

Plain Introductions '0 the Booka of the Old Testament. Edited 
by Bishop ELLICOTT. 3s. 6d. 

Plain Introductions to the Books of the New Testament. Edited 
by Bishop EU.ICoTT. 3S. 6d. 

Protestantism, The History of. By the Rev. J. A. WYLIE, LL.D. 
Containing upwards of600 Original Illustrations. Three Vois. gsa each. 

Quiver Yearly Volume, The. With about 600 Original Illustrations. 
7S • 6d• 

Religion, The Dictionary ot By the Rev. W. BaN HAM, B.D. 
,·,"tII Editi.". lOS. 6d. 

St. George for England; and other Sermons preached to Children. By 
the Rev. T. TSIGNMOUTH SHORB, M.A., Canon of Worcester. 58. 

St. Paul, The Life and Work of. By the Ven. Archdeacon FARRAR, 
D.D., F.R.S., Chaplain.in.Ordinaryto the Queen. LIBRARY EDITION. 
Two Vols.\ cloth, ~4S.; calf, 4~s. ILLUSTRATED EDITION, complete 
in One Vo ume, with about 300 Illustrations, £1 IS. ; morocco, £~ 2S. 
POPULAR EDITION. One Volume, Bvo, cloth, 68.; cloth, gilt edges. 
7s. 6d. : Persian morocco, lOS. 6d. ; tree·calf, ISS. 

Shall We Know One Another in Heaven? By the Rt. Rev. J. C. 
RVLB. D.D., Bishop of Liverpool. CltedJ Edit;"". Paper covers. 6d. 

Searchingsln the Silence. By Rev. GEORGI' MATHESON, D.D. 3s.6d • 
.. Sunday," Its OriJ!i,n, HistoryJ and Present Obligation. By the 

Ven. Archdeacon H .... EY, D.C.L. Fi/t" Edi'i.... 7" 6<1. 
Twilight of Life, The. Words of Counsel and Comfort for the 

Aged. By the Rev. JOHN ELLERToN, M.A. IS. 6d. 



~bncatiDnal 'WInks ana ~tnbents" SRanuals. 
Aerlcultural T.zt·Books, Case.U' •• (The "DownIOD" Series.' Edited 

by JOHN WRIGIfTSON, Prof....". of Agriculture. Fully Illustrated, 
so. 6cI. each.-Farm Crops. By Prof. WRIGHTSON.-Soil8 and 
M&Duree. By J. M. H. IIIUNRO, D.Se. (l.oodOD), F.I.C, F.CS. 

AIPha~~~~ ~~::!iII:li::~::'RI::'6:.N. 
Arithmetical Cassell'. II Belle Sauvage.n By GSOIlGB RICKS, B.Se. 

Loud. With Test CanIs. (Lut "'" .;;liraliInL) 
Atla., Ca ••• n's Popular. Containing "4 Coloured Maps. ... 601. 
Book.Keeping. By THBODO .. JONBS. Fa< Schools, 28.; cloth, 38. 

For tile Million. 28.; cloth, 38. Books for Jones's Syst ..... 28. 
British Empire Map of the World. New Map for Schools and 

Institutes. By G. R, PAltIClN and J. G. BAJITHOLOMBW, F,R.G.S. 
MOUDted on clo~ varnished, and with RoU .... or folded. 258. 

~~::;,:;~~ ~~b::'~ •. li"s~t':ll~ l!..!';A~ AN~DSON' M.A. 28.6d. 
Dulc. Domum. RhT.'!'."" and Songs for Children. Edited by JOH" 

Y AUI .... Editor of I Gaudeam.us;' &c. Old Notation and Words, sa. 
N .B.-Th. words of th. Songs in "Dulce Domum" (with th. Airs both 

in Tonic Sol.fa and Old Notation, can be had in Two Parts, 601. each. 
Euclid, Cassell's. Edited by Prof. WALLACB, M.A. IS. 
Euclid, The Firat Four Books of. N""Edititm. In paper, 6d.; cloth. gd. 
Experimental Geometry. By PAUL BERT. Illustrated.. IS. 6d. 
Frencb, CaBsell'. LessoDs in. N"" tuUl RnNeJ EditUm. Parts L 

and II., each 28. tid.; complete. 48. 6d. Key, IS. tid. . 
Frencb-Englisb and English-Frencb Dictionary. E,,",~1y N.." 

Fre~ ~-==. g:::u.,. IP'Jblk~:':i.clB~'cr.S~tNIlAD' 28,6d. 
Gaud.amu8. Songs for Colleges and Schools. Edited hy JOHN FAR ....... 

5"- Words only, paper covers, 601. ; cloth, gel. 
German Dictionary, Cas •• n'. New (German·English, English. 

German). CIua; EditiInL Cloth, 38. 6d. 
Hand and Ey. Training. By G. RIC"" B.Se. 2 Vois., with 16 Coloured 

Plates in each VoL Cr. 410, 6&. each. CanIs for Class Use,s ..... IS. each. 
Hand and Eye Training. In two Volumes. VoL I. Designing with 

Coloured Pap ..... Vol. II. Cardboard Work. By G. RIC"" sod 
JOS8PS VAUGHAN. ~s. each. 

HiS=:"cal M=:'.,!;,=~ ~l:':::~th~~;' ~ in., 28, 
ItaUoln LeasoDS, with Exercises, Cassell·s. Cloth, 38. 6d.. 
Latin Dictionary, Cassell's New. (Latin·English and English-Latin.) 

Revised by J. R. V. MARCHANT, M.A., sod J. F. CHAlILBS, B.A. 
Cloth, :J8. 601. L,.~, p,,;.r Edin-, SS. 

Latin Primer, The Firat. By Pro£. POSTGAT& 18. 

t:~: ~r::rl~hLc!~':'F:im~il' ti~~~~~L~~VO~~'~~' 
Laws of Every-Day Life. By H. 6. ARHo~FORSTBR, M.P. 18.6d. 
S~ Editi .. on Green Paper for Persons with Weak EyesighL 28. 

Lesson8 in Our Laws; or, Talks at Broadacre Farm. By H. F. 
LEsTBR, B.A. Parts I. and II., ••• 601. each. 

Little Folks' History of England. Illustrated. IS. 6d. 
Making of the Home, The. By Mrs. SAMUEL A. BARNETT. 18. 6d. 
Marlborough Books :-Arithmetic Examples, 3B. French Exercises, 

3&. 6d. French Grarnma.r. 2S. 6d. Germ .. n Grammar, 38. 6d. 
Mechanics and Machine Design. Numerical Examples in Practical. 

By R. G. BLAINS. M.E.· Po'evJ Edili"", Rltfli,ett """ E"""rged. With 
19l11usuations. Cloth, 28. 6cI. . 

M echaniclI for Young Beginners. A First Book of. By the Rev. 
J. G. EASTON, M.A. oj8. 6d •. 



Hol~ Land and the Bible, The. By the Rev. C. GKIKIB, D.D., LL.D •. 
(Edin.). Two Vois., 248. Ii/ustrated EditioN, One Vol .• :n8. 

Life of Christ, The. By the Ven. ArchdeacoD FARRAR, D.D., F.R.S. 
LIBRARY EDITION'. Two Vols. Cloth, 249.; morocco, 428. CHEAP 
ILLUSTRATED EDITION. Cloth, 7s. 6d.; cloth, full gilt, gilt edges, 
lOS. 6d. POPULAR EDITION (Revisnl and En/anred), 8vo, cloth, gilt 
edges, 7s. 6d. ; Persian morocco, gilt edges, lOS. 6d. ; tree-calf, ISS-

Moses and Geology; or, The Harmony of the Bible with Science. 
By the Rev. SAMUEL KINNS, Ph.D., F.R.A.S. Illustrated. New 
Edititm on Larger and Superior Paper. 8s. 6d. 

New Light on the Bible and the Holy Land. By B. T. A. EVETTS, 
M.A. Illustrated. ~I •• 

New Testament Commentary for English Readers, The. Edited 
by Bishop ELLICOTT. In Three Volumes. 218. each. VoL I.-The Four 
Gospels. Vol. n.-The Acts, Romans, Corinthians, Galatians. Vol. 
II I.-The remaining Books of the New Testament. 

New Testament Commentary. Edited by Bishop ELLICOTT. Handy 
Voiume Edition. St. Matthew, 3S. 6d. SL Mark, 3S. St. Luke. 
3S. 6d. St. John, 3s. 6d. The Acts or the Apostles, 3S. 6d. Romans, 
28. tid. Corinthians I. and II .• 3S •. Galatians, Ephesians, and Philip
Eians, 3S. Colossians, Thessalollians, and Timothy, 35. Titus, 
Philemon, Hebrews, and James, 3S. Peter, Jude, and John, 3S. 
The Revelation. 3S. An Introducti(:.n to the New Testament, 3s. 6d. 

Old Testament Commentary for English Readers, The. Edited 

~! ~~::e!LLr~~l.Til~~~~~t:!~;Ot~ s~:lhil°l.~~t:1ii:=S~ 
Kings I. toEsther. Vol. IV.-Job to Isaiah. Vol. V.-Jeremiahto 
Malachi. 

Old Testament Commentary. Edited by Bishop ELLICOTT. Handy 
Volume Edition. Genesis. 38. 6d. Exodus. 3s. Leviticus, 35. 
Numbers, as.6d. Deuteronomy, 2S. 6d. 

Plain Introductions to the Books of the Old "[estament. ' Edited 
by Bishop ELLICOTT. 3s; 6d. 

Plain Introductions to the Books of the New Testament. Edited 
by Bishop ELI.ICOTT. 3S. 6d. 

Protestantism, The History of. By the Rev. J. A. WYLlB, LL.D. 
Containing upwards of6oo Original Illustrations. Three Vals. gsa each. 

Quiver Yearly Volume, The. With about 600 Original Illustrations. 
7S. 6d• 

Religion, The Dictionary ot By the Rev. W. BENHAM, B.D. 
"M'" Editi.". lOS. 6d. 

St. George for England; and other Sermons preached to Children. By 
the Rev. T. TSIGNMOUTH SHORB, M.A., Canon of Worcester. 5S. 

St. Paul, The Life and Work of. By the V.n. Archdeacon FARRAR, 
D.D., F.R.S., Chaplain~in·Ordinary to the Queen. LIBRARY EDITION, 
Two Vols., cloth, 245.; calf, 429. ILLUSTRATED EDITION, complete 
in One Volume, with about 300 Illustrations, £1 IS. ; morocco, £3 2S. 
POPULAR EDITION. One Volume, Bvo, cloth, 6s.; cloth. gilt edges, 
1s. 6d. ; Persian morocco, JOS. 6d.; tree-calf, I5R. 

Shall We Know One Another in Heaven? By the Rt. Rev. J. C. 
RVLE, D.D., Bishop of Liverpool. CM'" Editi"". Paper covers, 6d. 

Searching. in the Silence. By Rev. GEORGI' MATHESON, D.D. 3S. 6d • 
.. Sunday, II Its Origin. History, and Present Obligation. By the 

Ven. Archdeacon HassEV, D.C.L. Fi/tll Ediliotl. 7" 6do. 
Twilight of Life, The. Words of Counsel and Comfort for the 

Aged. By the Rev. JOHN ELLERTON, M.A. Is.6d. 



S.I .. ti.", from Cassell f r;.mltt"y', Pu6Ii<ttti.",. 

ClEbUtaiiDUitl 'U.la:Drks anb ~tubl!ut.s'· S!tauuitls. 
AlI'icultural Text-Books, Cassell's. (The UDawDtoD" Series.) Edited 

by JOHN WRIGHTSOII, Professor of Agriculture. Fully Illustrated, 
la. 6d. ea.ch.-Farm Crops. By Prof. WXIGHTSON.-Soils and 
Manure.. By J. M. H. IIlUNRO, D.Sc. (London), F.I.C., F.C.S. 

AI ha~~~~ ~!:::il'~li~::~:'RJ~:'~S3.N. 
Arlthmetic8, Cassell's" Belle Sauvage." By GSORGB RICKS, B.Se. 

LoDeI. With Te't Carda. (Lut tm "pplic"tilm.) 
Atlas, CaB.ell'. Popular. Containing 24 Coloured Maps. la.6d. 

BOO~~~t'biirifIion~:8.~~:-t~:. Jo;:ics r!:Jo~~'~o~~s~'::.: I:~oth. 38. 
British Empire Map of the World. New Map for Schools and 

Institutes. By G. R. PARKIN and 1. G. BARTHOLOMEW, F.R.G.S. 
Mounted on clotb nmished, and with. Rollers. or folded. :ISS

Chemi.try, The Public School. By J. H. ANDERSON, M.A. '8.6d. 
Cookery (or Schools. By LIZZIB HBRITAGE. 6d. 
Dulce Domum. RhT.'!!es and So,!!!, for Children. Edited by JOHN 

N ~~¥h~ !:~c: :f t~~as:ne;:ni::J:,~;.ce O~~::,!i(!itb:l~Ai:s~cl; 
in Tonic Sol-fa end Old Notation) can be had in Two Parts, 6d. each. 

EUClid, Cassell'a. Edited by Prof. WALLACK. M.A. IS. 
Euclid, The Firat Four Books of. New EditiolJ. In paper, 6d. ; cloth,gd. 
Experimental Geometry. By PAUL BBRT. Illustrated. Is.6d. 
French, Cassell'. Lessons in. New and Revised ElUtion. Parts L 

and II., each 2B. 6d. ; complete, 48. 6d. Key, IS. tid. . . 
French. English and English.French Dictionary. Enti,./jI N"", 

Fre:~ ~~d~:' g:~~~·,s Ip%~b8:gs~:::i.cIB~'dsS~~"oNRAD. 21.6d. 
Gaudeamus. SODgs for Colleges and Schools. Edited by JOHN FARMBR. 

SS. Words only, paper covers, 6d. : cloth,9d. . 
German Dictionary, Cassell's New (German~EDglish, English .. 

German). Cheap Edititm. Cloth, 38. 6d. 
Hand and Eye Training. By G. RICKS, B.Se.. :2 Vols., with %6 Coloured 

Plates in each VoL Cr. 4to, 6s. each. Cards for Class Use, 5 sets, IS. each. 
Hand and Eye Training. In two Volumes. VoL I. Designing with 

Coloured Paper8. Vol. II. Cardboard Work. By G. RICKS and 
J OSKPH VAUGHAN. ~S. each. 

Hi.=~alM~~:!:' ca~::~!~ ~~~d~~th S,i:neg, ;. :Jt in., IS. 

Itaholn Lessons, with Exercises, Cassell's. Cloth, 3S. 6d. 
Latin Dictionary. Cassell'. New. (Latin-English and English-Latin.) 

Revised by J. R. V. MARCHANT, M.A., and J. F, CHARLES, B.A. Cloth, 38. 6d. LafTe Papr Edition, 5s. 
Latin Primer, The Firat. By Prot POSTGATB. IS. 
Latin Primerl The New. By Prof.]. P. POSTGATB. Crown Bvo.ls. 6d. 
Latin Prose lor Lower Forms. By M. A. BAYFIBLD, M.A. :ls.6d. 
Laws of Every-Day Life. By H. O. ARNOL~FoRSTERJ M.P. 18.6d. 

Sjec;{d EditiM on Green Paper for Persons with Weak Eyesight. 29. 

Lessons in Our Laws'i or, Talks at Broadaere Farm. By H. F. 
LBSTBR, B.A. Parts • and II., 18. 6d. each. 

Littl~ Folks' History o( England. Illustrated. Is.6d. 
Malung of the Home, The. By Mrs. SAMUEL A. BARNBTT. lB. 6d. 
Marlborough Books :-Arithmetic Examples, 3S. French Exercises, 

3B. 64· French Gra!Dmar. 2S. 6d. German Grammar, 38. 6d. 
Mechamcs and MachIne Design t Numerical Examples in Practical. 

By R. G. BLAINB. M.E.' New Edition, Revised and Enl"'ged. With 
79 Illustration.. Cloth, .s. 6d. , 

Mechanics for Young Beginners, A First Book of. By the Rev. 
J. G. EASTON, M.A. 48. 6d. 



Selections fr(llll Cal,,11 f Com/anYI Pu6l'eanons. 

Natural History Coloured Wall Sheet., Cassell~s New. 17 
Subjects. Size 39 by ~t in. Mounted on rollers and varmshed. 38. each. 

Object Lesson. from Nature. By Prof. 1. C. MIALL, F.l.S. Fully 
Illustrated. Newtmd EH/a'1J,tf Etliti .... Two Vols., IS. 6d. each. 

Physiology for School.. By A. T. SCHOFIBLD, M.D., M.R.C.S., &c. 
Illustrated. Cloth, lB. gd.; Three ..Parts, paper covers. Sd. each i or 
cloth limp, 6d. each. . ' 

Poetry Readers, Cassell's New. Illustrated. JQ: Books, Id. each; or 
complete in one Vol., cloth, 15. 6d. ' . 

Popular Educator, Cassell's NEW. With Revised Text, New Maps, 
New Coloured Plates, New Type, &c. In 8 Vals., sa. each.; 01' ill 
Four Vols... half~moroccoJ sos. the set. ... 

Readers. Cassell's 'I Higher Class.'· (List",. _pJliclJtitIM..) 
Readers, Cassell's Readable. Illustrated. (List"" a;PlieatUm.) 
Readers for Infant Schools, Coloured. Three Books. 4d. each. 
Reader, The Citizen. By H. O. ARNOLD-FoRSTER, M.P. Illustrated. 

Is.6d. Also a S""tti,4 Etliti"". cloth, IS. 6d. 
Reader, The Temperance. By Rev. J. DBNNIS HIRD. Crown 8vo, 

Is.6d. 
Readers, Geographical, Cassell's New. With numerous lllustrations. 

(List",. ,.;plie,.ti"".) 
Readers. The" Modern School " Geographical. (Lidtlfla11it'catitm..) 
Readers, The "Modern School." Illustrated. (List ... _1/J/ic,.n",..) 
Reckoning, Howard's Art of. By C. FausKBR HOWARD. Pa_ 

covers, IS.; clotb, IS. New EtlitiMJ, 5s. 
Round the Empire. By O. R. PARKIN. Fully Illustrated. IS.6d. 
Scienee Applied to Work. By!. A. BOWER. IS. 
Science of Everyday Life. By . A. BOWER.. Illustrated. IS. 
Shade from Models, Common Objects, and Casts of Ornament, 

How to. By W. E. SPARKES. With.S Plates by the Author. 3S. 
Shak9pere's Plays for School Use. 9 Books. Illustrated. 6d. each. 
Spelling, A Complete Manual of. By J. D. MORBLL, Ll.D. IS. 
Technical Manuals, Cassell's. Illustrated throughout:-

Handrailing and Staircasing, ss. 6d.-Bricklayers
b

Drawing for, ss.
Building Construction, 2S. - Cabinet~Maket'St' rawing fori ss.
Carpenters and Joiners. Drawing for. 3s. 6cl.-Gothic Stonework, 35-
Linear Drawing and Practical Geometry. 2s.-Linear Drawing and 
Projection. The Two Vols. in One, 38. 6d.-Machinists and Engineers

t Drawing for, 4S.6d.-Metal.Plate Worken, DrawioJ for, 3s.-Modea 
Drawing, 3s.-0rthographical and Isometrical Projectlon,2s.-Practical 
Perspective, 3s.-Stonemasons, Drawing for, 3s.-Apphed Mechanics. 
by Sir R. S. Ball, LL.D., 2s.-Systematic Drawing and Shading, 2S. 

Technical Educator, Cassen's NEW. An eotirely New Cyc\ol""'iia of 
Technical Education, with Coloured Plates and Engravings. Four 
Volumes. 5S. each. 

Technology, Manuals of •• "Edited by Prof. AVRTON, F.R.S., and 
RICHARD WORMItLL. D.Sc'

b 
M.A.' Illustrated throughout:-

~~~kDlt~kfn:' b;e'g~leGr.~g~~ v':~_~~id~nUtm;,relth~sBri':Ys'i!'1f':'~ 
logical Institute, 49. 6d.-Steel and Iron, by Prof. W. H. Greenwood, 
F.C.S., M.l.e.E., &c., Ss.-Spinning Woollen and Worsted, by W. S. 
B. McLaren. M. P., 49. 6d.-Design in Textile Fabrics, by T. R. Ashen
hurst, 4S. 6d.-Practical Mechanics by Prof. Perry, M.E. 3 •• 6d.
Cutting Tools Worked by Hand and Machine. by Prof. Smit~, 38. 6d. 

Things New and Old; or, Stories from English History. By 
H. O. ARNOLD-FoRSTBR, M.P. Fully llIu&trated .. and strongly bound 
in Cloth. Standards I. & 11., gd.· each: ::>taodard III., .s.; 
Standard IV., IS. 3d. i.. Standards V., VI., -& VII •• IS. 6d. each. 

Thi. World of Ours. liy H. O. ARNOLD' FORSTER, M.P. Illustrated. 
3&6d. ' 



S.I.etioIU from CaII.11 ,. Company', Pu~/;ealiolU. 

5ool~ fot !oung l1eople . 
• Little Polka If Half-Yearly Volume . . Containing 432 .to pages, with 

about aoo Illustrations, and Pictures in Colour. Boards, 3S. 6d.; cloth,Ss. 
Bo-Peep. A Book for the Little9nes. With Original Stories and Verses. 

Illustrated throughou", Yearly Volume. Boards, 28. M. ; ctl.oth, 3S. 6d. 
Beneath the Banner. Being Narratives of Noble Lives and Brave 

Deed.. BJ F. J. CROSS. llIustrated. Limp cloth, I •. Cloth gilt, os. 
Told Out of School. By A. J. DANIBLS. Illustrated. 38. 6d. 
Five Stars in a Little Pool. By EDITH CARIUNGTON; Illustrated. 69. 
The Great Cattle Trail. By EDWARD S. ELLIS. Illustrated. os.6d. 
Red Rose and Tiger Lily. By 1.. T. MItADB. 'Illustrated. 38. 6d. 
The Romance of Invention: Vignettes from the Annals of Industry 

and Science. By JAMES BUKNLIW. Illustrated. 38.6d. 
Tho Costofa Miatake. By SARAH P,TT. Illusiratod. NewEditioll. ••. 611. 
Beyond the Blue Mountain.. By 1.. T. MKADB. 58. 
The Peep of Day. C .... ,lf. Illultrated Edi/itm. .s. 6d. 
Maggie Steele'. Diary. By E. A. D,LLWYJI. as. 6d. 

A BW~~!, ~"c.l.a1rJ!'n..sJ'x. M1~~!r.W~:: s:;.SHBII .... u ISABB~ 
A Sunday Story-Book. By MAGGIB BBOWN", SAM BIIOWNS and AUNT 

ETHBI. lllustratod. 39. 6d. . 
A Bundle of Tales. By MAGGIB BROWNB (Author of .. Wanted-a 

King." &c.', SAM BROWNS, and AUNT ETHEL. 38. 6d. 
Pleasant Work for Busy Fingers. By MAGGIB BROWNB. Illustrated.ss. 

Bor:I~!!nliIl~~RH::'it~ol1~~r,S'i~~~:a~:r";~. (The Life,~ 
Cassell'. Pictorial Scrap Book. SUr: VoIs. 3s. M. each. 
Schoolroom and Home Theatricals. By ARTHUIl WAUGIL Ill ..... 

trated. NftIJ Edititm. Paper, 18. Cloth, 18. 6d. 
Magic at Home. By Prof. HOFFMAN. Illustrated. Cloth gilt, 3S. 6d. 
Little Mother Bunch. By MIS. MOLESWOllTIL Illustrated. NIWEditilJlL 

Cloth. :as.6d. 
Heroes of Every-day Life. By LAUSA LANB. With about ao Full

page lllustratioDL Cloth. .s. 6d. 
Bob Lovell's Career. By EDWARD S. ELLIS. sa. 
Boo:,~ :t ~~ng People. CMa~. Editu... lllustrated. Cloth gilt, 

Tho Chammn of Odin, ort t Bound bl • Spell, or. Tho Hunted 
XfMl' j. ~~d. ~::'r. 0. _ :~~CMrs~~r::e. Forest. By the 

Under Bayard's Ba.llIUIl·. By Henry Frith. 
Booka for Young People. IUm;trated. 3s. 6d. each. 

-Baahful Fifteen. By L T. Meade. -'l'he PaJ.ace BeautifuL By L T. 
-The White R01III8 at Inob Bow. Meade. 

By Mrs. pitt. epoJ!y: A New .. Faahioned. GirL By 
-.6, 8:::lc.Gir1 Graduate. By L T. .. Fc!ii~w MAi.:e.Leader._ By Talbot 

'l'h~~t!.C::=~~~~_ -.6, ~= ~f~rla: The Story 0.1 

Lost in .Bamoa. A Tale at Adven. Los~ 8:!::,~g ~1-J' ~ By 
lure In the Navigator Isla" By David Ker 

T.d~O~~~,:g Even ~'With _ P~::~~~d ~~: t:toa,:: 
Him. By Edward S. EJJis. Hough. 

-..flu ~ ill SH/n'J" HNJiq, 6s. ""'" 



&16ction, fro'" Cassdl f Company', Publications, 

Crown 8vo Library. Cluap Editions. Gilt edges, '8. 6d: each. 
Bambles Round London. By C. Wild Adventures in Wild Pla.ces. 

L. Mateaux. Illustrated. By Dr. Gordon Stables. R.N. lllus. 
Around and About Old England.. trated.. 

By C. 1- Mateaux. lllustrated. Modern Explorers. By Thomas 
Paws and ClawB. By one of the Frm.t. Dlw.traled. NnJ and CN4", 

AuthotlS of" Poems written fur a Erii/iDH. 
Child." Illustrated. Early Explorers. By Thnmas Frost. 

Decisive Eventa in HiBtnry. H..ome Chat with our Young Folks. 
rU~:~~:;;"s.Arc~er. With Original J~l!~P~:k~:n,hpi;in. Illustrated 

The True Robinson Orusoe& throughout. 

pee~I~~tr~tadforpOlkaatllome. Th~.E~:~y~ °tv~~a}.~:e.IU~ 
lIlustrated throughout. tratioos. 

The .. Cross and CrowD" Series: lllustrated. 's. 6d. each. 

~:~:n~fS~~f!~~e A !~ryrfr~~tt;. ~:f!n~u!':.' Triump~ By 
. By Annie S. Swan.. By Fire and Sword: A. Storv of 
Strong to Suffer: A Story of the llUguenota. By Thomas 

the J Wynne. Archer. 

He~~~8 8~~ :U~P~J. Ad~ir~e.r:n:v:~l ABi~ 
Victory Foster. ... S. Swan.. 

In Letters A.. Sto17 "No. Xln.; :t. The Stor.v of the 
~ta~~ .. " enaea. By..c. 1... ~~~ays. B~ E~: Mr.:;::1l 

"Golden Mottoes U Series, The. Each Book containing 208 pages, with 
Four full-page Original Illustrations. Crown Bvo, cloth gilt, 2S. each. 

f·~~ef.~~r=g:~~:-;.,~y tIte "H~~~~ c~5~~~:'nry Jeanie 
.. Bear and Forbear." By Sarah •• ~ar~~fi!'id~ure Eud..

n 
By EmU,. 

.' "F::~ost if -1 Can.n By Helen •• H~h;~nu~:rsof~~~a~C~r:;.!~ 
Atteri~ Trial."'&c. 

Cassell's Picture Story Books. Each containing about Sixty Pages of, 
Pictures and Stories, &c. 6d. each.. . 

Little Talks. I DaisTs Stor:v Book. I Auntie's Stories. 
Bright Stars. Dot's Story l!ook. Birdie's ~tory Book. 
Nursery Toys. A Neat of Stol'ies. Little Chim~s. " 
Pet's Posv. Good-Night Stories. A Sheaf ot" TRIes. " 
TillY Tales. Chats {or Small Chatterers. Dewdrop Stories. 

Cassell's Sixpenny Story Books. All I\lustrated, and cantaining 
. Interesting Stories by well·known writers. 

The Smugg-l~8 Cay. I The Boat Club. 
Little Lillzle. Little Pickles. 
Little Bird. Life and Adven- "The Elohest.er College Bo;va. 

tures of: . My First Cruiss, 
Luke Barnfoott. The Little Peacemaker. 

. The Delft Juc. 

Illustrated Books for the Little Ones. Containing interesting Stories. 
All Illustrated. IS. each; cloth gilt, IS. 6d. 

Bdght Tales & FUIlll3' Ploturea. Up and Down the Garden. 
Merry Little Tales. AU Sorts of Adventures. 
Little Tales for eopl&. Our Sunday Stories. 
Little Pet.lo Our Holiday Houra. 
'1'ele8 Indoors and Out. 
Sunday Some Farm Frienda. 
Stories an Wandering Ways. 
Bible Piot Dumb Friends. 

:!~J~tt And r};~ade. it~ITee 30~~:~ :~:rr ChIldren. 
Rub-a-Dub Talee. Our Prett:v Pete, 

L~~~:'e~':~~t~:r:;~ For., _ &.~at~"r~~0?r~~e:S:0ura. 
Tittle Tattle Talea. ... Creat.ures Wild. 



C.B.ell'. ShiNing StorY Sooa. AU Illustrated, and containin,J Interesf& 
In. Stories. • The Giant's Cradle. 

'::t,~4or:u!'~~ . ~~ ~~:lli,OCket.. 
The Mystery at Shonollfl" School.. The Kagio lIIIirror. 
ClaImed. at Last, && Roy',lleward. The Coat of Revenge. 
Th and Tangles." Clever Frank. .. 
Th B.obln'. Neat. Amo~ the Reds1dns. 

:rive [li~~~en; ~~a:lLOf BrOl. 
Diamonds m Sa.ncL ., A BaDiahed Monaroh. 
Surly J:lob. Seventeen Ca.ts. 

"Wanted-aKing" Series. CbaJEditiM. Illustrated. .: 6d..each. 
Great Grandmamma. By Georg1l1a M. Synge. 
Robin'lI B.1d;:~ By Ellinor Davenport Adams. 
W&Dted-a Kine-; or. How Kerle eet the N1lI'8~ B.bymea to lUghte. 

:r&fr:~~,,:!~~ BrOthe~ L':~~.~i;~u~:Sb~dd~~d~arry Furniss. 
The World's Workers. A Series of New and Original Volumes. 

With Portraits printed on a tint as Frontis ieee. 'IS. each • 
.Tohn C ... ell. By G. Holden Pike. Catherine 
C~l~o::t~~! Spur.eoa. By ~[ ::.'~;:. 
In • .tTe1}~ of .Bugb7. By ~we Mathew, 
The Earl ot Shaftellbury. By Livesey. 

8U:~Dir:b~01l, Agnes W.. Sir enry lIaveloc and ColID 
ton. and Mr •• l'IIereditb. By CampQell Lord Clyde~ By E. C. 
E. M." Tomkinson. Phillips.· 

'l'homaa A.. Ediaon and Samuel Abraham Lincoln. By Ernest Foster. 
F. B. Moree. By Dr. Dcoslow. George MUller and Andrew Reed. 

ar:.nac!m~il~~:~· Mary Car- JliC~ ~~~~ By R. Gowing. 
Gele~terGo~a:~Yll~:rd.w:e.Rev.:a n FrankliL By:e M, 

S. A. Swaine. • (SwaIne,. 
Charles Diok.e~ By bis EJdeIIt er the Artist. By tbe Rev. S. A.. 
Sir~f~e;' Salt and Georee Geo~~~. 'E'~a~~~~rt Stephenson. 

••• '!0!t. BsJ.~~!u::y~k. H Nul T,,~!V/,.d J!~DJ::=':£ ~,t~~;.DU1es. 
I,.Ibr8J.,t:.rl.~'t.d.ra. Illustrated Gift-books for Boys. Paper, lB.; 

Wonderful Balloon Aeoent.. I Wonders or Animal Iustinot. 
~~~~:~~ t~:.:::.~ea. wo~r:kifl Bod.ily 8treneth 

C.;.~)~ ";.,ruFe1Wf:l:.nny Story Bo;,:. Illustrated. 

VPI~Jt:~ Downa of aDonkeTa B 
Three Wee Uleter LuBin. 
Up the Ladder. 
D10k's Hero; and otherStor1ea. 
'I'he Chip Boy. 

~~888rO~.ag&"lU, and the the Golden L 
B.oses ¥rom 'l'""'.a.orna. 8 Olden Time. ook&. 

Gift Bo.oks for Yo'!ng .People. By opular Authors. With Four 
Ongmal Illustrations In each. Cloth gilt, IS. 6d. each. 

Th\~~!r'!f~ur: Kentucky. ~rI!~~~~':c~Otto. ~Y the Rev. 
~!~~!~: ::ro~~r.Of t~; "n~ ~!f~I:o~:~tOry of 

Edward s. Ems_ ::;;;~l:~fui~~~ii 
Beek:inc a City. 1T roken Truat.bhar"eB; or,The 

B.h~~:~:8 !::a~~~e~ ,." If Prei.i{tl;~~~et~r:~t~~~. The 
~~k~l11e~~att~:~o~r. The T1m.w~~z:r:.O.D·S Trial. By Georgc 

Frl;~ l';':!a~'Pittr - ~ tT1'8~~~a~~umbling~BlOok. By Julia 

Th~~!:~~:~es:~BYMadc" :a~1!~pb1~ork.. B1' the Rev. 



Cassell's Two-Shilling Story Books. Illustrated. ' 
Margaret's Enemy. .. -: 1 Peggy. and other Tales. 
Stones of the Tower. rhe .Four Cats of tne TlppartODS. 
Mr. Burke's NIeces. 11 _ .Manon's Two Homes. 

!ff:: TCo~t~dir~~ow to- ~!!~eF!==~.BO~k... . 
Lit:t'e • ~g:-::~~i.. t " 

~:~hildren Of~:~~Ut.· I~~ll;f:bfi:a~ ~~rtune. 
14&d M&rJol7. In Mischief A.ge.m.. 

,Cheap Editions of Popular Volumes for You~ People. Bound in 
cloth, gilt edges 29. 6d. each. 
In Quest of Goic!1 or. Under i 'For Queen and Xing. 

the Whanga J!'alls. • Esther We8~ •• 

On lIoard the E~.; or, . i-~:~~O~~ 
Martin .J,.eigh'. Log.. ;P~':~~t and :Brigands 

The" Deerfoot" Series. By EDWARD S. ELLIS. With Four fuU'page 
lllustrations in each Book. Cloth, bevelled boards, IS. 6d. each, 

The Hunters oj ~h~~~ ~ar'r~~~~ in the .l40UDtama.· • 

The .. Log Cabin" Series. By EDwAim S. ELJ.IS. "With Four 'yuU-
page Illustrations in each. Crown 8vo, cloth, 2S. 6d. each. • 

The LOBt Trail. I Camp·Fire and Wiewam. " 
Footprints in the Forese. . 

The "Great River" S"ries.~ EDWARD S. ELLIS. ..IUuslnted. 

Cro'Dno~oih~~a:~~~f. ~ IS. ~~~t 'i!c~e WUda. 
. trp the Ta.pajoB; or, Aj"entureB in Bra&il. ... 

The..!' Boy Pioneer It Series. 13y EDWARD S. ELLIS. With Four Full. 
3,age Illustrations in each Book. Crown 8vol cloth, ::IS. 6d. each. 

. eta!~ 8!~ :8t~~·est Tale of I Ne:i~! ~~:~ver. A Tale of Indian 
Ned. in the Blook House. A Story of Pioneer Life in Kentucky. 

The .. World in Picture.... Illustrated throughout. elu,,; Edih ..... 
IS. 6d. each. ' 

A Ramble Round Franoe. I GlimPBes of South America. 
All the RUBuaB. Bound Afl"lca. ' 

g:t~::~~ ~~:tIUld. ~~: r.i!: :1 tt:m/~~India). 
(Japan). Peep. mto Cb.iJla 

• The L .... ci of Pyramids (Egypt). , 
Half-Crown Story Books, 

i~~:r!:~~~~~siite ~dB07. 
hood. 

Notable Bhipwrecka. 
At the South Pole. 

Books for the Little Ones. , ' , 
:Rhymes for .the YOW1&' Folk. lIr:tJr ~l;rwo:.i:~~. fB~loUred Plates 

By William Alllng'bam. Beautifully Tbe Sunday Sorap Book.. 'With 
l1lustrat~. aB. ed. Several Hundred llfustratiOIls, Paper 

The HiBtol'7 Sorap Booka With boards. Sa. 6d.; cloth. e-ilt edges. 6& 

nearly I.OOD ~Ying3. Ooth. Th~lI~~t~ail~ T~ ~~~ Or~~ 
~~ ~- . 

Albums for Children. 3 •• 6d. each. 
'rhe Album for Home. !:IOhOOl'/ Pioture Album. ot AU Sorta. WIth 

~p~I!:~~t~~:.ain~Nu~~~~?Y Full-page Illustrations. 
lilly Own Album of Anima.ls. The Chit-Chat Album. Wustratecl 

Wltb Full-pqe Illustrations. throu2bout. 

CasseU .Ill: Company's Complete Catalogue will H ."., ,.., 
. .tn~ till al;',",li01l t. 

CASSELL &: COMPANY, LIMITBD, ·LNIlpt., Hill, L_i-. 



The Impetrial Patrliament Setries. 
Edited by SYDNEY BUXTON, M.P. 

In Uniform Crown Bvo Volumes •. each about ISO pp. IS.; or, paper 
covers, 9d. 

lilt was a happy idea to devise thi!. great and useful series of political hand~ 
books of the hour. Judging from the first, they will soon become a necessity of 

hea,l!¥b:~~r:~i:~:~r:,~~~~ l!f-;'riet:~ ~~~1;b~:::;~stimated'''-Britis'' 
Quarterly. 

II Admirable and almost indiSJ?ensable, not only to every member or candi .. 

dat~ll 'Theto 1::e~i!~op:~~~~:::lt~!ri~a~~~okneS:le:~iO:;C:\i~~~r'~~~~1; the 
Marquis of Lome's il)teresting and suggestive volume."-Saturda" Rroiew. 

H Mr. Sydney Buxton has undertaken a very useful and necessary work in 
editing a series of short volumes dealing with those topics of the day which lie 
within the rauge of practical politics."-Ecko. 

I. Imperial Federation. 
By the MARQUIS OF LORNE. 

z. Representation. 
By SIR JOHN LUBBOCK, Bart., M.P. 

3· Local Administration. 
By WILLIAM RATHBOSE, M.P., ALBERT l'ELL, Esq., and 

F. C. MONTAGUE, M.A. 

4· England and Russia in Asia. 
By RIGH; HON. W. E. BAXTER, M.P. 

S. Women Suffrage. 
By MRS; ASH1'ON DILKE and WILLIAM WOODALL, M.P. 

6. Local Option. 
By W. S. CAINE, M.P., WILLIAM HOYLE, and·REV. DAWSON 

BURNS, D.D. 

7· Leasehold Enfranchisement. 
By H. BROADHURST, M.P., and R. T. REID, M.P. 

8. Disestablishment. 
By H. RICHARD, M.P.,.and T. 'CARVELL WILLIAMS. 

9· London Government and City Guilds. 
By J. F. B. FIRTH, M.P. 

10. Church Reform. 
By. ALBERT GREY and HON. and REV. CANON FREMANTLE, 

and others. 

LONDON: SWAN SONNENSCHEIN & CO. 





The ImpePial Parrliarnent SePies. 
Edited by SYD!'Io"E'~ Bt"XTOS, M. P. 

10 L"Diform Cron. 8vo '-olmnt:s. each abom IgJ pp. lS.; 01'". paper 
co .......... 

• , It was a ~ ir.dea Ie) deTise thiJ. gn::u: DId md'aJ SIrie5 of pofuical hDtoi
bor"b oftbe hour. Jgd~ &.- the Dna. Ux-y..-ill 'IIOIlIII. ~;a ~ of 
bcahh.Ya;:>d i:at~ opoliDcaJ. iife.. ... _p.Ji M.o~_ 

•. "Ik .., a.d ~ cI SDI::b a series CDiI h:a:rdly be Oi U - ma"eli. .. -llriI:UIt 
~- -
-;~~~~~;"tjm~~~~T:!~ 

• The laaperUl ~ Serifs' a:1b:s _ ~ stan .... ..J.h. the 
KarqIIis oj t.ar.:." illcensing aM ~~ ~ ~-.s.t.n/Jq K~ . 

•• lb. 5TdDer ~ Iud; ~ a -..cry use:n,l aDd ~ 0I'0Ift ID 

editiar a ReI">e5 oC s1:mrt ~ dealizIg 'ritb t,.bo,e copies II the Us did:!. lie 
.-iI.hi. u.: ~ s pr:aaO.l ~ --E..;;U.. 

.- Imperial Federation. 
By the MAE.QUlS OF LoItSE. 

2. RepresentatiOn. 
By SIlt. JORS LcBBOC~ Bart' 9 11.P. 

3- Local Administration. 
By WJLU.ul RATHBOSR, )I.P., ALBERT PEu., Esq .• and 

F. C. l.IO!\iAGUE, AI.A. 

4- England and Russia. in Asia. 
By RIcH'! Hos. w. E. BA.,\:TER., If.P. 

5- Women Suffrage. 
By MK.S. AsHIDS DILKE aDd WauAlI' WooDAU., lI.P. 

6. Local Option. 
By \\~. S. CA.ls~ M.P •• Wn..llAll HoVLE, and REY. DAWSON 

Bultss, D.O. 

7· Leesebold Enfranchisement. 
By H. BIOADHVItST, M.P ... and R. T. REID, ll.P. 

8. Disesteblishment. 
BJ n. RICHARD, x. P., and. T. "'CARXELL WILLlAlIS-

9- London Oovernment and City Guilds. 
By J. F. B. F"TH, M.P. 

to. Church Reform. 
By ALBERT GREY and Hos.:md. REY. CA.NOS FR£lIA.'"TL&, 

and o<hcrs. 

LONDOM: SWAN SONNENSCHEIN a co. 
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